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SOHP INTERVIEW WITH DOUGLAS ENGELBART
INTERVIEW 1, DECEMBER 19, 1986

Lowood:

Let's start with where you were born, and who your parents
were.

Engelbart:

I was b o m in Portland, Oregon.

My father was Carl Lewis

Engelbart, and mother is Gladys Charlotte Amelia Munson
Engelbart.

They moved to Portland after they were married, and

my older sister, who's three years older, was born in
Bremerton, Washington.

That's where they met and were married.

Adams:

What's your older sister's name?

Engelbart:

Dorianne Vadnais (Vadney), and they live in Portland,
Oregon, still.
My mother grew up on a homestead near Redmond, Oregon, and
my father grew up in Spokane, Washington.

Adams:

You have a brother?

Engelbart:

My brother David is fourteen months younger; he now lives
in Sacramento.

Adams:

What are they doing?

You said in our first talk that

they didn't go in the direction that you went, by which I
presume you meant scientific or intellectual endeavors.
What are their professions?
Engelbart:

My sister was quite artistic, and she married a man who
was in architecture school at the University of Oregon.
she and he have had a small architect's office.
lot of drafting.

Lowood:

So

She does a

They have two daughters.

What work did your father do, and what your mother?
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What was the home like?
Engelbart:

My mother is really really quite sensitive, and was
artistic, although she never had any formal training.

She

had to quit at the end of high school, but she can still
quote some of the poetry she learned.

She took German, for

instance, and she can still say some of the German.
anyway, it stuck and she liked that.

So

So she comes from

Scandinavian--Norwegian and Swedish--background.

I think

her mother came over from Sweden when she was in her early
teens.

Her father was born in Wisconsin, and his parents

came from Norway.

The Norwegian thing goes back to my

father's mother, who was a first cousin to a very famous
Norwegian poet laureate, Nobel prize winner, pretty much a
world figure, with all the letter-writing and causes he
worked on.
museum.

We visited Norway, and his home is now a

His family is treated with great respect.

His name

is Bjornst Ernie Bjornson (???)
Lowood:

And your father, . . ?

Engelbart:

All I know is that his mother was born in Seattle, last
name Ernst.

A German family.

His father was born in

Minnesota, and his parents emigrated to the U.S.

A large

family of Engelbarts; we've known a few of them.

I met one

of my father's aunts once.

We only have track of just a

very few of that family.
So my father was born in Spokane, and his father was
sort of a superintendent operator for a hydrodam.

They

moved from one dam to another, and they lived near the
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dams.

We'd go visit grandfather, and it was very much fun.

We could go down underneath, and see all the big rotating
turbines and things.
Then my father somehow drifted into being an electrical
engineer.

He went to college at Washington State.

I guess

in World War One, he moved to Bremerton to work in the
shipyards.

That's where he and my mother met.

After the

war, for some reason he tried being a salesman for a while,
but he was no more cut out to be a salesman than I am.

Then

he ended up getting interested in radio in the late
twenties, and started a radio shop in Portland.

That's what

he was doing up until he died, selling and repairing radios,
which was black magic in those days.
I was born in 1925.
Lowood:

Did your father and his radio store have any influence
on you, one way or the other?

Engelbart:

If any, probably negatively.

When you're little, it

has a mystique; it is intimidating.

The thing that really

got me into the electronics field was when I was in high
school, after World War II started.

I'd hear these rumors

among the kids about this thing called radar, and that the
navy had this program where they would train you by having
you study

, and you'd go behind closed fences and

they'd take the books out of vaults and teach you and then
search you when you left, and put the books back in the
vaults.

It all sounded so dramatic.

stuff, radar was, it intrigued me.

Whatever the secret
So I started saying,
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"Well, I think 1*11 sort of prepare, so that when I go into
the service, maybe that's what I can do."

And that's what I

ended up doing.
Lowood:

But you had no background, say, with the ham radio
clubs, or building a radio?

Adams:

Building a crystal set?

Engelbart:

No.

I might have tried one or two, but they never

worked, (laughter)
Adams:

Was it the mystique of it that you think attracted
you?

Or some budding interested in the technology?

When

you talk of it, it sounds more like mystery attracted you
than the fact that you could communicate, or delve into the
the deep with it.
Engelbart:

I didn't have any clarity on what I'd like to do,
because my father, during the Depression, had to work very
hard, and what I remember is his coming home and eating
dinner and going back to finish repairing radios.
grind.

Just the

I don't have much of a model of his talking with

other technical people, and hearing that sound fascinating,
because none of our family friends was of a technical
background.
die.

I was nine, when he died--that's too young to

You know, at least in those days, they just didn't

have all the kits.

During the Depression, I don't know who

would have had them, anyway.
Adams:

Did you have teachers, or other adults, male or female,
who would have provided some sort of role model for you at
that time, after your father's death?
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Engelbart:

No, I realized some years later when I got to college
that I must have been looking for that.

I'd become quite

disappointed midway through the first semester, in one
professor or another, and finally started realizing I would
like them to be the father I didn't have, instead of being a
professor.

In high school, math teachers would pay special

notice to me, and encourage me.

One English teacher, from

some themes I wrote, talked to me quite a bit, "What are you
going to do?

You could do almost anything you want."

took those multiphasic personality inventories.

And I

I remember

I got a high score in everything except conceptualization.
There was some test, we were supposed to assemble a bunch of
blocks, look at it and assemble it. And somehow, the way
the guy explained it to me, I didn't get it, and so it took
me a lot longer.

So they sort of told me, you shouldn't go

into architecture, or anything that requires visualization,
(laughter)
I didn't take all that very seriously.

I sailed

through the high school years, and I guess many, even the
college years.
I was like a peasant looking at the world; it was very
simple sort of idea, and hard to picture myself fitting into
any of the professions, really.

I was interested in walking

around; I was a very naive kid.

Even two years in the Navy,

there were a lot of experiences around, but I was like an
observer, soaking up perspective; it wasn't like it was
training me to cope.
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Lowood:

You mentioned the radar training.
out actually to be?

What did that turn

You mentioned what you thought it might

be before you went in, but what was it in fact?
Engelbart:

It was pretty challenging to me to learn--you had to
learn enough about how it operated, they would explain how
it operated with a model.

Without knowing the math and the

physics underneath it, you could get a model for how it's
operating so then you could understand how to service it,
and troubleshoot, and repair.

It was quite challenging.

I

would usually be groping for a deeper understanding, all the
way through school, than the guys who were smart about
getting good grades.

It never occured to me to study just

for the grade, you know, to see how best I could pass the
test.
Adams:

That's the kind of simple-mindedness I sort of had.

Were your instructors in the radar school able to give
you some of those deeper things?

Engelbart:

Well, once in a while you'd get somebody who had a
technical background, but I think anyone that really had
technical training was working as communication officers out
in the service, or put into research labs, so these were
mostly people that they'd just found could train you for
what you were supposed to be trained as.

Adams:

So you were learning how to service and repair the
system, not to really make innovations or changes.

Engelbart:

Right.

We were technicians.

We weren't aimed for

being officers, we were a bunch of enlisted men being
technicians.

But it was challenging to learn that much, and
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put it together, keep it in mind.
Adams:

Did any improvements occur to you as you were working
on devices?

Engelbart:

"Wouldn't it be interesting if . . ."

That's a good question.
no."

But I can't remember.

I would tend to say, "Gee,
I remember being absolutely

fascinated by how "much," and I have to put that in quotes,
because in today's perspective, there wasn't that much, but
how much went on every cycle of a radar set.

The "trigger"

would send out a pulse, and waited with his timers running,
and then when the different pulses came back, processed and
shaped them up, and created different displays on the
screen, and let the operator crank cranks and stuff, and
move an ellipse around out there so he could calibrate how
many miles away things were, running his crank and doing
that sort of thing.

So you know, things that had to open

and shut with an electronic gauge at the right time, and--I
thought, boy, as much goes on--most of those radars repeated
every sixtieth of a second, and at that time it seemed
fascinating how much could go on in a sixtieth of a second.
I remember writing a letter to my brother one time after the
war, you know, almost as much goes on every sixtieth of a
second as goes on in a factory all day.

And that really

intrigued me.
During Pearl Harbor I was still in high school.

I

graduated from high school and had two years of college
before I was drafted.
while.

They were deferring people for a

I was too young to get drafted, and put into these
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college training programs that they were starting.
Did you have a burning desire to enlist?Engelbart:

Not

really, because my eyes weren't good enough so I could
enlist in anything dramatic.

As far as I was concerned, all

this radar work sounded just great.
From '44 to '46 I was in the Navy.

Midway through I'd

just finished my training, and had been given some leave,
and had come back to Treasure Island, getting ready to be
shipped out to the Pacific, with my stomach doing
flip-flops, because all the stories were of Kamakazi planes
hitting the ships right in the communications center.

So,

yes, we need lots of radar technicians! (laughter)
Did you actually go out, then?Engelbart:

Yeah, I was a

year out there, but the interesting thing was that we were
all loaded aboard a ship, and the ship backed out of its
berth--and this was just south of the Bay Bridge, on the San
Francisco waterfront--backed out, started north under the
bridge and around, and just as we were passing Chinatown, we
were standing up there gulping, and waving goodbye
to--nobody was waving at us (laughter).

Then we heard lots

of whistles and fire crackers and everything else, and
finally the P.A. system on the ship says, "The Japanese have
just surrendered." It was VJ Day.
So did the ship turn around and go back?Engelbart:

We

all shouted, "Turn around! let us go back and celebrate!"
. . right out into the fog, into the seasickness.
back just about exactly a year later.

We got
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Lowood:

I want to get at your reading of Vannevar Bush and what
happened to you while you were in the service.

How did that

all come about?
Engelbart:

When I got on that ship, we chugged along, and
thirty-eight days later, they dropped us off on the south
end of the island of Sumar.

We waited there, I don't know,

a week or two or three; it seemed like a long, long time.
Everybody was very relieved; the war was over so they didn't
mind, discomfort aside.

They finally decided to go some

place, so we got on another boat and went on an all day trip
to the west, to the island of Laiti, and then were dumped
off in another place where we were going to get reshipped.
It was while I was on that temporary place at Laiti that I
found that Red Cross library.

It was in a genuine native

hut, up on stilts, with a thatched roof.

You came up a

little ladder or stairs, and inside it was very clean and
neat.

It had bamboo poles and was just really nice

looking.
Adams:

There were lots of books, and nobody else there.

Were you surprised to find a current, or a recent issue
of publications?

Engelbart:

I don't know how recent they were.

Lowood:

Well, the article was published in '45.

Engelbart:

I'm pretty sure it was in Life magazine.

Lowood:

The Atlantic Monthly was in the fall of '45, late
summer of '45.

Engelbart:

Well, this was like early September out there, so it's
hard to imagine that that would have got out there, so it
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would be interesting to see if that were preceded by the
Life magazine thing.
Lowood:

Well at any rate, sitting in the middle of the Pacific,
what did you get from your reading of Bush?

Engelbart:

Well, I remember being thrilled.

Just the whole

concept of helping people work and think that way just
excited me.

I can remember telling people about it. I

never have forgotten that.

I knew lots of things I've

forgotten. It's easy to forget about all that experience.
The last time we talked, you said you really are interested
in digging into the different components of what comes
together, how ideas come to me.

I can remember when that

one sort of came into the framework, when I was doing it.
It merged, after I had gotten started with other things.

In

that conceptual framework, I thought of the augmentation
system.

Then I thought, "Why was this kind of electronic

support going to help?"

We already had such a huge, huge

amount of invention already in the language, and all the
customs and everything else.

It seemed all of a sudden very

deflating, and almost brash to think, "Oh, we're going to do
something significant in that whole system."
But then I started reflecting about how dramatic this
technology could be, and I went back to that other study I'd
done, a few years earlier, that I'd called the "philosophy
of logic of realization," where I started learning a lot
more about the quantitative scale changes.

One of the basic

things you soon learn is that after a certain degree of
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quantitative change, you almost invariably go into
qualitative change.

So you say, alright, among all these

artifacts, that this technology offers quantitative change
in so many dimensions and in so many places within the
system that one would just naturally assume there'd be
qualitative changes.
Then there was the idea of mapping your concepts into a
memory structure inside the computer that could map the
structural part of the relationships in ways that linear
paper couldn't.

That sort of grew out of the little

introduction to the AI stuff I'd had earlier.

You can make

any structure you want.
Lowood:

In 1961, you were actually writing the report that got
the project started.

In say, '45, '46, would you

characterize yourself, as you're doing these readings, as
something of a tabula rasa as far as these ideas? Were you
really just ingesting things, or did you already have some
notion of a problem based on some of these?

You mentioned

being fascinated by the rapidity of some of these electronic
devices.

Had that already started you moving in a

particular direction?

Then you gravitated towards articles

like Bush's because they fit in with a problem that you had
somehow established in your mind.

Or were you just picking

things up somewhat helter skelter from the outside still?
Engelbart:

Yeah, I was still the naive drifter.

Adams:

Collecting.

Were you taking notes, keeping a journal

or a diary at that time of your thoughts, and reading?
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Engelbart:

One thing I was doing was keeping vocabulary cards.

Adams:

What kind of vocabulary?

Engelbart:

Oh, just words I didn't know before that.

Adams:

Did they cluster in different fields?

Engelbart:

No, every time I'd run across a word I didn't know, I'd
write it down on one side of a card, and the definition on
the other.

I was probably the only sailor in the Navy that

did that.
I was stationed at the Philippine Sea Frontier, the
Navy headquarters of that whole Philippine area.

The vice

admiral in charge of that was housed in the communications
center.

I was stationed there for most of my stay in the

Philippines.

The Manila Harbor is oriented just like the

San Francisco one is, where the mouth of the harbor points
east, and Manila is the same place Berkeley and Oakland
are.

It's a bigger bay, quite a bit bigger.

Out near the

gate is where Corregidor was, the island.
But anyway, the cloud formations in the Philippines
were just unbelievable, these huge cumulus clouds that would
go up for tens of thousands of feet vertically, and floating
around like that, so the sunsets would just be absolutely
unbelievable.

Where you could see the tops of one of these

clouds would just be bathed in white, and the spectrum that
would come down to the bottom was dark purple.

You'd look

back up by a dark purple one silhouetting against the
others, and God, it was just unbelievable.
in my tracks and look at that.

So I'd just stop
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So one time I went up to the gate, the roadway went
along like this, and talked to the shore patrol guys, and
said, "I want to go out and watch the sunset."

"What,

Mac?!" (laughter) So, they got used to me coming there
every once in a while, and they'd let me go out, and keep an
eye on me.

So I could walk across there and sit on the sea

wall, and look.
There were a lot of different things I was soaking up
at the time.

In the library there I found a book by William

James that just really turned me on too.
Most of Your Life.
Lowood:

How to Make the

I was just soaking up a lot of things.

So you came back state-side then, and you went back to
Oregon?

Engelbart:

I went back to Corvallis to finish electrical
engineering.

What I decided then is that since I had such a

good background in electronics, conceptually, that I would
take the electric power option, instead of the electronics
option, just to balance myself out.

I doubt I would have

done that if I had had some great vector in mind to
pursue.

One of the courses when you're a senior is a

seminar in which you're supposed to read, and tell the group
about interesting things.

I remember the one time I saw a

description of one of the early computers, and I gave a
little talk about it.

It was sort of interesting, but in no

way did it flash on me that "there's my career."

I don't

think it taught me very much about how they worked.
had the general feeling that they're coming.

I just

I graduated in
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'48, so that would have been the '47-'48 school year.
Adams:

You mentioned working in a computer lab at Berkeley
when you first went there.

Engelbart:

That was some years later.
bachelor's.

I left after I got my

I took a job at Ames Laboratory.

I was there

three years before I went to graduate school at Berkeley.
By the time I got to Berkeley, I had already made my big
commitment.
Lowood:

Okay, so let's get you back to the Ames Research
Center, because I had a couple questions about that.

Before

going into the framework, there's a couple things about the
general environment there. What kind of work were you doing
at Ames?
Engelbart:

I was recruited as an electrical engineer in a section
they called the electrical section.

It was a service and

support group that helped develop the specifications.

If

they were making a new wind tunnel for the motors and needed
control systems, or a paging system, we would install and
maintain that.

If somebody wanted some special electronics

built that wasn't instrumentation, we would build that.

So

it was a mixture of maintenance and building, and definitely
a service thing.

It was an interesting education, but

again, it's not what somebody with a burning ambition to be
a creator of something, or at least, anybody who understood
how the world worked, would choose to do.
Lowood:

So it was basically a line job, I guess, is that it?

Engelbart:

Yeah.
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Lowood:

What was the scale of the operation at Ames at that
point?

Engelbart:

Well, they had six or eight big wind tunnels.

They had

a flight test section that had a link trainer, and they were
flying airplanes and testing them.

So they were very busy

developing, much the same as they are now.

I don't know how

much they're involved in the space business, but there's a
lot of NASA aerodynamics research.

It will take thirty

thousand horsepower to drive a wind tunnel.

And that's big,

big electric motors, the kind you don't normally get told
about in square inches; big, heavy, advanced things.

So

starting them, just getting them up to speed is a real
problem, because if you just turn on the power, the whole
peninsula lights would go dim.
Adams:

I've heard stories about that happening.

Did they have

big computers running the various operations?
Engelbart:

I'll tell you what a computer was in those days. It
was an underpaid woman sitting there with a hand calculator,
and they'd have rooms full of them, that's how they got
their computing done.

So you'd say, "What's your job?" "I'm

a computer."
[END OF TAPE 1, SIDE A]

[BEGINNING OF TAPE 1, SIDE B]

Lowood:

One of our interests is the history of the Silicon Valley.
Did you have a sense, from the NACA installation there that
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there was something special about the area in any sense, that
there was some kind of concentration of people, perhaps, at
this early date?
Engelbart:

No.
Park.

It was before they started the Stanford Industrial

Hewlett Packard was successful, but still small.

Stanford was a small engineering school.

There was a man who'd

written a handbook on radio engineering that was sort of world
famous, so I knew about that.
Lowood:

You mean Terman, of course.

Engelbart:

Yes.

Adams:

What kind of reading were you doing at that time?

Engelbart:

Well, I'd been there a couple of months, and somebody
mentioned that you could get privileges over at the Stanford
Library.

So, somehow I wangled a stack permit, and I just

spent hours roaming through the stacks.
Adams:

Did you gravitate to any particular stack area?

Engelbart:

I would roam up and down, and find out what's interesting.

Lowood:

Sometime in this period, you developed to the point where
you had a crisis, in a sense, or you had a desire to make some
sort of contribution, right?

Engelbart:

Oh yeah.
time.

I'd been there two-and-a-half years by that

I was a bachelor, still very shy, but somebody suggested

that the way you meet girls is to go folkdancing.

An image of

folkdancing floated through my mind, and I thought, "Oh my God,
what a silly way to go."

One guy who'd been a boxer, a

fighter, you know, he was divorced, he said, "Come on!"

So we

went over there, and I took one look at the Palo Alto Community
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Center, and watched them.

It was an intermediate class.

I

just moved right out there and started dancing with everybody.
Pretty soon, I just loved it.

Anyway, so then I was a big part

of the social life, and that's how I met my wife, at one of
those.

There was a lot of that, a lot of trying to get people

together.

There was no family around, so I started organizing

people for weekend hiking trips and camping trips, and things.
Adams:

Did you have bull sessions about world issues, or
intellectual matters?

Engelbart:

Well let's see, that was a mixture of people I was with,
and some of them talked about world issues.

I was never the

kind that would push everybody into talking about what I wanted
to talk about.

So if they weren't naturally responding to

different feelers I put out about something, or they'd bring up
topics, and I'd start asking lots of questions, and getting
interested.

I guess I was looking around watching people and

soaking it up; just still going through this cocoon stage, or
something.
Adams:

What caused you to begin to emerge, or to want to?

Engelbart:

Getting engaged.

I can just remember one half hour

driving to work, one day after I got engaged; that was a
turning point.
Adams:

Can you tell us about that?

Engelbart:

Sure.

I had all this excitement, "Oh, I'm engaged!"

And

I was riding to work, and I said to myself, "Well, let's see,
I'd better get my mind on work.

What am I gonna do today?

well, gee, that's not terribly exciting.

Is there anything

Oh,
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this week that I can look forward to that's in any way a little
bit exciting?"

And suddenly I just realized that on ahead of

me there were very nice people, it was a good place to work,
and stuff like that, but there was no excitement.

I could have

noticed that two years earlier, but being a bachelor, and busy
trying to fill the rest of my life, I gusss, it didn't really
dawn on me.

But it just dawned on me that, "My gosh, what's

the problem?"

By the time I got to work, I had this

realization that I didn't have any more goals, and that getting
married and living happily ever after was the last of my goals,
which isn't very surprising.

The Depression kids were likely

to grow up getting a steady job, and getting married and having
a family, that's about all.
realize that.
eleventh, 1950.

I was literally embarassed to

I was twenty-five.

It was December tenth or

I went home that night, and started thinking,

"My God, this is ridiculous, no goals.

Well, I've got time."

For some reason, I just picked that as an explicit, conscious
thing to do; I had to figure out a good set of professional
goals.
Adams:

How did you proceed from that point?

Engelbart:

Well, I tried to be a little general for a while, to say,
"What would be the guidelines, and what are my requirements?"
Well, I could earn a lot of money, but I hadn't yet had any
perception of what money was worth.

I think I was earning

three thousand dollars a year then, or something like that.
Wage scales were different.

But it was a steady job.

I

finally said, "Well, let's just put as a requirement I'll get
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enough out of it to live reasonably well."

Then I said, "Well,

why don't I try maximizing how much good I can do for mankind,
as the primary goal, and with the proviso that I pick something
in there that will make enough livable income."

So that was

very clear, very simple as that.
So then I started poking around, looking at the different
kinds of crusades you could get on.

I soon realized that if I

wanted to contribute in some maximum way, I'd need to provide
some real driving force, or something, because to just go be a
soldier in somebody else's crusade is one way you can
contribute, but not a way to be satisfied that you're doing the
maximum you can.

So I tried thinking, "Well, you need to know

enough to help organize and drive your goals, so you need
special education.
retreaded?"

So my God, would I have to go back and get

If you think about understanding the social and

economic picture, and trying to do something on either the
sociological side or the economic side, you'd have to go get
retreaded.

So I said, "Boy, here I am, at the ancient age of

almost twenty-six, and I'd be in there competing with kids who
had picked that kind of a line when they were eighteen, or
something, and so I'd be getting behind.

Then if I did get the

education in one of those fields, what would make me feel that
I could make some unusual commitment?

So I'd better first pick

a field that's really something, and if I find a set of goals
that there's some way I can use the engineering training, then
that would be very valuable."
But I somehow had the feeling that that wasn't what the
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world's dominant needs were, more engineering, right then.
They didn't have the Peace Corps, but there were people who had
been trying to fight malaria in the tropics, or trying to boost
food productivity in a some areas, or something like that.

I

remembered reading about the people that would go in and lick
malaria in an area, and then the population would grow so fast
and the people didn't take care of the ecology, and so pretty
soon they were starving again, because they not only couldn't
feed themselves, but the soil was eroding so fast that the
productivity of the land was going to go down.

So it's a case

that the side effects didn't produce what you thought the
direct benefits would.
world.

I began to realize it's a very complex

If you can pick a target that if you succeed will

indeed produce the benefit you wanted, or it might also have
negative side effects that are going to counteract the
benefit.

You'd have to be very smart to be sure. Well, you

can't be sure, so you say, this is the probability that if you
succeed, the benefits will be high.
probability of success?

Alright, then what's the

Then you start thinking about all the

special difficulties of a crusade.
There were also the problems of communicating to enough
people to get them to share the goals enough to do the unusual
things that a crusade generally demands of the people who work
on it.

And then there are the problems of raising the money to

finance it.

You're not selling a product.

You have the

problems of recruiting good people, finding a way to organize
it, and managing it all so it's an effective campaign.

It's
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much easier to organize a corporation, and get a guy who's
going to be in charge of production, and who's got a long
history of that, than it is to recruit people for a new
*

crusade.
I began to realize the probability of your achieving your
goal isn't terribly high, and the probability if you do achieve
it that it's a success is low.
about that.

So, you'd better start learning

Someplace along there, I just had this flash that,

hey, what that really says is that the complexity of a lot of
the problems and the means for solving them are just getting to
be too much.

The time available for solving a lot of the

problems is getting shorter and shorter.
up.

So the urgency goes

So then I put it together that the product of these two

factors, complexity and urgency, are the measure for human
organizations or institutions.

The complexity/urgency factor

had transcended what humans can cope with.

It suddenly flashed

that if you could do something to improve human capability to
deal with that, then you'd really contribute something basic.
That just resonated.

Then it unfolded rapidly.

I think

it was just within an hour that I had the image of sitting at a
big CRT screen with all kinds of symbols, new and different
symbols, not restricted to our old ones.

The computer could be

manipulating, and you could be operating all kinds of things to
drive the computer.

The engineering was easy to do; you could

harness any kind of a lever or knob, or buttons, or switches,
you wanted to, and the computer could sense them, and do
something with it.
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Lowood:

So the image you had in mind was partly the screen and the
idea of a work station of that sort.

Where do you think those

components came from?
Engelbart:

Well, I knew about screens, and how you could use the
electronics to shape symbols from any kind of information you
had.

If there was information that could otherwise go to a

card punch or a computer printer, that they had in those days,
you could convert that to any kind of symbology you wanted on
the screen.

That just all came from the radar training, and

the engineering I'd had, too, knowing about transistors.

It's

so easy for the computer to pick up signals, because in the
radar stuff, you'd have knobs to turn that would crank tracers
around and all.

So the radar training was very critical, about

being able to unfold that picture that rapidly.
Lowood:

And as you also have already mentioned, it probably also
had something to do with the speed component as well.

Adams:

So much could happen in a brief period of time.

Engelbart:

And I literally at that time didn't know how the computer
worked.

But I just knew that much, that if it could do the

calculations and things, it could do what I wanted.
Lowood:

So you linked the image of the work station with the
thought of a computer?

Engelbart:

Oh, absolutely.

Adams:

But you were thinking beyond calculation capabilities of a
computer.

Engelbart:

I never really did go very strongly in for any of the
numeric manipulations at all.

I'm practically helpless in that
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domain.
Adams:

Would you have it called something else, then, than a
computer?

Engelbart:

,

No, I didn't worry about what I should name it.

It's just

different from the computers at Ames, the women doing
calculations.
Lowood:

So you're situated in the early fifties, and you have this
vision; what steps could you take to find a niche for yourself,
given what was available at that time?

Engelbart:

Just to complete the vision.

I also really got a clear

picture that one's colleagues could be sitting in other rooms
with similar work stations, tied to the same computer complex,
and could be sharing and working and collaborating very
closely.

And also the assumption that there'd be a lot of new

skills, new ways of thinking that would evolve.
Within a matter of hours, that image came, and I just
said, "AHA!"
definite way.

I very rarely make my decisions in such a
That one just unfolded and went "Bam!," and I

just said, "Boy, that's it.

That just fills all kinds of

different needs."
So then I assumed I'd need to learn, and I'd need to find
some university where they were working with computers.

The

thought of actually applying for graduate school had never
occurred to me, and I felt a lot of trepidation about that.
That's when that book, Make the Most of Your Life came up
again.

Everything has a first step, and you do that, and then

you can do a next step, and a next.

Well, the first step was
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write to the universities.
Adams:

Where were the universities that you contacted?

Engelbart:

Well, I didn't know very much about what they'd be doing,
and I figured if I applied that I could go learn.
to Stanford and Berkeley.

So I applied

And they both went through the

process of saying, "Well, get your transcripts forwarded, and
all of that."

Then they both accepted me, and I didn't think

anything of it.

I didn't know that any universities would have

a line of people waiting.

So when I went to talk to both of

them, and I found Berkeley had this computer program.

There

was some engineering society that had a meeting in which the
professor Paul Morton gave a talk about it, and I went up there
and sat, and afterwards went up, as shy as you could be, just
asking if there was any space for more people, that I was
interested in it.

I didn't know anything about how they liked

to recruit students; I just started talking to him.

It was an

easy choice, because they already had something going, building
a computer, and Stanford had never even heard of it.
Lowood:

Could you just briefly describe the project?

Was this the

Caldex project?
Engelbart:

Yes.

It was something sponsored by the Navy, and it had

been proposed by Paul Morton, and an astronomy professor, who
was in the background during the years.
talked to him much.

I never met him, or

Morton was the effective head of the

project, and it had been going since I think 1947 or '48.
It was one in which the memory would be on a magnetic
drum, and built with vacuum tubes.

Something that no computer
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today tries to do, but something the very early ones would do,
is that instead of just a string of bits holding the big binary
number, this clustered the bits into sets of four, and each
four was coded as a decimal number.

There are sixteen

combinations of those four, but they would only use ten of
them.

So there'd be four sets of vacuum tubes; each vacuum

tube has a double triode inside of it, and a flip-flop circuit
in it like that, so these four flip-flops would store and
they'd have to have other vacuum tubes that would be used to
transfer the state of this set of four over to the next one, a
shift.

This would be on panels that were exposed, so you could

go in and work on it.

The tubes would be burning out all the

time.
I think it worked the magnificent pulse rate of about
250,000 pulses a second.

In some of the seminars, people would

be talking and questioning, "Do you think we could ever get up
to a million pulses a second?

Is it just engineering?"

And

the magnetic storage technology was not so dense, so that drum
was about this big around and this tall [gestures], with a lot
of fixed heads on it.

It stored far, far less information than

that much surface area would today.

I think it took a sixtieth

of a second to spin around, or something like that.
Adams:

What kind of problems was it working on?

Engelbart:

Oh, getting it working was the problem.

Adams:

That was the problem, designing it?

Engelbart:

After I had left, the word was that they finally got it
working.
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Adams:

What was going on elsewhere with that same kind of
technology?

Engelbart:

Yeah.

Were there other universities doing similar work?
At the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia,

they had projects going, and MIT and Harvard.
Standards was busy trying to build one.

The Bureau of

And the Bureau of

Standards finally took one of their computers, and gave it or
sold it to UCLA.

So UCLA had the very first working computer

on the West Coast.

We all went down to look at it.

very novel kind of storage.

It was a

Ordinary cathode ray tubes are

five or seven inches in diameter.

But it turns out if you

bombard a place with a spot of light, and if you adjust some of
the internal voltages just right, then cut it off, it'll leave
that place charged.

Later you can go sample the charge.

charge slowly leaks off, so you have to go regenerate it.

The
But

there were all these little tubes with these little glows, and
that was like the physical memory.
magnetic drum.

It was much faster than a

Magnetic cores hadn't been yet invented, not

workingones, at any rate.
Lowood:

You were a graduate student working towards your degree,
and at the same time working on Morton's project?

Engelbart:

No, I think I was only employed in there a matter of
months before I decided that it would be better for me to get
going on my studies, and not spend time working.

I still had

some GI Bill of Rights dollars, so I stopped working in that
lab.

But they were giving seminars about computers, so I

continued to be actively involved in all of that.
Lowood:

Did you get something from the work for Morton?
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Engelbart:

Oh, sure.

Lowood

Yes.

Engelbart:

Well, very quickly I got the picture of how a computer
works.

You mean for my own research?

And I remember, I was supposed to start correcting some

drawings or something like that of a shift register, and I was
trying to figure out this thing, how it works, and all of a
sudden, "Bingo!"
registers worked.

It just unfolded very quickly, how shift
Then the feeling of mystique just vanished,

and I just felt a lot more confident that I could some
understand how they worked.
Adams:

Were there applications going through your head?

In terms

of your flash, was it something specific that you wanted to do
in the work station?
Engelbart:

Well, I was interested all the time in how, instead of
just doing numeric computations, how it could manipulate
symbols.

I was even conjecturing how I could connect it up to

make a teaching machine.

So I found people in the psychology

department who said, "Oh, that sounds very interesting."

But

the computer people just weren't interested--I don't know
whether they were insulted to think of using it for such a
mundane thing, or what.

Then I looked into symbolic logic.

That began to intrigue me a lot, to realize that the computer
could manipulate the symbolic logic, and really help you in the
kind of reasoning that is formal enough to employ that kind of
symbolism.
Adams:

No one was doing work in that field, with a computer?

Engelbart:

You have to realize that the best computer that was
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available had a mean free time to failure of five minutes.
Yet there were still astronomers, mathematicians and
engineers that just couldn't wait, because in that time, they
could still do a lot.

But the alternative was all these women

punching hand calculators.
The kind of things I was thinking about didn't turn them
on, because the pressure behind building computers in those
days was to support numeric calculations.

Then they began

thinking about business applications for data processing, and
all of that, and that sort of started evolving.

That's what

captured the commercial people.
Adams:

But it was still number crunching.

Engelbart:

Yeah, essentially.

Lowood:

How did you get through the curriculum?

Engelbart:

See if what I say is in the right direction.

It just

began to dawn on me that I probably could do for research the
kind of things along my major vector.

If that wasn't what

interested people, and if your faculty aren't interested, or
they're negative about it, you're doomed.

Is that what you

meant?
Lowood:

Yeah.

Engelbart:

I managed to shift the required curriculum in some way
from taking advanced differential equations, so I could take
courses in the philosophy department in logic.

Tarsky would

come in sometimes, and help out in class with another guy who
had a good name around the world in symbolic logic.
only engineer in there.

I was the
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Adams:

Who was that?

Engelbart:

Benson Hates, I think his name was.

Lowood:

So, you are what we would call today an individually
designed major.

That was what you were trying to do within the

confines of the program.
Engelbart:

And that worked?

Well, it got me by, but it didn't work very well, as far
as what the professors thought about it. Morton didn't
understand why I wanted to do that.

Not only just not

interested, he was negative; that it would be a waste, and he
wasn't interested.
Adams

Did people in philosophy see what you were trying to get
at?

Engelbart:

You know to them, it's such an alien thought, about any
kind of mechanisms being brought into this pure kind of stuff.
People in liberal arts usually get their hackles up.
very negative about computers anyway.

They were

It just sounded like you

were trying to rupture something about what the human processes
ought to be.
Adams:

To mechanize it.

Engelbart:

There was quite a bit of that.

We didn't particularly

travel in circles of all engineering graduate students, by any
means.

The English Lit. majors were very eloquent.

It was fun

to talk about lots of things, but when I'd talk about my ideas,
they would say, "Well excuse me, my glass is empty." (laughter)
Adams:

What kept the dream, or the vision within you?

Engelbart:

Well it was part of my personality; you might almost say
it was a defect.

I've been learning a lot about myself during
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all this cancer treatment, it's pretty interesting.

Growing up

without a father, through the teenage years and such, I was
always sort of different.

Other people knew what they were

doing, and had good guidance, and had enough money to do it. I
was getting by, and trying.
same as anyone else.

I never expected, ever, to be the

Sitting there in high school one day, I

probably was a senior, I just happened to look up and down the
aisle.

I realized I had the only old, battered hightop shoes

in the bunch.

My one pair of shoes.

Not only that, mine was

the only one that had spots of dried milk and cowshit on them!
(laughter) And I was a senior before that dawned on me.
[END OF TAPE 1, SIDE B]

[BEGIN TAPE 2, SIDE A]
Engelbart:

As for as completing the work for my doctorate, it really
became clear in a disappointing way that I couldn't do what I
wanted to do.

Then I realized I'd invested enough already, and

that it would be worth finishing the doctorate for whatever I
had to do, so I started casting around for what kind of
research topic I could do.

I realized it would probably have

to be in the engineering, the technical side.

I was sitting in

a study hall one day, probably just one or two of us in there,
trying to think of what I could invent.

I started thinking,

"What if I could find some new kinds of bi-stable phenomena by
which I could make electronic components out of?"

For a number

of years from then on, for another decade perhaps, it was a
very common thing, people trying to find all sorts of weird
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things that you could get something into one or two states it
would stay, and then there were different ways you could
trigger it back and forth.
Adams:

Alchemy?

No, I guess in alchemy you want it to stay in

one state.
Engelbart:

There actually are chemical things that stay in two
different states.
When I was in the Navy, tuning radar transmitters, you
have to keep tuning, stage after stage.
out lots of jolt.

The antenna puts

The antennas are zanging away with lots

of high frequency voltage, to radiate.

So you go up near

the antenna post, and you get these little two-cent neon
bulbs; they're the same kind nowadays they use in little
tiny glow lights.

You can just hold it near, and the high

voltage field will turn on the gas glow.

Then you can be

tuning it for the brightest glow, and it's a very simple,
direct light.
So I was tuning it one day, and I realized it would
break down, and then you could de-tune it till it gets
dimmer and dimmer and dimmer, and you could go quite a ways
down before it'd go out.

And I thought, "Oh, that gas has

bi-stable active flip-flops."

I remember explicitly

noticing that someplace out in the Philippines when I was
tuning some things like that.
me.

Suddenly that came back to

They were already using gas discharged with electric

current flowing through the gas from electrodes inside it to
be bi-stable, and they knew that those bulbs were that way.
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People were trying to use them or other kinds of things like
that for counters and such.
Suddenly I wondered if that would have any advantage in
high frequency systems.
register.

Then I got the idea in the shift

So that's what I did, was start building those.

It took me months.
You could do digital things with this other
phenomenon.

I had to learn how fast you could do it, and

what were the best mixes of gas, and were there any
techniques you could use to make it safer, or to do more
than just shift.

I ended up making little coils of bare

glass tubing that I could put with little wires around the
outside of it.

They'd have two electrodes down at the

beginning and one or two were just

. But I

could get patterns along that of glow and no glow, and that
whole pattern could just go shifting around.
Adams:

The proposal for that work, what form did it take, when
you went to the faculty person who was to be your sponsor?
Or did you go to several faculty people in search of a
sponsor for that?

Engelbart:

Did you have an apparatus?

I can't remember about proposing it.

There was one

physical laboratory in which they were working with high
vacuum travelling wave tubes.

The skilled technician that

supported them said, "Sure, I could make things like that
for you."
months.

So I was packed off in a corner with that for

Totally isolated, there was no one else. I got my

Ph.D. doing that.

It wasn't a very elegant thing, and I was
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by that time saying, "I've just gotta get out of here."
We'd just had our twins, our second and third daughters.
Adams:

How was the vision, or the dream, still percolating in
your head?

Or did you put it off and say, "I'm going to do

this now."
Engelbart:

No, I thought, "Now I've got to do this to get out of
here, because it's silly to waste the investment of the
first four years of graduate school and not get a Ph.D.,
because I'm sure a Ph.D. will help me settle into doing the
research later."

Adams:

So there wasn't a direct relationship at all?

Engelbart:

No.

Lowood:

So you have a Ph.D. in E.E.

And what year did you get

it?
Adams:

'55?

Engelbart:

I think that was it.

Lowood:

Your thesis advisor was Woodward?

Engelbart:

John Woodward, or Woodyard.

Lowood:

Woodyard, yeah, okay.

He was at Stanford before.

It

wasn't immediately clear to me how you got from gas
discharge to a travelling wave.
Engelbart:

That was a place where they would have the equipment
and the knowhow.
tubes for me.

The technician could make the gasseous

He was blowing their tubes and making those

tubes from scratch.
Adams:

Just a mechanical link.

Engelbart:

Yeah.
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Lowood:

Because Woodyard was one of the klystron guys, I
recall.

He worked at Stanford, in fact, in the late

forties, and he had done some klystron work at that time.

I

guess that would make sense, because that would be the right
group to be in at Berkeley.

It wasn't an exact fit.

It was

close enough for you to get through.
Engelbart:

Yeah, well he was sort of bewildered by what I was
trying to do, because he wasn't a digital guy, and Morton
wasn't that kind of technology guy.

Lowood:

So, you got the Ph.D., and you decided to go back to
the valley, or were you considering a number of options at
that time?

Adams:

You taught for a period, didn't you?

Engelbart:

Yes, I was teaching, and I'm trying to figure out . . .
Was is '56 or '55?

Adams:

It was '56 or so when you started the Digital
Techniques.

Engelbart:

I have a feeling that it was '56 that I got my degree,
because I remember telling people it took me five years.

I

stayed and taught; I think I was an acting assistant
professor.

I may well have been there an extra year.

Isn't

that funny that now that's foggy in my mind?
We had these three little kids.
sixteen months older than the twins.
fatiguing home life.

The first one was
It was just a terribly

I'd have to get home by 5:15.

If I

was twenty minutes late, we couldn't catch up. (laughter)
The whole business about getting those kids ready for bed,
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getting them fed, and getting them to bed, and then we'd
have to go to bed ourselves as early as we could, which
wasn't that early, because they'd always wake up at night.
You'd have to get to them like that, because one would wake
up the rest of them.

It took both of us an hour an a half

to get them all back to sleep again. And boy, it was just
grave fatigue.
Adams:

Did you have friends, or family support at that time?

Engelbart:

No, there was nobody like that, and on the salary we
were paying.

We'd get a little bit of help once in a while.

Adams:

Were you in student housing?

Engelbart:

No, that year somebody who'd just graduated from law
school got a year or so back in Washington D.C. and had to
rent his house in a hurry, so we had a house way up on the
Skyline.

It was really nice, although we could hardly enjoy

it.
I was hunting for a way to capitalize on these
inventions.

I guess at the same time, I was talking to some

recruiters.

Ah yes, that was an interesting experience.

Lowood:

Recruiters from companies?

Engelbart:

Yes.

Adams:

Because of your inventions, which were patented at this
time?

Engelbart:

Not particularly that, no.
patent.

I had begun before the

They were just interested in bodies with Ph.D.s.

RAND I think was ascending very rapidly as a very
high-priced, high-technology thinktank for the missile
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business.

They decided to go for everybody, so they came up

and wanted to talk to me.
them.
right."

They asked me if I'd come and see

I didn't apply to go talk to recruiters.

"Oh, all

I came in, and they were asking me if I would be

interested in their job, and I said, "No."

"Why?"

I

remember I said, "I think that already all the technology
guys coming out get hired to go into missiles, and I think
there are plenty.

I would rather do something else. You're

not going to have trouble hiring anybody.
very many like me."

This was a challenge.

You won't have
So he called up

somebody else that afternoon to try to convince me how good
of an opportunity it was, and I just stuck to it.

I said,

"No hard feelings, but I'm just not interested."
Adams:

What did interest you, then?

What "got" you?

Engelbart:

The University of Washington tried to hire me and I
said "No, I guess I'm really not ready to stay in
universities, because I can't do what I want to, and it
would be too hard a life."
General Electric Research Labs tried to hire me, and
that was more exciting, but still when I'd go talk to them,
the things I really wanted to do just obviously were too
alien to bring up.

I began to realize that probably if I

could get enough money and be independently wealthy, or
independent, I could stay in a university and say, "Okay, I
can be an acting assistant professor," and then I could do
this research.

I began to think seriously about

capitalizing on these inventions.

That led to forming this
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company and getting the backing from the Hale brothers.
Lowood:

The work that you'd done on the gas discharge devices,
how did those devices compete with the other things that you
knew were available at that time?

Engelbart:

The only things that were available were the vacuum
tube technology and a few simple gas discharge things that
work with internal electrodes.

They didn't figure a very

prominent place in the world of computer hardware.

It

looked as though it could potentially be something valuable
to offer.

There was the solid state phenomenon, but you'd

pay seventy-five dollars for an experimental transistor
then, and it was likely to crap out in some unknown number
of hours.
Lowood:

There wasn't any guarantee.

Shockley's lab got off the ground in '55.

Did you have

any contacts with them at all, any awareness of what was
going on there?
Engelbart:

No.

Lowood:

Because Shockley was talking about selling nickel
transistors.

That still hasn't been achieved.

That was one

express purpose behind the setting up of the Shockley
Transistor Labs.
Engelbart:

So there was some movement.

I understood that there'd be a lot of research on
equipment like that, but it was still a question about
whether to do it.

But in that year,

'56-'57 when we were

actually working on it, I began to realize in reading and
just talking to people how much resource there was lying
behind the semiconductors.

There was similarity between the
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plasma phenomenon and the semiconductors and my gas
discharge.
There were a lot of problems to define and speed up the
technology.

I had and learn how to produce it.

The problem

only starts when you learn how to make the gadgets in the
laboratory.

It would take a lot of capital to get this out

in the world.

As I began to get a little more educated

about the whole process, I began to feel like this probably
wasn't going to work, although there was some potential for
it being used for displays and signs and things like that,
for an interesting effect.
that.

The backers were interested in

But finally in the spring, the mutual feeling got

high enough that they wanted some other assessment done, so
we talked about it.

They approached SRI and they sent up a

team of people to look over it.

They wrote a report that

essentially substantiated that the semiconductor was more
efficient.
Lowood:

They gracefully quit.

Whom did you contact, and in roughly what order, to get
backing?

Engelbart:

It led up to forming the corporation.
have talked to somebody in some company.

I guess I must
I really can't

remember who I first went to, but I learned soon that they
didn't want to compromise the position that they'd get in if
they talked to someone before he'd written disclosures and
had his patent processing underway solidly.

There's a lot

of trouble a company can get into if I were to go away and
later say they stole my invention.

So it just isn't worth
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it to them.

They don't want to even talk about it.

Then I realized I'd better learn about the patenting.
I assumed it'd cost a lot.

I tried calling up some patent

attorneys, and one said, his first name was Mannfred, "Oh,
come on down and talk to me."
sort of speculate some.

I learned later he liked to

He would try to help people to

launch new ventures, to help them.

As a patent attorney he

could get involved and contribute his expertise as part of
the investment deal without having to put forward the money
for some piece of the action.
So I remember his saying he has a fond place in his
heart for two kinds of people: ministers and college
professors.
me.

So he would be really interested in helping

He was a good egg.

Adams:

How did you find him?

Engelbart:

I can't remember.

It might be that somebody else at

Berkeley who had some patent thing had been with him.
He took a quick look at all the things and realized
that they were very complex compared to the relatively
simple things that often came through to get patented.

He'd

have to learn a lot in order to write up the patents, and
it'd be pretty expensive. But then he started encouraging me
that there could be a way.

At some point, whether it was

the first meeting or not, he suggested the idea of forming a
corporation and giving him some piece of it.

He would then

write up the patents, and they would then belong to the
corporation.

He would help us get incorporated, and then
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after a while we could approach somebody to buy the company,
patents and all.
profit from that.

Then he'd have ownership of it, and he'd
I think that that probably was when

Digital Techniques was born.
Adams:

Your partners in Digital Techniques, were they involved
in any way in the devices, or the patents prior to the
company?

Did your association begin before or after this

point?
Engelbart:

Well at some point in there, when it was ready to go, I
think, and I needed to try to build some things, I needed
help.

So I approached these two guys whom I had known--they

were graduate students still--and they both dropped out of
graduate school.

Later we recruited somebody who'd just

gotten his master's degree that had been in one of my
classes.

So we all spent the next winter working on the

basement.
Adams:

How was the match, in terms of expertise, and
interests?

Engelbart:

Well, one guy clearly wanted to be the business man.
He wasn't a technology guy.
hands-on technology guy.

The other guy was more a

But the two senior guys, neither

of them was sort of the kind of physics guy that would jump
into some new phenomenon and gobble it up.

They both wanted

to get involved in it, and for whatever I understood then
about managing and organizational groups, which was very
limited, it seemed like everybody could pull along, and you
needed that many.
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Lowood:

I think we'd better backtrack a second.

Digital

Techniques was formed as a result of your interaction with
the patent attorney, okay?

And that would have been, then,

winter of '57?
Engelbart:

No, that would have been probably spring or summer of
'56.

Lowood:

What the company consisted of when it started, so to
speak, was your intellectual capital, the devices that you
were familiar with, and the inventions that you had in mind.
So then in summer of '56 was the first step in the company
to get the patents from those ideas?

Engelbart:

Right, and some place late summer or early fall.

Let's

see, we had to move out of our place up on top of Berkeley
hills probably at the end of the first year, which would
have been like July, or August.
place big enough, to rent.

So we knew that we wanted a

There must have been the plan in

mind, because this was a very large house.
Lowood:

The "we" is your family now, not the company.

Engelbart:

Yes, excuse me.

What I'm trying to remember is if when

we rented this large house, whether it was just for the
family, or whether I was already looking forward to finding
a place where we would be able to set up a lab.

I can't

really remember accurately.
Lowood:

It was set up to be at first a garage operation
essentially, right?

Or was there already thought of moving

quickly beyond the patents to some sort of small
manufacturing?
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Engelbart:

Well, we knew we'd have to get some working devices
first.

As soon as we got working with Hales, we became

prototype builders.

We needed a building of the garage or

basement kind, lowest overhead possible.
Adams:

The Hales connection, how was that made?

Engelbart:

I was looking for people who wanted to back the company
then.

The attorney connected me with one or two people, and

I guess he talked with others, but that just fell flat.

I

remember one guy from the financial district in downtown San
Francisco that met me for lunch, because the patent attorney
somehow got his name.
ought to talk to me.
turkey about this.
left.

He called him up and convinced him he
We never got around to really talking

After lunch the guy said thank you, and

Now I understand that it took him probably fifty

seconds to realize how naive I was about any of the business
prospects of this, and everything else like that.
Adams:

Who paid for lunch?

Engelbart:

He did.

(Laughter)

But Hales was a friend of my wife's, an older man.

I

had some college friend, and the Hales had been his friends
in college.

One or two of them were involved in their own

business venture.

He was on a board of directors.

persuaded him to talk to me.

So he

That guy got turned on to

Sunday supplement technology things.

I took over some

ordinary computer system modules and a few of the gas
registers, and he got so entranced by this computer system
module that he took that and ran off to his cousin's.
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Somehow it appealed to them all.

I very honestly tried to

tell them that that's the sort of standard, you know, I
borrowed that from someplace else just to show you how the
regular plug-ins worked and demonstrated some of the things
we could potentially do.
Adams:

Good instinct on your part to take those, I guess.

Engelbart:

What I learned later is that they were into all kinds
of ventures.

They were the second generation in the Hale

brothers' store that had been there.

Their fathers were the

brothers, maybe they were second cousins--they had been in
San Francisco a long time, and gotten quite wealthy.
had their money in a lot of things.

They

These guys were putting

money into lots of things, so they'd pulled out twelve
million dollars for some venture, and they'd only needed
ten, so they had two sitting there and they were trying to
put it into something.
days to invest it.

It would take them a while in those

To take a flyer on something that

altogether might cost them less than a hundred thousand
dollars, just for something, and the tax deductible, was no
problem.
Lowood:

So you had a backer at that point.

Engelbart:

Yeah.

Lowood:

Had there been other companies you'd approached--a Bay
Area company, Hewlett Packard, or Ampex, any of the
companies around that you had also approached?

Engelbart:

I think that must have been when I approached Hewlett
Packard, along in there too, because I know I didn't have
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the patents ready, and I wasn't encumbered by a company, and
partners then.
Lowood:

So, what happened with HP?

Engelbart:

The director of research, his name was Barney Oliver,
was very close to Hewlett and Packard.

They had been old

friends.

He listened to it

He was the one I approached.

all and said, "Well, these are some interesting phenomena,
and maybe we can harness them in different ways in our
business, and so would it be alright if we made some deal
about patents, that if it's used, then you get some
royalties."

I said, "Yeah, that's fine."

They don't lose much by offering an employee or
somebody that, but the question that arose then pretty soon
was that I'd say, "Well, they're not all applied for,
there're a bunch of them sitting in my head, I just don't
have time to write down."

And he said, "Well, I don't know

what to do about that; if you're an employee, you have to
sign a basic disclosure agreement."

Then he said, "Maybe

you could talk to Hewlett and Packard," so I talked with
each one of them.

Hewlett was just trying to sell me on the

company and the opportunity, and all that.

He was

interested in trying to advise me about starting the
business.

I remember him saying, "Don't be afraid to give

generous portions to people that come in with you, because
there should be enough for everybody."

I guess that sowed

the seed for later work with Hales.
Then when I talked to Dave Packard, and I told him the
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problem that was still hanging me up, and he said, "Well,
maybe we could work out a deal like this: Say we hire you,
and those things that you've disclosed are your rights, and
if we use them, then we pay you the royalty.

Everything you

can disclose in the first six months of your employ, whether
you thought about it during that time, or brought it in, is
yours.

And everything after that is ours."

beautiful, simple, very fair solution.
It was just very neat.
way it figured out.

Just a

And I said, "Sold."

Then he told Barney that that's the

He said to me, "Well, it may not seem

so simple, by the time the lawyers get through it, but we
ought to have it basically like that."

Ever since then, I

remember that's what a good business man can do, just figure
out a good solution.
[END OF TAPE 2, SIDE A]

[BEGIN TAPE 2, SIDE B]
Engelbart:

I was driving home one night, and had gotten part way
there.

I was thinking, I had been assuming that I wanted to

get into digital techniques, computer techniques, and that
their instrumentation would probably lead into that too.
It'd all be a natural direction.

If I could work out their

devices it would be a good chance for me to try to launch
the kinds of applications I was interested in.
better check, so I stopped.

But I'd

It was a nickel phone call then

for long distance from Redwood City.

I called, got Barney

Oliver, and told him, "This is what I'd been assuming, I
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just thought I'd better check with you.

I am assuming you

are going to go into digital technology, aren't you?" And
he says, "Not a chance."

"Oh."

And I said, "Well, I should

have found that out earlier, and I'm sorry to take your
time, because I just can't then go ahead."
that's too bad, okay, so long."
Lowood:

"Oh, well,

Click.

So they had no desire to expand away from the analog
instrumentation that they specialized in into the digital
area?

Engelbart:

No.

Lowood:

Do you know when it was they did go into computers?

It

was about the late sixties, probably.
Engelbart:

I don't know.

Adams:

Have you talked to Hewlett or Packard, or any of those
principals since?

Engelbart:

No, I haven't.

One time a year and a half or two ago I

was in a place buying chlorine for my swimming pool, and by
God, there was Barney Oliver, buying something.

I thought

there was no way he remembered me, but I half-way thought
about talking to him about that.
Lowood:

Okay, well, Digital Techniques is off the ground.

At

this time you were still located in the East Bay, in
Berkeley?
Engelbart:

Yes, North Oakland, just near the border.

Lowood:

So your contacts would still have been primarily with
Berkeley, not with Stanford.

Engelbart:

Correct.
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Lowood:

What can you say about where you perceived Stanford to
be as far as computers went?

We're a few years beyond when

you studied graduate school.

Had there been any progress at

Stanford?
Engelbart:

I have a feeling that George Forsythe by then was
starting.

He was essentially just building a computation

support service.

I'd have to talk with other people to try

to piece together when different things emerged.
Lowood:

Did you try to hook into Stanford at all?

Engelbart:

Yeah, the next year, in '57, when Digital Techniques
was going to close down.

I wrote a letter, outlining the

background I'd had, and saying I could help teach courses in
computer design, and help with the laboratory and all,
because of the experience I'd had there, and wondered if
they had any interest and opening.

Did I ever tell you

about the letter I got back from Dean Pettit?
It was a very short, very polite letter.

It said,

"Thank you for your interest," and then explained that since
Stanford was a small school and was striving for the highest
quality academic disciplines, and since computers were
definitely a service activity, that there was no planned
possibility for them to bring in computers into the
engineering curriculum.
Lowood:

So Bob Pettit was giving you the "steeples of
excellence" line, but computers weren't one of the steeples
at that time, was basically what he was saying.

Engelbart:

I guess so.
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Lowood:

So you were still pretty much going in your own
direction, but you weren't really pursuing directly the
framework that you had set out in the early fifties.

Engelbart:

After the Ph.D, I hoped I could get money from patents
so I could be more independent of what other people thought,
and perhaps stay in the university and do what I wanted.
After the SRI study, the Hale brothers politely said, "We
have to separate ourselves from you now."

They actually

gave us a week extra pay, and gave us all the equipment;
they didn't have to do that.

Then we started trying to see

if that could launch our own company.

Three of us we were

farming out as consultants, and the fourth was there during
the week trying to get a business plan, and Saturdays we'd
all get together and meet about that.

That was more

exciting.
Lowood:

I think a good place for us to start next time would be
with SRI, and you're getting there.

But I do have one

question to sort of maybe wrap up this session.

The general

picture is pretty much of an individual; the things you do
pretty much are individual campaigns, both the framework
that you've described for your vision of some kind of
information technology and also this hardware work, as
well.

But in addition to that, I know you were involved

with this professional group on electronic computers, and I
guess the IRA. Was there any kind of budding network of
people that you were communicating with, '55, '57, and that
time frame, that was expanding your knowledge of the field,
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or perhaps giving you new things to think about?
Engelbart:

Well, I definitely was expanding more in the work.

I'd

found when I was an undergraduate that when I organized
things at school, I ended up being president of all the
engineering student body.

It's kind of fun that I did it.

I enjoyed that, and I did meet more people.

When you meet

people, you start learning more about what they're
interested in.

But my sense is that none of that did more

than just extend my awareness of what was going on in the
computer activity.

None of it had any bearing, really, on

interactive computers, work stations, text manipulation,
etc.
Lowood:

This professional group on electronic computers, were
there regular meetings?

Engelbart:

Yes.

Lowood:

You would talk about primarily hardware developments,
or componentry, that sort of thing?

Engelbart:

Programming, seeking speakers.

We were organizing, and

sifting through what would be good speakers.

Being a local

group, we didn't sponsor any conferences or anything.
Lowood:

Was there anything interesting happening again at
around that time as far as programming went, anything out of
the ordinary in the mid-fifties?

You had Fortran, things

like that beginning to happen, of course.

But what I'm

getting at, really, is something that might have triggered
some ideas as far as application type programming.
there discussions of things--you mentioned banking.

Were
Were
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there concepts having to do with office automation that were
interesting?
Engelbart:

Well, SRI had had this program that was a banking
support system, but in no sense would you call it office
automation, you know, the teller's sitting there cranking
away; I don't think anyone thought of it as automating the
office, or automating the banking process.

Lowood:

So these were strictly what we would call today
database applications and nothing beyond that.

Engelbart:

Right.

Adams:

Are there individuals you remember in the group,
interactions that stick in your memory, or people who are
still in the field, contacts that you maintained?

Engelbart:

Oh, I imagine they all stayed in the field.
them was my neighbor.

We rotated offices.

Dick Tanaka, worked at Lockheed.
was part of that.

One of

My neighbor,

He was a very good guy; he

Then when you'd kind of get through to

that, you could start joining national groups.

I told

people, "No, I'm going to back out from this because I've
got this mission I want to do, and that's going to take all
my energy, and I don't want to get roped in."

So Dick

stayed with it and became national chairman of APEX or
something, sometime back in there.

I'm sure I met people,

but I don't remember anything singular in that time at all.
Lowood:

Let's see, the kind of things maybe beginning with some
of the reasoning programs--Alan Newell was at Rand, and some
of the things were happening with the beginning of
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artificial intelligence.
time.
Engelbart:

That would have been around this

The Dartmouth conference was maybe '57.
I met those guys in '59, or someplace in there.

read something about it.

I'd

But I don't remember anything

particularly outstanding about it before then.

When I got

into the framework, then it got interesting, and I followed
up with more talk with them.

At one time they paid my way

to come down to Rand, because they were writing a proposal
to the Defense Department to build a very special purpose,
very large, superfast machine designed to run their LISP
processing, to do artificial intelligence processing.

They

seemed pretty convinced that when that got going, it would
be able to do such dramatic things that it would make
obsolete all kinds of other uses of computers, because it
would do its reasoning.

So since we'd been acquainted

before, and I'd been in hardware things, they thought I
might be a good recruit to be in charge of the development
of the machine.
Lowood:

Is this John McCarthy you mean?

Engelbart:

Oh, no.

The Newell, Shaw, and Simond[?] were very

separate from McCarthy.
and Rand.

They were centered around Carnegie

Tom was MIT, and

. I think that was

before he came out to Stanford, I'm not really sure when he
did.
Lowood:

He came out in '62.

Engelbart:

Oh yes, that was before.

But anyway, I listened to all

that, and said, "Well, that sounds very exciting.

You know,
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I'm not sure I'd be the best guy to actually design it, but
it'd be very challenging, very interesting, and it would be
appealing as an intellectual pursuit.
thing. . . . "

But I have this other

Sounds familiar? (laughter) They were

saying, "Yeah, but anything you'd want to do, interacting
with a computer, this'11 be so smart, it will just obviate
almost anything else you want to do." And I said, "Well, I
don't really buy that.

It seems to me no matter how smart

it is, there are all the other kinds of things.

You've had

lots of people get excited about this technology, and nobody
else that I know is doing what I'm doing, and it will be
important to be ready.
Lowood:

This didn't go over well.

Newell, at that time was getting away from one
application programs to think about the really general
systems.

Engelbart:

The general problem solver.

Lowood:

The general problem solver, exactly.

So it wasn't

quite a fit.
Engelbart:

No, that didn't fit for me.

But I certainly

acknowledged the value of learning their concepts.

Just

about a few months before I published that '62 report Rand
held a summer study group for heuristic programming.

I

can't remember how much it cost, but they got people from
around the country who wanted to come to have a six-week
class, I think it was six weeks.

So I went down there and

got more acquainted with them, and with Herb Simon, and met
some of the other guys.

I think I'd already met Feigenbaum,
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but he was there, and Bert Raphael, and Dan Boberule
(Boveril?).

And Inor Stepherud, and some guy who was just

developing Simscript, a simulation language.
interesting mix of people there.
[END OF INTERVIEW]

It was an

1

SOHP Interview with Douglas Engelbart
Interview 2, January 14, 1987

Adams:

This is Judy Adams, with Henry Lowood, interviewing Douglas
Engelbart for the Stanford Oral History Project, January 14,
1987.

Lowood:

This is interview two.
You still had your consulting company, and Digital

Techniques.

I think the place to start would be to have you

just talk about how Digital Techniques came to an end.

What

happened to end the company?
Engelbart:

Okay.

Well in the spring of '57, we were still building

little prototype gas discharge devices in the laboratory,
trying to collect data, and talking with our backers about
applications.

I started out assuming it could work; basically

a shift register was the first thing I did.

And if you think

of how expensive the vacuum tube things were in those days, and
what they were making shift registers out of, this would have
been a lot simpler.

We were looking at how you could make

advertising billboard-like signs, because you could have these
little moving lights come across with a message.
little moving lights could make patterns.
some way to do that.

Well, these

We were trying in

But we had so little experience in

anything industrial, putting out products and all of that, that
we were just intuitively beginning to realize that we didn't
know how to make the step from showing these pretty things in
the laboratory to evaluating their potential--how much it would
cost to produce them, how maintainable would they be, how
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subject would they be to all kinds of interference, and other
problems.

It's a very new phenomenon to apply out there.

Adams:

. . . . let alone setting a production schedule.

Engelbart:

You can understand their interest in looking for a way to
pay off their investment in it, but I was a little uneasy about
being dislodged, or moved away from computer component design.
The patent attorney said, "Well, you do the patents, and you
work up some basic demonstrations.

Then you approach some

companies that could use it, and you sell the whole company to
them, and make a profit that way."
lot, and becoming territorial.

So it was all changing a

I was uneasy about the

competency we had for doing it, though my partners were very
enthusiastic, they were just that much younger than I am.
Lowood:

Did you acquire competence in dealing with patents as this
was going along; did you learn about the patent process?

Engelbart:

I learned a lot more, yes.
We were concerned also about the emergence of the solid
state devices, as far as computer components.

What cost

seventy-five dollars the year before as an experimental
transistor might not only run for a few hours before something
went wrong with it in the laboratory, now you could get it for
thirty dollars, and the promise would be ten dollars, and on
down the line.

Also, we realized that the military and the

commercial interests have so much interest in the solid state
as a potential that there would be a great deal of money put
behind it.

Competing with that for the phenomena like ours,

there were many advantages the solid state would have over the
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gasseous state.

So the reverberation of these kinds of things

caused our sponsors to seek someone who could help evaluate
what we were doing.
Institute.
SRI.

So I suggested Stanford Research

They wrote a letter and made a little contract with

They sent up a team of people who talked with us in the

laboratory, and wrote a report.

It essentially said that the

solid state is going to doom all the work we were doing; it was
interesting, but it can't compete as an investment.
Lowood:

Do you have any idea who the author of the report was?

Engelbart:

Yeah, later, I was working right in the same building as
all of those guys.

One fellow was named Jack Bialik, and the

other was Milton . . .he's still there.
Lowood:

We might be able to dig the report up.

Engelbart:

Sure.

Adams:

Were you relieved about that?

Engelbart:

Well, it made sense, it spelled doom for our little
venture, in a sense.

And the sponsor said, "Well gee, fellows,

that's bad news, but you realize it doesn't make sense for us
to go on," and we said, "Yes, we realize it."
what to say after that.

So they disengaged.

We didn't know
They were very

generous; they gave us a couple of extra weeks of pay, and they
didn't have to.

They said, "What do you figure you could get

for that equipment?"

And we said "Well, let's see, it cost

about this much, etcetera, and they said, "You guys want it?"
"Oh, yeah."

"Okay, we'll just write it off."

So they gave us

the equipment.
So we thought, "Oh, hey, that's interesting, we've got
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some lab equipment."

There were four of us that were sort of

turned on about all of this, to what we can do to carry on.
I'd had a lot of interaction already with the Marchant
calculator company, whose headquarters is in Emoryville.

They

had, inadvisedly, as it turned out, bought out some local
inventor who'd conceived of a very ambitious data processing
computer system.

You know, it's just the kind that later

everybody had, but this was before the technology could really
get together to do it.
this ready as a product.

They were in fact busy trying to get
All of this was about two miles from

where we worked, in a special building.

So I approached the

guy who was running that, and asked him if he could use any of
our work, so he hired me, and one of the other guys as a
consultant to work pretty near full time.
Adams:

This was the inventor?

Engelbart:

No.

The inventor, as often happens, proved sort of hard

to interact with the corporate people who bought it.

They sort

of disconnected him and sent him on his way, and brought in
some younger guy from Los Angeles who had aerospace project
managing, electronic experience.
together.

He was trying to whip it all

When I look back on it, it's like saying, "My god,

they don't have ships to cross the Atlantic, and let's put one
together and start a freight business."

There's so much

technology, and so many details to work out that are very, very
hard to perceive when you first launch something like that.
Lowood:

The computer system itself was just a conceptual design,
or was t h e r e . . . .
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Engelbart:

Oh no, they had equipment.

They had magnetic tape

cartridges; you could put the cartridges in and out to hold
your data.

It had a lot of good concepts in it, it just was

implementation-wise ahead of its time.

Without a lot more

money than the inventor and everyone else realized at the
outset, you couldn't proceed.
rate.

We had no idea of the failure

There wasn't even any established practice for

determining that.

The designer who built it was trying to

design some test for it.

So you go look at that test, and you

realize that it's a little bit optimistic, and full of holes.
How long can we test it before the testing equipment breaks
down? (laughter) Things like that.
Lowood:

Do you remember who the inventor was?

Engelbart:

George Green, I think it was.

Adams:

Did he go on to do other work?

Engelbart:

Well, he was the irrepressible kind.
at SRI, he came over to see me.
some other prototype.

Later when we were

He had gone off and innovated

You know, they were using paper tape

quite a bit for business records at that time, before magnetic
tape came out.

He made a paper tape typewriter that as you

typed it would punch paper tape.

You could read the paper tape

and drive the typewriter; instead of running with electric
power, it ran with compressed air, or a vacuum.

I can't

remember which, but it was quieter.
Adams:

A player piano, sort of.

Engelbart:

It was the pneumatic equivalent of solonoids and
actuators; simpler, more reliable, and less noisy.

So anyway,
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he had that product and he thought SRI would evaluate it for
somebody else who was interested in buying it from him.

I

don't remember ever hearing about him after that.
Lowood:

So at Marchant, you were an employee of the company,
working on this project?

Engelbart:

No, I was hired as a consultant.

Three of us working

could support all four of us, and then the fourth guy was
supposed to be developing business plans and hunting up product
ideas.

Then we'd all get together and spend Saturday going

over this.

It was kind of exciting, we were gonna start our

own company, and get into the production business.
Lowood:

So the four of you stuck together as Digital Techniques,
then, and were separately doing this consulting work?
Eventually it broke down, of course, and Digital Techniques
came to an end.

Engelbart:

How did that happen?

I just started having more and more doubt surfacing within
me.

This internal struggle about the vector I'd internally

committed to about augmenting the world was still on standby,
and pushed farther down the wait list.

You know, before, the

idea was we could capitalize upon the inventions I'd made, and
I'd have enough money to do sort of what I wanted.

But now,

that was set aside, and we were just going to start to run a
company.

It really became apparent to me during that year that

if you start a company, and start to run it, you have to make a
one hundred percent commitment and be dedicated, to make that
thing profitable.
anything else.

You just don't have time and energy to do

So if you say, the real thing I'm trying to do
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is I'll get this going, and it'll be a money cow for me to do
something else," it just doesn't work; you just can't distract
yourself.

At what point would you disengage and then go after

the other goal?
I was also realizing that I'm not very effective as a
manager.

It was hard for me to turn my attention to the

business issues.

That internal struggle grew, and I was having

less and less success in sleeping at night, waking up all
sweaty.

One Sunday I was up at five o'clock, tossing and

turning, and our kids hadn't yet started demanding our
attention, three of the little babies, and my wife finally
said, "Let's talk this out."

So about an hour or an hour and a

half later, I just decided, "Boy, this just can't go on.
just can't do this.

I

I can't give up my dream, it's locked in."

As soon as I figured the other people were up and about,
I called them and said, "I'm pulling out."
terribly crushed.

"But you guys can go on."

They just sounded
They all came

dashing over, and sat around looking terribly dejected, and
said that no, they didn't want to go on without me.
Adams:

How did the dynamics work between all of you?

Something

must have clicked that they wanted to keep a hold of.

What do

you think you supplied in that formula?
Engelbart:

I'd say that I was six years older than they were.
guess I never realized what their ages were.

I

So I was older,

and I guess the big brother.
Adams:

And you wanted another role than that?

Engelbart:

No, it's that I didn't want to go off on this path,
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whether I was the big brother, or what.

The augmentation dream

was just welded in, internally, and I would have nightmares the
rest of my life if I didn't go after it.

I've faced that same

issue a number of times since.
Lowood:

Was the break clean at that point?
fairly quickly?

Did the company end

What did you do next, and how did you end up

at SRI?
Engelbart:

Well, I tried to think of how I could go do what I wanted
to do.

The university didn't offer a very attractive place at

all at the time.
Lowood:

Any particular university?

Engelbart:

No, no particular university.

I realized that if you came

in as junior faculty, your job was to prove yourself by
research and publishing, if you wanted to progress to get to be
an independent full professor with tenure.

So that what you

had to do was do that which would be viewed as good research.
Talking with different older people around the university, it
became clear that, whatever the department was, it's suicide if
you think you're going off in some independent direction that
isn't popular or acceptable.

You'll always have the low level

jobs, and probably in a few years they'll ask you to move on.
Adams:

It's like the pressure of the company.

Engelbart:

Sure.
there.

Then I added it all up, what would I have to do

Well, they wanted me to really grab hold of the

computer program.

The guy who started it had been moved to

chairman of the department, and was really distracted.
Lowood:

This is Berkeley?
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Engelbart:

Yeah, so you know, they wanted me to push that.
to commit a lot of time to that.

I'd have

Whevever I find myself

teaching, I found, internally, this strong commitment to doing
a really good job for the kids I was teaching.
of extra energy into that.

I'd put a lot

So I said, "Well, let's see, that's

two jobs there.
Lowood:

Your classes at Berkeley, were they entirely electrical
engineering, or did you have a chance to teach anything that
would today be called computer science?

Engelbart:

Oh, yeah.

Let's see, I guess before that, I'd been

teaching all electrical engineering.

I would take over a class

once in a while from another professor.
Lowood:

There was no opportunity through your teaching, really, to
somehow swing into your developing ideas about augmentation and
so forth?

You never had a chance, say, through your students,

to bounce the ideas off them?
Engelbart:

Oh no, my gosh.

This is a time in which they were trying

to get over their fear of the mystique of computers.
had ever seen a computer working.

No one

They were trying to build

one, but it was still tied up in "completionitis." (laughter)
You know, it was a mystical thing, and didn't have the impetus
by any means.

It's pretty hard to reconstruct a picture of

what it was like culturally and technically, in those days,
about computers.

Never mind this huge conviction about what

role they would play.

It wasn't something you could

communicate rationally to anybody else.
Adams:

People were looking at the technology of it all, of the
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nuts and bolts?
Engelbart:

Yeah, and the programming was so primitive.
symbolic assembler emerged someplace in there.

The first
Other than that

you'd have to write your program in absolute numbers.

People

were talking about compilers, but FORTRAN didn't come until
later.

So it was very difficult to write any kind of program

and get it debugged.

If you made any changes or inserted a few

new instructions, before the symbolic assembler came, you'd
have to go down and look at every place that had access, and
you had to have the absolute number.
would have changed.

But the absolute numbers

There were no debugging aids.

Anyway, so

the kind of thing I wanted to do looked extremely outlandish.
It would be like when people were first trying to get any fixed
wing planes off the ground, and you were talking about
helicopters.
Lowood:

So what brought you in, then, to SRI?

Engelbart:

Well, I said to myself, "Universities are out, where
else?"

I realized it would be very hard.

One of the

difficulties was selling somebody on supporting my ideas.

How

would you know what company you could go to, and hope that that
management would be able to sell it?

I realized if you go to a

place like SRI, you have a chance to approach almost anybody in
the world to put up money, to do it there.

So it seemed like a

much better platform to try to do it.
Lowood:

Was SRI at that time, 1957, mentioned in the same breath
as Rand, as a think tank?

Did it have that kind of mystique to

it, or was it considered more like a university?
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Engelbart:

It had established itself quite well.

It had been

operating for about ten years.
Adams:

In association with the university as a context for
research and innovation?

Engelbart:

No, it never really was connected in that sense to the
university.

The university played a fairly significant role in

establishing SRI, along with other industrial leaders around,
who wanted someplace on the West Coast that would be interested
in things that would support the growth of industry in the
West.

This was the rationale.

The university at the outset

said, "Well, what happens if all this folds?"

They set it up

so that if SRI were to fold, whatever value was left over would
go to Stanford.

The Stanford Board of Trustees was always set

up as a way to guide SRI.

The university said, "The trustees

are the ones to appoint the board of directors for SRI."
that was about the only connection.

But

Some of the board members

were from a university environment, but most of them weren't.
Lowood:

So did you go to SRI yourself, or were you contacted by
someone there?

Engelbart:

No, I had to knock on the door, and say, "Hey," and wait.
They had had a secret computer project going for some years,
funded by the Bank of America, to build a banking support
system.

Adams:

The project was called IRMA.

There's an IRMA mainframe emulator system now.
if that's a legacy from that.

Engelbart:

I don't think so.

Lowood:

This was Hugh Crane's[?]?

I wonder
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Engelbart:

No, he had come relatively recently in that role.

Guys

like Bialik, and Milt . . . I can almost [recall the name], and
Bill Cox, and quite a few people who have been in there to
design, the mechanical and electrical engineers.

Actually,

they had a prototype, and it was just phasing out when I came
down there.

They weren't doing so well financially, and

weren't actually out looking for people.

Then I came, and I

didn't find any immediate enthusiastic reception.
"Well, we'll let you know."

They said,

So I hung on for months.

It was

three months or more I guess, before they said, "Okay."

A day

after I got there, they were talking about having to lay people
off.
Lowood:

Is that the project you started on, then, IRMA?

Engelbart:

Oh no, they just hired me, and I was sitting in a lab, and
they said, "Why don't you sit there and get aquainted with
everybody?"

Lowood:

Which lab were you in?

Engelbart:

I guess I was physically sitting in the areas where people
had been doing the IRMA.

Adams:

Were there "leftovers" from that project, personnel who
remained on?

Engelbart:

Oh, sure, a lot of people remained on, and a lot of
contracts would come in.

But if they lost a project, they

would seldom carve out the people that were involved in that
and fire them like aerospace sometimes does.

They would try

very hard to carry people on overhead for a long time, and try
very hard to get them projects.
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Lowood:

So, there you were in the corner, in the lab.
around 1957.

This was

What was your strategy for getting your

augmentation ideas off the ground at SRI?
Engelbart:

I realized that what I'd really have to do is find a way
to earn my room and board there, from some kind of support for
projects.

This was the assumption.

to said I should keep quiet.

One of the guys I talked

He didn't think they'd hire me at

all if they heard me saying these kinds of crazy things.

I'd

learned enough by then, through all the years, that my
augmentation ideas don't grab anybody else like they grab me.
I can't remember how many weeks went by; I would put my
nose into a lot of things going on, and get the reports and
read them, and ask questions.

One project that was going on

had been started by Hugh Crane, was this multiple aperture
device, magnetic.
devices.

They called them mads, M-A-D, multi aperture

This was a way you could take up a hunk of ferrite

that's had a core, and mould it with some other holes around
the circumference, small holes where the stuff was shaped
around them.

By pulsing this in clever ways, you could

actually set information in it.

Then you could transfer that

information off to the next one, just with the pulses doing the
transfer, without having to have any kind of amplifiers between
them.

So we were making shift registers out of that.

They

thought that since I'd been in the shift register game with my
gas discharge device, I might be interested.
The manager gave me these reports, and said, "Read them
before you go see the guys, and tell us what you think."

I
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read all those things through, and said, "Oh, I've gotta figure
out how they work a bit better," so I made an equivalent
circuit sketch, and started to look at it.

I started thinking,

"Well, why did they need to have multi-aperture devices?
couldn't they do it with two sizes of simple cores?

Why

So I

sketched out things that would do that, and it looked like it
had the same equivalent circuit, so to speak.

I knew enough

about patent things to realize that if Hugh Crane and these
guys were getting sponsored by somebody, and if I got involved
over there, that would rightfully belong to the sponsor of the
project.
So I showed the managers this thing, and said, "If this
pans out, it would have a separate support and patent area.
What would you do about that?"
excited.

Oh, goodness, they got all

We talked to scientists and lawyers before I talked

to the other guys about it.

This produced a problem, because

if a new guy comes in and before he even talks to the other
guys, he goes off to the managers with something else, that's
not a very good way to make friends.

I always felt uneasy

about that.
Lowood:

It sounds like you had acquired some savvy about patents,
and some of the ways to go about things.

Engelbart:

Yeah, I'd learned a lot.

Lowood:

Were those what are called single aperture devices?

Engelbart:

Yeah, SAD.

Adams:

Is there a BAD?

Engelbart:

I don't know.
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Anyway, I had been working fairly closely with those guys
for quite a while, and I got a number of patents in that area.
Then through them, through Hugh Crane mostly, I would get
invited to some of the professional meetings, or special
meetings of people interested in computer devices.

Within a

couple of years, I'd really gotten pretty well established as a
contributor in that area.
scaling effect.

Then I got interested in that

I got some projects on my own, and after a few

years started really trying to find support for doing what I
really wanted to do.
There was a time in there, working with magnetic devices,
and it was really a very nice sort of time, where I was
contributing usefully, and there were very bright, good guys I
was working with.

Hugh and Dave Banyon, and Charlie Rosen

came to SRI part way through my first year there.

It turns out

I had bumped into Charlie when I'd been recruited by General
Electric.

They were trying to recruit me, and I'd met him the

time I'd gone back to New York at the Labs.

We all got to be

good friends socially, too.
Lowood:

SRI must have been a little bit smaller then than it is
now.

Was it small enough that you were all within the same

division of the same lab, or were you scattered around?
Engelbart:

We were within fifty yards of each other.
wings in the facility.

[END OF TAPE 1, SIDE A]

[BEGINNING OF TAPE 1, SIDE B]

There were
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Engelbart:

There was quite a large area, including what's now a big
parking lot, and some other buildings that had been a hospital
during World War Two.

In getting ready for the invasion of

Japan, they assumed they'd have a whole bunch of us eager
military guys brought back on stretchers, and they'd need lots
of hospitals fast, so that had been built.

Then the university

took it over after the war, and had lots of post-war student
types living there in dormatories.

Then SRI got a chance to

take it over, as their low-rent, initial facility.
Adams:

Was it one of these Quonset hut type buildings, or two
storey?

Engelbart:

No, most of them were one storey, quite sleazily built.
It had one central hallway going down, and wings coming off.

I

think we would at least be in adjacent wings, they'd put a
hallway over and down.
Lowood:

In the earliest report I think I have, it looks like
there's a systems engineering department; Roy Amara is listed
as the manager in 1962.

Engelbart:

Yeah.

Lowood:

Okay.

Did that structure exist?

Would it have been called just "electrical

engineering department" in the late 50s?

Was it that general?

Or did they already have a focus on computers, in any sense?
Engelbart:

Oh, there were other labs in-house that were EE, so I
doubt if that was the name.

The name probably had something to

do with information.
Our division was run by a man named Jerry Noi[?], who
subsequently resigned and got on the staff of the University of
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Washington.

His chief administrative guy was named Bob Wing,

Robert Wing, and his assistant was named Jim Norton[?].

He was

a young guy, and they were shuffling papers, trying to help
make things work.

I think he came just a little after I did,

or just a little before or something, and so he worked in that
administrative area for the next eleven or twelve years before
he joined me.
Adams:

What kind of budget did you have, or the division which
you were in?

Engelbart:

I don't have any idea of the division budget.

They have

to create a budget every year for planning, but they're not
given a budget from up above.

They have to go out and sell

research projects in order to get the revenue to meet their
budget.
Adams:

You said when a project closes down at SRI, they were
attentive to keeping people on.
atmosphere, intellectually?

Could you describe the

You talked a little bit about the

sharing of papers and reports.
Engelbart:

It was a good, stimulating atmosphere.

There weren't many

places you could go, at least in the West, where people were
there because they wanted to research.

We had some fun

gathering around the coffee machine at break time, and we'd
drink coffee and have all kinds of great time talking and
arguing.

Usually, someone had some ideas that they were going

to go out with and solicit a proposal, and that would get
beaten around a lot by everybody.

Or if there was a request

for a proposal coming in. . . .we all sort of knew what people
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up and down the hallway were doing.
Lowood:

You mentioned Charlie Rosen, and talking to him.

He's a

person, at least now, who has a vision of the way things are
going in the future.
part of his career.

I presume that was similar at an earlier
Was there a certain mass of people there

who were in a similar situation to yours, who could provide
support to you, to keep plugging away?
Engelbart:

Most of the people would love to work on whatever was
interesting, and that's missing in most academic settings;
unfortunately, that's what I hear.

I rarely heard people

talking about the strategic value of it, in the discipline and
in society.

I'd interview a fresh Ph.D. and start asking

questions like, "What do you think the strategically most
important research factor in your discipline is?"

And their

jaw would drop, as if they'd never even heard the words, or
something.

So you began to wonder, what kind of job are their

professors doing?

Then you realize their professors went

through without anybody ever challenging them or getting them
to think about it.

So unfortunately, a great part of the

research community just doesn't make a practice of thinking
about the strategic investment in their career.
Lowood:

Did anyone there in that time period, from the
mid-sixties, strike you as being a little more resonant with
the kinds of things you were trying to do?

Engelbart:

There were a couple of younger people, people that would
come to meetings I started.

I can't think of anyone who would

talk with me about my ideas, what I wanted to do, in a
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strategic way.

The artificial intelligence field emerged

slowly; Charlie wasn't a computer-oriented guy when he came,
you know; he was physics-oriented.
tangentially.

He'd been working

I'm not sure what he was first working on there.

Then there was the guy who published something about the
coin perceptron[?]; I think he'd invented it.

I should

remember his name, because I've just had so much empathy for
him over the years.

It got very popular, and a lot of people

were talking about it.

That's what turned Charlie on. He

wanted to build one, so he asked around, and got some money to
build one.

That was the very first activity in A.I.

He

conjectured that this was a model of how the brain works; each
perceptor is something that can have a number of stimuli coming
into it at different levels, and when the sum of those levels
got to be high enough, it would trigger it. What would trigger
it depended upon its experience.

So if the net result of this

whole network was good, it would come back and do something
positive about upping the growing thresholds of those things,
depending upon whether or not they contributed.
works for that.

An alogrhythm

They made a very reasonable model of how the

neurons in the head work.

Was his name Rosenblat or something

like that?
Lowood:

Rosenblat.

I always confuse them.

I always thought it

was Charlie Rosen...it was Rosenblat.
Engelbart:

He was at Cornell, I think, at the Aeronautical Labs.

Lowood:

You mention how he got funding from ONR and you've
described yourself as being in isolation.

Your first funding
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came from the Air Force office of Scientific Research.

How did

you get it?
Engelbart:

No, not my first funding.

Lowood:

How did you break that isolation, to approach AFOSR?
did they approach you?

Or

How did you actually get started on the

path?
Engelbart:

It was probably some kind of happenstance meeting.

But

you needed to write proposals to them.
Lowood:

Did they have a standing representative at SRI?

Engelbart:

No, they were just a little tiny program.

I think their

total budget was just one or two million dollars a year.

One

man and his assistant and a secretary or two in his office back
in Washington, that was the informational or mathematical part
of OSR.

The guy's name was Harold Wooster.

personal contact with Harold Wooster.
some meeting.

Probably it took

I might have met him at

I had gotten interested in information

retrieval, so I went to some conferences, and I may have met
him there.
Adams:

Would the journal you kept at that time elucidate that?

Engelbart:

It may.

Lowood:

Maybe you can check that when we are going over the
draft.

I'm assuming this is about 1960?

Engelbart:

I think I started getting some money from them in 1959.

Lowood:

Were they the only people to have information retrieval
systems at that time?

ARPA didn't have the information

retrieval until the 60s.
Engelbart:

There was the Information Processing Techniques office.
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Lowood:

That was a little bit later than 1959.

Engelbart:

Right.

In late 1962 they said they were going to do it,

and it was January 1963 when they opened for business.
Lowood:

You didn't get money from ARPA then, but maybe a year or
two after that?

Engelbart:

Actually, I got money starting as early as 1963.

Lowood:

I see, so you are a founding member?

Engelbart:

I was standing at the door with this 1962 report and a
proposal.

I had met McGuire before and heard about him setting

up a sytem, and I thought, "Oh boy, with all the things he's
saying he wants to do, how can he refuse me?"
Lowood:

So there was a two or three year period when the OSR was
keeping you afloat.

Were you able to work on it full-time,

with their support?
Engelbart:

Not with their support alone.
half of what it took.

Adams:

What they gave me was about

They didn't pay me any overhead.

What were you doing during that time, and what kind of
progress were you making?

Engelbart:

It was one thing to do the thinking.

They didn't have any

kind of money to build anything.
Adams:

It was all conceptual.

Engelbart:

Yes.

They'd give out little bits of money to all these

different wild-haired guys.

Somebody was once commenting on

it, that maybe I should be embarrased to be in the company of
all these wild-haired guys because, obviously they were backing
all the kooks, hoping that something would come of it.
Adams:

Was that part of the reputation of SRI at that time?
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Engelbart:

No.

It didn't have anything to do with SRI, it was OSR.

One guy was studying the way a certain kind of gnat would
cluster.

This guy was saying he was sure there was something

about self-adapting organization in the gnat.

So he would

write a program that would simulate the behavior of the gnat.
They would say, "Well, that's certainly something."

On the

face of it, it was sort of interesting, in the biology or
sociology of gnats, or whatever.
Adams:

But it's lacking the larger framework; how your research
fits into a strategy?

Engelbart:

There'd be a lot of guys who were saying, "Hey, what you
ought to research is how you can make computer work at all,
these days."

Or something like that, and so they'd look at

something like that and laugh at it.

So here I was being

sponsored by people who were sponsoring people who were kooky.
"Gosh, Doug, don't you realize the company you are in."

Or one

of my friends was saying about then, "You know, if people
really get to know you, it's one thing.

But otherwise, you

sound just like all the other charlatans."

You've got to just

live with that if what you're trying to propose sounds so far
out.
Lowood:

I want to ask you a little bit about the 1962 report, but
first, I wanted to ask you about this article published in
Vistas and Information Handling, which is, I guess, pretty much
a summary of the report.

In the end you list a lot of projects

that you've heard about, a bibliography--I'm sure Licklider's
article is on there, Bush, of course.

If you look at the
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report, the way it is divided up is: there's a background
discussion, there's the long example of an augmentation
environment, and then there's the proposal.

It looks like it's

really a conceptual proposal at that point, the result of these
two or three years of funding from OSR.

Was that time spent

absorbing other people's work, as is suggested a little bit by
this, or was this more of an inward kind of creative process
whereby you wrote and thought in isolation and eventually came
up with a report?
Engelbart:

It was more inward.

I started trying to reach out to make

connections in domains of interest and concerns out there that
fit along the vector I was interested in.
information retrieval people.

I went to the

I remember one instance when I

went to the Ford Foundation's Center for Advanced Study in
Social Sciences to see somebody who was there for a year, who
was into information retrieval.

We sat around.

In fact, at

coffee break, there were about five people sitting there.

I

was trying to explain what I wanted to do and one guy just kept
telling me," You are just giving fancy names to information
retrieval.

Why do that?

Why don't you just admit that it's

information retrieval and get on with the rest of it and make
it all work?"

He was getting kind of nasty.

The other guy was

trying to get him to back off.
Lowood:

In the report it is clear, with the 20-30 page thing with
"Joe", that you're already talking about

[exec?]

structured data--I know people had different terms to talk
about that, in pointing to information with some sort of
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layering of the information behind that.

I'm guessing that in

these conversations with people from information retrieval,
where the concepts would have come up, they considered that
part of standard information retrieval?
Engelbart:

I don't know.

Lowood:

Was it?

Engelbart:

Pretty soon I gave up on going out and I just was thinking
and working to try to develop a consistent and meaningful
framework of my own.
place.

I already felt it just wasn't getting any

I'd make contact with the AI group, Shaun Simon group,

RAND, and tried to talk with him, but to them, if they'd get
smart enough machines, why would you want to worry about
building something special if the machines are so smart?
Lowood:

So you found that both talking to these other people
didn't necessarily bring anything to you but also at the same
time--and this is what I was getting at with the question--they
were re-framing what you were saying, and putting it into
another framework.

So let's say in computer science, just to

give it a name, as it was developing in the period, it seems
like there were lots of frameworks floating around, and
different agencies of different sorts, and there was really a
problem of people communicating.
Engelbart:

Back when you asked, was there a singular influence on
me....

There was the realization that if you're trying to do

something that is different and doesn't fit into other
frameworks, that you build a framework and work within that, or
it just gets distorted, until your work gets recognized as a
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different kind of area.
Lowood:

What interests me about this is that somehow, given all
the problems in communication and different disciplinaryframeworks, you were somewhat successful with OSR, then ARPA,
then ROLM and other agencies.

There was somebody who either on

faith or some kind of similarity of interests, I suppose, such
as Licklider, was willing to find support for the project.
What was it about those funding agencies, do you think, that
moved them to be more receptive to your ideas?
[END OF TAPE ONE, SIDE B]

[BEGINNING OF TAPE 2, SIDE A]
Lowood:

I was just asking about ARPA because there's a big history
of ARPA being written now.

It is generally held up as the best

example since Sputnik of American funding of really frontier
kinds of research, especially of computer science and
artificial intelligence and things like that.

What do you

think, on the whole, from your experience?
Engelbart:

I think that is right.

Dramatic things, such as time

sharing would have taken a much longer time to get out if ARPA
hadn't just made it happen.
developed it.

I don't know when IBM would have

They didn't believe in it, and started only

after it had been proven.

And computer networks, obviously it

was ARPA that made that really work.

AI. Yes.

They carried it

for many, many years; something that still has to prove itself
in the world, and that's no comment on whether or not it's
going to.

They pushed a lot on super high-speed computers, the
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ILIAC 4.

I'm not sure that everything they funded really

panned out, but that's too much to ask, in any case.

In a

larger sense, like that, they've certainly made a huge
difference.
They were essential for some kinds of things, where
there's a sort of threshold to go over in the resource and
momentum, to provide something until the rest of the society's
means for exploring and research can take hold.
have something that lifts it up like that.

You have to

The way of working

was highly dependent upon the particular kind of people who
were there, their intuition and judgment in what they would
support.

You just couldn't administer the genral plan for

doing it uniformly.

It's not something that you can give to

the average civil service guy.
Lowood:

Maybe we should double back now and talk about management
at a lower level, which would be the management of the project
itself.

In the '62 report it's clearly a conceptual proposal

for further research.
support.

In January '63 you got the ARPA

How did you start from zero?

language compilers, and user interface?
in a sense.

How did you get a lab,
There was no computer

How did you go about putting the pieces together,

beginning in 1963?
Engelbart:

SRI had a good environment for that in a way, in that
there were a lot of skilled people, engineers and
computer-oriented people and machine shops and procurement
people, editors to help you write reports.

It was all geared

for you getting something in that you had to get done and
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finding people around that you could employ.

When you would

get a project you would come in and get assigned, essentially
an in-house accounting, control project number.

You could walk

down the hall for many kinds of people or specialty shops and
say, "This is what I'd like to have done", and they would get
somebody.

There would be a person who would just start using

your charge number on his charge card.

It was very

straightforward.
Lowood:

I guess what I was wondering was, about 1964, with the
Mouse, you already start having concrete results.

The project,

as it is outlined in the report, is a pretty big thing, and it
has a lot of facets to it.

It has software parts, hardware

parts, user interface, there are low-level compilers to develop
higher level languages--all of these sorts of things need to be
arrived at in some order.
we start.

How did you identify, "Here's where

Here's who I should hire to do this" and those kinds

of questions, in terms of stepping the project?
Engelbart:

Well, the first thing that comes to my mind is the term
"bootstrapping" that I wrote about.
you can use.

You start using it and then you improve that and

build a different one.
with

You build something that

That was the projection.

I would start

text-processing by the computer that could help me do the

text work.

It composes reports and memos along the way, and

software.
Adams:

Was that an innovative approach to the way that other
projects worked?

Engelbart:

I don't know of another instance which followed that as
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cleanly and directly, but there are lots of cases where other
people would say, "I will do something just to demonstrate
it."

I would say, "Well, what do you learn by that?"

They'd

say, "Oh boy, you'll turn people on and you'll get more
money."
Lowood:

Somehow, that didn't seem right.

You're also talking about more than just an editor to
write the programs; you were interested in the text processing
system being the system.

Engelbart:

That's something I knew would happen.
things I wanted to do on down stream.

There are lots of

But where do you start?

There was no way I could talk somebody into giving me an army
of people to build some final system, nor would it have worked
at all.

So we started slowly.

One of the advantages of the

environment I described is that if you said, "I think it will
only take two months but maybe five months, and I need the
money," they'd say, "OK."

You'd find a guy for two months and

if you got five months from him, good.

When you're done, he

goes back on overhead and someone else picks him up for another
project.

It means that you don't have to commit yourself to

"This is exactly the staff I'm going to need and I have to keep
them forever."

That's a very difficult thing to do.

So the first thing we needed was a computer, and we looked
around and found out that we could get one.
Lowood:

What did you start with?

Engelbart:

The very first money from Licklider had some conditions
that proved to be unworkable.

He had decided he was going to

put a lot of money into Systems Development Corporation, which
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was a system implementation government "slave"--RAND and System
Development Corporation couldn't do outside contracting work.
They had to get their money from the government.

So they were

essentially government laboratories except they weren't civil
service.

The government gave them money to do things.

So SDC had been set up down in Santa Monica, as an
off-shoot of RAND.

It got much bigger than RAND, and was doing

actual system implementations for the Air Force.

There was a

command and control computer that had just been made by
somebody, I'm not quite sure who made it--some big outfit.

It

was a big computer with vacuum tubes and it was just a real
super machine.

SDC had one there in house that they were

trying to do certain kinds of things with, and Licklider came
in and had enough clout to say, "If you want that machine, what
you have to do is build a time sharing operating system in it
so that it can be a time sharing machine."
sharing and wanted people to do it.

He believed in time

He went to SDC.

huge machine, a many million dollar machine.

It was a

It was just acres

of bays of vacuum tubes and stuff; very fast and very complex
and sophisticated instruction set for the time.
Adams:

He was able to convince them to try the time sharing.

Engelbart:

He had enough clout to tell them they had to make a time
sharing system out of it.
them a long time.

That's a big project and it took

Then what he told me was, "Here's what I

want you to do:

you've got to program what you want to do in

their machine."

I said, "Yeah, but it's not time sharing

yet."

He said, "It will be."

So, I said, "What does that
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mean?"

He said, "Well, it means you actually have to get the

programs running down there."

So that meant I'd have to go

down there to do it.
We had one programmer, I think, working for us at the
time, and he would write his code up and work on it and go down
there and get on the machine and try to debug it and come back
here.

Sometimes I'd go down.

What they had for us was a

little tiny display and a keyboard.

This was a long way from

the computer that was in a secure area.
down to the computer.

It had cables that ran

It was extremely awkward.

They would

get into timesharing mode for a couple of hours a day and they
were so flaky at that time that it would just crash and crash
and crash.
Lowood:

It was an absolute mess.

So you had no interactive system at all.

If you wanted to

test something, or if you wanted to do text editing, you had to
go to Santa Monica to do it.
Engelbart:

Well, you could do research on it.
the bootstrapping thing at all.

After a while he began to

realize that wasn't going to work.
telecommunicating stuff.

But it just didn't fit

We got interested in remote

We had good engineers around us, so

why don't we fix it up so that we can get a phone linkup and
modems connected back there?

We bought this small mini

computer that Control Data Corporation was just beginning to
put ou, the CDC 160-A.

They were machines whose purpose had

been to be a peripheral for the big machines, for handling
input and output and peripherals.
over $100,000.

I think the machine cost

It was much slower and had very much less
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memory than an Apple II.
Adams:

But that was the best you could get.

Lowood:

The acoustic coupler that you used, was that the one that
was developed at SRI?

Engelbart:

No, this was many years before that.

Lowood:

Reid Anderson's company, Anderson-Jacobson used a link
that was invented at SRI.

I was wondering if that was the

same.
Engelbart:

I had been at his laboratory.

He was hired to take over

the laboratory that I had been in and after a while I moved
out.

Roy Amera by that time had set up a separate lab and I

moved into that one.

I had trouble communicating with Reid.

have a feeling that the Institute quietly pursued Reid.

I

He

wasn't cut out to be a lab manager there.
Lowood:

But those projects had no connection at the time.

Engelbart:

No.

I never did know who it was who devised the modem.

But anyway, we had a terminal and we were using it remotely.
The money was going to come in, and it was quite a bit of money
for that day, a couple of hundred thousand dollars contract.
Roy Amara and his boss, Jerry Nois were really fairly
troubled about me and what I wanted to do.
passed up at least once for a review.

By then I had been

I had gotten the idea

that they were trying to figure out whether to fire me or not.
They very, very seldom fired anybody.
very difficult situation.

So this was probably a

They just thought I was way too far

out.
Later I met somebody who had left the Institute, who had
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found a memo with my name on it that was sent to him, and he
said, "Doug, maybe you would want this."

He didn't notice on

the back of it, somebody had probably sent it to him and it
said something like, "Fred, have you read this?
shouldn't let this guy out of the Institute.

My God, we

Bad name."

I

think it was a proposal for which we got money from ARPA, to
start a multi-plant [client?] industrial sponsorship for an
augmentation program.
Roy Amera called me in and said, "Well, this project is
going to come in and we ought to talk to you about what you
want to do after that."

I said, "What do you mean?"

He said,

"What we're going to do is take this fellow (John) and he's
going to be project leader and he's going to hire the people
that work and we're changing your title to..."--some different
title that was brand new and had no meaning to it, "and you'll
be over here."

I said, "Well, wait a minute.

The reason I

have been working all this time on this is to do this work.
don't understand."

I

He said, "We think you'll be good at

writing some proposals."
Lowood:

They had you pegged as a "blue sky" kind of figure.

Engelbart:

Not only that, but dangerous.
to think about it.

It just almost makes me ill

He said, "Furthermore, John has got to have

a chance to do it and I don't want you in there interfering."
I said, "What do you mean interfering?

What's all the ideas,

the framework and everything else for if I'm not supposed to
talk to anybody?"

He said, "You can talk to them, but only

when I'm in the room."
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I remember him calling me a couple times later after
meetings.

He said, "You were in that meeting, and you were

trying to push people around too much."
trying to describe the picture."
that."

I said, "I was just

He said, "You just can't do

He was bawling me out for trying to speak up about how

it ought to be done.

He was a guy who had just moved up very

rapidly to Vice President a little later.
with modes of management style.

He was experimenting

He was being very hard-nosed

about it.
It was just unbearable.
go and what I could do.
somewhere.

I tried to figure where I could

I thought of going to MIT or

It was miserable.

Lowood:

This was the way 1963 went by?

Engelbart:

This guy, John, who came on to manage this was John
Wensley.

He later left and went up to Oregon and founded a

company to make computers.

He was a good enough guy for this

position, because he had come from England and had quite a bit
of experience with computers and programming and was a good,
persuasive talker.
Adams:

I'm assuming he never sought you out?

Engelbart:

Right.

He didn't understand what was going on.

instance, here's an example:

For

you get on the screen and the way

he fixed it up, he would get on and do some editing.

So you

want to delete a word, so you type "DELETE WORD;" that's the
way he set it up.
that."

He said, "Computer languages are like

I said, "Hey, with an interactive computer all you have

to do is put in a "D" and a "W."

"No," he says, "They've tried
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abbreviations and it doesn't work."
feedback."

I said, "That was without

I just couldn't get any place with him.

This was

the kind of thing; apparently it made him angry too.
low that day.

I felt so

He called me up at home and said, "That's so bad

that I'd be afraid if my boss saw that, that he should fire me
for ever letting things like that get funded."
I was just trying to be loyal.

I said, "Yes."

He said, " I went and talked to

your boss . . . ."
Adams:

Your boss was Licklider?

Engelbart:

I told him that and he ripped me up and down over it. He
said, "The best I can do for next year would be to give you
enough so that you and one or two guys could do something.

It

would be about this much money and I really hope you can do
something.

But I can't continue.

You ought to have your own

machine and just get a start on what you picture."

They were

very subdued about it and said, "OK you can do it, but you have
to pay for the computer."
Adams:

Out of what source?

Engelbart:

The money they were going to give me.

There wasn't enough

money.

So it looked like everything was just going to fall

apart.

After a year of that kind of horrible thing I was

actually thinking I was going to get money, but not in the
end.

So, right about then, I got a phone call from a guy in

NASA headquarters, a psychologist.

I had been talking to him

the year before, knocking on doors, and he acted sort of
interested, but so had a lot of people.
had been trying to find money.

It turned out that he

He was in control of some money
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and was going down to NASA at Langley Research Center, which is
sort of a sister to Ames.
there.
it.

They were doing computer things

So he said, "I fixed it so that there's a condition on

I'd give them this kind of funding for what they want to

do if this extra money I gave them could come back to you.
It's only $80,000 but it's a start."
Well, that together with Licklider's would do it.
thought, "Ah!"

So, I

The psychologist was named Robert Taylor.

It

was this interaction that we had that introduced it to ARPA.
Then a little later he walked over and got a job at ARPA and
transfered to Civil Service.
Lowood:

We go back a long way.

That's the source of the confusion, probably, that he
started the ARPA funding.

Engelbart:

I'm not at all clear, but he's the only one that's still
active around there.

I don't know where that thing came from.

If it came through Rheingold, it's sort of natural.
Adams:

Then it was perpetuated.

Lowood:

I've seen it in other places too, before that.

So, now

you are on an even keel.
Engelbart:

Starting over again.

Lowood:

Where does somebody like Bill English come in?

Was he

already aboard?
Engelbart:

That was a year or so later.
scratch.
it.

We had to start from

We had a stand-alone computer with a display wired to

I guess we still had that other display, the 160 that had

been used as a terminal computer for telecommunications.
had to start with that.

So we

This is how crude it was: there wasn't
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anything like a disk.
somewhat later.
paper tape.

We didn't have magnetic tape until

So the only input/output storage medium was

If you started editing something, when you were

ready to quit, you would punch it out, and wind it up.

When

you were ready to go back to work, you would first load the
parent program and take the tape and it would load your text to
start working on it.

If it crashed, we'd have to go back and

start all over again.

So you would back up and punch out the

tapes again.

It was very difficult to work.

It had a very

small memory.
I was trying to do things like: with the framework of a
word wrap, let's just fill a whole line and if it breaks and
comes over here, we can read it well enough, so you can just
break anyplace in a word when it comes to the end.
just scans and reads it.
it like that.

The eye

So this conserved screen space to do

It took extra effort to keep track of where the

words were, and things like that. Licklider came to see us
another time and we showed him this and he would not believe
it.

He said, "Oh, it's not smart enough to do word wrap." He

wouldn't believe that we had done it intentionally.

He would

just not believe it.
I said, "Why do you think I'd lie to you?"
Adams:

You had documentation of the decisions you made in your
research?

Engelbart:

It wasn't written down.

Adams:

It was in your head.

Engelbart:

In that kind of discussion of an issue, you might as well
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go to court.
Adams:

Yes.

Once he has questioned the integrity of your

research.
Lowood:

What you were doing in that period was bootstrapping and
what you were bootstrapping was an environment.

You initially

started with an environment for programmers who would develop
the system.
further.
Engelbart:

The initial system was to develop the system

So you create an environment for the program.

Not just the program, but the documentation for the
project.

Lowood:

I meant program in that other sense, not a computer
program.

Engelbart:

Yes, that's right.
was fun.

Wordprocessors.

So anyway, when we were working, it
Then we were finding ways to

transfer some of the files to the bigger computer.

I was

building an off-line system as well as an on-line system.

The

off-line one had a paper tape and you printed on it and here
was a draft.

Then you would want to go through and mark it up

with changes, where you could sit and punch.

You would make

another paper tape to describe the changes you wanted in it,
and change description language that would go and tell where to
change it.

I had it all worked out logically so you could

simply point to what you wanted changed in here and it wouldn't
lose track of the first changes.
[END OF TAPE TWO, SIDE A]

[BEGINNING OF TAPE TWO, SIDE B]
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Engelbart:

How we named systems?

We had an on-line and an off-line

system, and they would both be OLTS.

So I said, "Well, wait a

minute, they have different second letters, so I will call one
FLTS and the other NLTS."

Later, we dropped the T out so we

had FLS and NLS and that's how the name NLS came for online
systems.

And later, the off line stuff got merged into our one

system, and we just called it NLS.

We kept that off-line

capability clear up until 1968.
It was very powerful.

I could go through and mark up

something and my secretary could type on the paper tape the
description of how to change it in much less time than the best
wordprocessor does today, because the screen will change.
She'd just get it great.
come out.

She'd run it through and it would

Everyone laughed at it.

We've got a feature in Augment where you can say, "Hey,
freeze the screen, lock it in, don't change it everytime I make
a change until I tell you to update it."

It just freezes the

picture.

You can go back a paragraph and make changes and go

forward.

The things you point at are still there.

the changes and then say "Refresh."

You get all

Otherwise, you make a

change and you have to get re-oriented.

It turns out that the

human factors in that work a lot better if you just change your
perspective and train yourself a little bit.
Anyway, we had the start of both of those things on that
old machine.
[END OF INTERVIEW]
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SOHP Interview with Douglas Engelbart
Interview 3, March 4, 1987

[Lowood begins by talking about Stanford RAMUS workstations]

Engelbart:

The thing about going after really high performance teams,
high performance knowledge workers is that the core of any
class of knowledge worker would have special qualities, in
economic analysis or engineering analysis, or something like
that which they'd all be thinking of, but that's just a core
that's so basic.
scholarship.

Lowood:

You might call it a high performance

It's really central.

This group is still in its embryonic state, but I'll let
you know.

I don't want it to be an inbred thing, so that we

can expand this beyond things we know we can do. Anyway, we
can hook it up.
Engelbart:

I got invited to go back and talk in the ASIS meeting in
Austin.

Of course by the time I looked at my mail and have an

answer, it's probably too late.

I think they are going to have

a session--the 30th anniversary, I think, of the ASIS.
Somebody had gone back and found something called the "World
Brain."

Science fiction.

H.G. Wells had written something

about the world brain and they wanted to make a session on
that.

Do many professional library people like you guys

participate with ASIS?
Lowood:

Everybody has their own slice of the pie; the ones that
tend to be on the information side do.
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Engelbart:

That's what I gave my very first paper on.

It was then

called the American Documentation Institute or something like
that.
Lowood:

Yes, that's right.

It's impossible to find the early

journal.
Okay, where we left off, we got up to 1964.

We got up to

where you'd finished your first year on the augmentation
project and it hadn't been a very successful year.

You had

just gotten funding from Bob Taylor at NASA, and continuation
from ARPA, you had the whole thing with the computer in Santa
Monica, and you were about to start again from scratch on what
would become the MLS Augment system.

So starting there, in

1964, I guess my first question is: at that time, what was the
nature of the commitments from NASA, ARPA and I guess you were
also starting to get money from ROLM air development center
somewhere around that time?

How did these different funding

agencies differ in their expectations?
collaborate in any way?

Did they themselves

Did you have a sort of coherent base

from which to start?
Engelbart:

At that time I think there was something like $80,000
from NASA and $60-80,000 from ARPA.

The main thing was that

was enough to let us get started that year and kept us from
extinction.

It wasn't the Rolm air development center at that

time; it was a small office in what was called the Electronic
Systems Division of the Air Force, which was a division that
was part of the group that was responsible for getting in and
installing radar and those kinds of electronic systems.
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There was a young second lieutenant there who had been in
ROTC and was serving his couple of years, just out of
university.

He'd somehow found a copy of the '62 proposal or

report, and he got turned on about it, so he persuaded his
major that they could put some money into this.

But it ran

into trouble in a year or so because the second lieutenant
called me up and said, "Well, I've got it all sewn up now for
continuing but I'm finishing my term of service, so I'm leaving
and the major is taking over."

When the major took over, the

lieutenant hadn't allowed enough time for things to be worked
through and the major found himself in some kind of a crunch.
He looked to find out what we had been doing.

He was in a

world where they were buying things, you see, not investing,
and he got all pissed off.
He wasn't very talkable-to, and felt I was trying to gyp
him or something.

It got really bad and what ended up

happening was that the people at SRI fired a guy that had been
working with me, to placate the Air Force.
once in a while around here.

I still see him

He found other jobs and moved

around, but somehow that left a bad taste.
For the other two, the NASA and the ARPA contracts, we'd
focused right on the central part of getting a minicomputer
which had much less power than the first Apple II, I think, and
cost lots of money.

It probably cost $170,000--that's what it

would have cost to buy the machine and its peripherals.
just amazing.

Slow and very awkward to program.

It's

You had to

use paper tape. If you wanted to store anything between the
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times you turned the machine off, you had to punch it out on
paper tape and then read it back in to fill the memory.

So

then if you were working with a document file and partways
through your program crashed, you had to load it in again by
paper tape and start over.

The only way you could get back-up

was to punch out a paper tape.
Adams:

This was narrow tape?

When you say tape, I'm thinking

3/4".
Engelbart:

Yeah, it's about 3/4" wide.
eight holes across.

Adams:

I think there were seven or

It was coded so you could read it.

I vaguely remember using something like that in an
office. You got to the point where you could actually read it
like braille.

Engelbart:

Yeah.

It's almost like the same code.

Lowood:

How did that limitation affect you?

That seems like an

awfully strict limitation on the kind of project that you were
trying to pursue.

You were concerned at that time with user

interfaces, and here you are dealing with technology that is
hardly developed.
Engelbart:

No kidding.

Well, it's like if you are trying to build

an airplane for the first time and it's hard to find a landing
field and you don't have any way of getting gas into the tank
and you have to pick it up with gallon cans or something.

It's

just part of the very rough environment as you are trying to
stake out some area and learn about it. All those things,
through the years - every time something better would be
available, for input/output storage or something, everyone
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would be so thrilled to add that to the system, things that
everyone takes for granted now.

Each step of the way was a

kind of an exciting step.
Lowood:

Then both ARPA and NASA were, at that time at least, in
1964, fairly clear that they were funding exploratory work that
would not have a direct application.

Engelbart:

Yeah.

It went through a big, shaky review with NASA

about '76 or '77. What triggered that was that we had made
some movies showing the kind of fast interaction and editing on
the cathode ray tube, and I had gone to one of the
periodic--I'm not sure, they were semi-annual events that
became annual meetings--when the ARPA office would get together
its principal investigators.

This particular meeting--it was

probably '75 or'76--was at MIT, and they were fairly informal.
We were all sitting down together and for some reason Bob
Taylor, who was then running the office, turned and said,
"Well, Doug, why don't you start by telling us what you are
doing?"

Most of their really "significant" work was a

timesharing group, and an AI group people were also in there.
I was a funny tag-along.
So I guess he thought he'd see what I had to say and warm
the place up.

I had these movies so I said, "I have some

movies." So they ran the movies.

It really made a big impact

because up to that time everybody thought that timesharing was
all interacting from typewriter terminals or some displays, but
they really weren't thinking about really working fast at the
kind of things where you wanted something on the screen changed
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and it just changed.
fortunate.

It really made an impact, which was

That evening, when we were sitting around the

lounge, Taylor said something like, "The trouble with you,
Doug, is that you don't think big enough," or something like
that.

My jaw dropped.

do?"

He said, "What would you really want to

I said, "Get a timesharing system so that we can have a

lab or we could build
from there."

it and use it ourselves and evolve it

He said, "Well, let's write a proposal."

that's when we wrote the proposal for getting it.

So

They were

just emerging; the first practical timesharing system was one
that came out of Project Genie, it was called, at Berkeley,
with Robert Lamson and Peter Deutsch.
I've seen them periodically through the years.
remember the name of the third guy.

I can't

There was a small computer

company down in the Santa Monica area making a commercial
computer, the "930".

They happened to have one up there and

they figured out a way to extend its electronics a bit and make
it a very effective timesharing system.

So the company decided

they would make a commercial version they'd call the "940".

It

was actually the very first timesharing thing that was
available.

It's essentially what Tom O'Rourke got hold of to

start his timesharing company that grew to be pretty big.
So anyway, we made a proposal that we would get one of
those.

ARPA needed to have another organization through which

it could channel the money for that kind of an acquisition, so
they assumed NASA would do it.

We talked to NASA people and

the boss of the man who had been interacting with us wasn't
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sure about this at all because timesharing, he thought, was a
fad.

This was down in Virginia at NASA, at Langley Research

Center.

So he would pound the table and talk about these

"goddamned primadonna university people who are trying to tell
the practical people in the world what's going to happen.

So

alright," he says, "you come down and make a presentation to my
people."

So three of us went down there, trying to do it.

was just great.

It

I took Bill English and Jeff Rolefson, both of

whom are very competent people.

It was just great the way they

answered all the questions and got everybody interested and
turned on.

So the boss finally decided, "Well, alright."

That

was probably '66.
Lowood:

You mentioned Bob Taylor.

As I figure it, there were

four ARPA directors that you worked with:
Southerland, Taylor and Roberts.

Licklidder,

From interactions with them,

can you contrast the way ARPA worked under those people and
particularly how that affected your operation?
Engelbart:

All of them could very much just go by instinct and they
would each come over a particular line and push it.

But they

didn't reach over the shoulders of the people to interfere, but
stimulated more than pushed.

Things changed immensely when

Roberts left and some civil service people took over. There was
a period there where--I am hesitant about naming names--but it
was very hard.

There were opinionated people who you couldn't

get to listen, and who wanted to design the programs themselves
and then allocate jobs out to people, rather than letting the
researchers, who were professionals at it, do the thing.
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Support for us just fell apart very rapidly.

In fact,

three months after Roberts left we got a communique saying, "At
your anniversary in January what we are planning to do is just
to terminate, to drop you entirely."

They changed that and

came back and gave us various assignments for the next year or
so, but it totally pulled away from supporting anything about
the spirit of Augmentation.
Adams:

Your funding was then just year by year?

Engelbart:

Yeah.

And it was to be part of a program that they had

formulated themselves.

They had assigned different roles in

the program to different other people.
role.

We played a support

It was very, very hard because, as it has turned out

since in watching the way that the issues about the
architecture and approach to things has gone, we had for a long
time been on a path that was right dead-center.

They had in

fact cancelled part of our program after about a year because
it was too complicated.
appearing dead-center.
Lowood:

But it was the one that is now
It was very hard.

When was ARC itself, the Augmentation Research Center,
founded?

Engelbart:

It started out as a project we had.

We were a project

within another laboratory, and the project would have various
names, usually acronyms having to do with the sponsors.

So it

was called the ARNAS project for a while because ARPA and NASA
were sponsoring it.

I can't remember when, but at some point

in there they said, "You are big enough, we'll make you a
laboratory."

I think at that time I actually called it the
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Augmented Human Intellect Research Center.
like that, AHIRC.

A big long name

Then I think it was about '68 or '69 that

somebody suggested, very embarrased, "What if we just changed
it to Augmentation Research Center?"
fine."

I said, "Oh, that's

Everybody thought I was going to put up a big negative

fuss, or something.
Adams:

Did you like the image of an ark, I know it's spelled
differently.

Engelbart:

It turned out in 1969 I started to grow a beard.

I don't

know how big a cubit is (laughs).
Lowood:

So they fit it into the SRI research organization, and it
actually became equivalent to the other laboratories at SRI.

Engelbart:

Right.

There are four to six laboratories, generally, in

a division and divisions report to a vice-president and there
are two or three vice presidents, each with some divisions
under them.

So that's the hierarchy.

Then often within a

laboratory they have other kinds of unit breakdowns.
the laboratories were job shops.

Most of

They were working on a

certain kind of electronics, a computer thing or something like
that, and different members of their staff would be at
different times guiding proposals and getting projects of
various sizes and doing them.

None of them was at all

coordinated into one coherent program that stayed long with a
consistent strategic direction, year after year.

It made it

very difficult.
Adams:

Did you interact with the other labs, working jointly on
projects under some sort of guidance?
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Engelbart:

No, there wasn't that kind of coordinating guidance above
the lab level.

We tried several times, but it was disastrous,

because the perception of what we were trying to do was just
not communicable.
Lowood:

Let me ask that question on a different line.

Let's say

that there were different groups that we can identify:

there

were the people in the project, there was SRI management, there
were the sponsors of the project and eventually, at some point,
there were, I suppose, clients involved with the product, and
there were research assistants both outside SRI who in some
form were looking at it.

Now those are all different groups

with possibly different expectations.

What kind of

interactions were there between those groups in terms of the
project?

For example, there must have been interactions

between you folks in ARC and the SRI management and as well
with the sponsors, and in a sense those must have been
negotiated to define what was going on.

How did that all work

out?
Engelbart:

Those are very critical questions which in some sense
would bear a lot of examination, because someplace in there is
a better explanation than I can pull together about why the
collapse and exodus (I guess that's as good a term as any).
Anyway, the general way it goes within SRI is if some kind of
researcher could wangle a proposal and get a project from
someone, the main thing the management is concerned about is if
it was something that looked to be to SRI's credit and wouldn't
disgrace them and wasn't illegal and all that, and was not
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going to run into red; they pretty much didn't go beyond that.
So they didn't get involved in any kind of assessment at the
science level, other than if it looked like it was going to be
bad science, somebody might complain and they might not want to
do that.

I don't remember any cases of whistles being blown,

at least not very loudly.
Adams:

How did the projects report to that level of management?

Engelbart:

The reporting was essentially all just performance and
dollars flow.

Lowood:

It was just a superstructure that existed there and kept
things together and helped you find people and kept them paid
and so forth, but beyond that it wasn't...?

Adams:

If you were satisfying the sponsor, you could do what you
wanted?

Engelbart:

There was no way to appeal.

When they began to get the

feeling that what we had been doing was bad science, or
something, they had no way in themselves to evaluate it.

They

would just go ask people.

We didn't have much in common with

the other groups around.

Every once in a while someone would

get interested in some kind of interactive thing and sometimes
they would approach us to see if there was something we could
do in common, but generally, they had such a specific narrow
sort of thing they wanted to do that they weren't of any value
to us.
Adams:

You couldn't bootstrap on each other?

Engelbart:

Yeah.

They just were so different.

A lot of times they

would feel like, well, we ought to give them access to our
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timesharing computer and all of that.
There were just some really disturbing cycles in the
early days.

For instance, when we were getting enough money,

say in '64, '65, to move from this little tiny minicomputer to
a much better CDC one, they told us "You'll have to get the
support for the whole thing."

So we figured out the

configuration we could get, and we finally wangled enough money
to do the whole thing and we got it. We built an interactive
terminal on it and started to do our work.
As soon as that terminal got there, there turned out to
be a lot of people who wanted to do some experiments with it.
So the Institute started giving them time and I'd say, "Well,
we got it and we did all the work to get it and we had to
guarantee it, so I don't think it's fair for us to get pushed
into smaller and smaller amounts of time for these people."
They would just act as though I wasn't being fair and wouldn't
give them a reasonable chance.

I said, "Well, they get a lot

more chance than I had to start with."

In fact, some of them

wanted more memory, so they boosted the configuration of the
machine and upped the rates that they were charging and pretty
soon, instead of having a machine to myself, I had it about
thirteen hours a week, and with one terminal, the only way to
do interactive things was to go in and sign up.
Adams:

And there was no trade-off that they were giving you for
that?

Engelbart:

No.

The budget that I had to run it was buying me less

and less time.

It wasn't a timesharing machine, it was just
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one facility.

So when Taylor offered me a timesharing one, I

insisted that it wasn't an Institute facility, it was my lab's
facility.

I built a wall around it, because people would just

keep moving in.

They did not understand at all the idea that

you have to use it and you have to be there all the time and if
other people are playing on that machine that means that your
responsiveness goes down.
So, the other people around didn't have experiences with
all of that yet, and management didn't.

I was always the first

one that got the machine and the first one to get the
timesharing, and caused all these special troubles.

What they

remembered later were the troubles, even though providing other
researchers with access became a matter of course later.

There

was this sort of negative aura about stubborn, uncooperative me
and my lab.

I just got a hopeless feeling about trying to

communicate to any of them what was different in what I was
trying to do.
Lowood:

So you were really operating under contradictory
expectations; on the one hand, you were to be entrepreneurial
in getting these things and yet on the other hand, you were to
work for the good of the common institute.

Engelbart:

I really did for quite a while, but they just crowded me
off.

It's funny, they would just not believe me when I'd tell

them what it was doing from our point of view.

I wasn't used

to having people disbelieve me in a matter of what I see and
feel.
Adams:

Could one appeal to one's sponsor that the project that
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they were funding was running into trouble because certain
conditions were intolerable?
Engelbart:

I could have, but I wasn't aware of that option at that
point.

They certainly listened when I told them that I did not

want them to pay the Institute to set up a facility and lease
time to my project as an Institute facility.
won't work, I've learned that already."

I said, "That

So they went along and

said okay.
Adams:

You negotiated some kind of contractual situation?

Engelbart:

Yes. That drags up all kinds of indigestion-producing
things.

Sure, that's part of the history.

One thing that

would be really interesting would be to go back sometime--I
couldn't do it, but other people could--and talk to other
people around and look at the records.
own dream about things.

I was immersed in my

I was really naive about a lot of the

world, about management issues and problems that they had to
face.

I really didn't pay enough attention to the

communications and to the basic everyday politics of trying to
make sure that people understood or that you were putting on a
good image.

There was a lot, I'm sure, that I could have done

to forestall and improve a lot of situations.

It would be

interesting, anyway, just to look at that.
Lowood:

Can you point to somebody who you think was, perhaps, an
ideal manager within that system?

Or maybe, in an ideal sense,

not to name someone, what was the right way to navigate all of
those different forces?
Adams:

You mean a project manager.
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Lowood:

Yes.

Obviously there were people who were successful at

working within that system.

What qualities did they have?

Adams:

Or qualities their research had.

Engelbart:

The whole structure of what they were doing was so
different that right at the outset it makes it very hard to
compare.

Here I had this long-term perception and dream and

went on to pursue it, and my picture was that I was getting the
money and I was hiring people who would help me pursue it.
There wasn't anything similar.
Adams:

Did you have production benchmarks or project benchmarks
similar to other projects?

Engelbart:

By date so-and-so. . . . ?

A few of them later were getting their own computers and
had to get those in, like the AI lab, which was getting its own
computers.

They would be doing various kinds of projects on

there, but they didn't all tie together by any means.
would be studying natural language.
how to drive a robot.

One

Another would be studying

Each of the people doing those separate

things pretty much did what they wanted to do with the money
they were getting.

Being the manager of a laboratory like that

was pretty much more of a question of seeing that they kept
busy and that they got the proposals out.

One of the problems

in a world like that is that right in the middle of a project
you're working very hard on the project and there's no time to
do a proposal about the next thing you're going to do.

Then

you get near the end of a project and it is so late that there
is going to be a gap of no income.

So a lot of managers have

got to see that people keep on that, getting the income and
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trying to build up his laboratory.

One success factor is maybe

publications, but not nearly to the extent that it is for a
university.

It's mostly the financial operations in the

laboratory, whether it's growing or not.
Lowood:

You just described a dual role--the head of the
laboratory being the conceptualizer, as it were in your case,
but also the manager.

At least in the first year, I know that

you were completely shunted out of the project, but after '64,
were you always in charge of both?
Engelbart:

Yes.

Lowood:

Were there any attempts to keep you in charge of the
intellectual direction of the project but to give you some sort
of support on the management end?

Engelbart:

Probably from mid '74 to '76, I was trying to get them to
do that.

There was one division head that we had that was very

empathetic.

They couldn't seem to convince anybody above him,

or do much that changed the environment, but he was an
empathetic listener.

Suddenly one day he and four other

division heads just got fired because the president was tired
of trying to get them all to spend more time on the bottom
line.

So one day he just fired a bunch of division heads.

We

got a new one.
The new one was the one that six months later told me,
"Well, my solution is to replace you."

Because up to that

point I had been trying to get memos written to say that it was
really too much stress on me at that time.

The classical thing

they tell you is, "Well, if someone else were the manager, then
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he has to be the boss and he going to make the decisions."
Adams:

So they really saw the management on top and then the
conceptual researcher below that.

Engelbart:

Yes.

Adams:

Which is a reverse of how you would image that.

Engelbart:

Right.

I would say, "I just can't picture why you

require that I have to do both."
never does anything like that.
the boss."

They just said, "Management
If you are the manager, you are

I would say, "Come on!

The captain of a ship has

an executive who takes care of how things run and is
responsible for the management.
exampl es like that."

There are all kinds of

So they finally said that they wanted to

talk to the guy who headed the management sciences part of a
management consulting outfit, and he picked one guy to come who
was supposed to make a study and try to produce a plan.
guy was young and kind of green.
we were trying to do.

This

He got all turned on by what

I'm not so sure about whether his

personality didn't do us more damage—but he just didn't
convince anybody.

So then the new guy took over.

He told the

lab managers in a meeting, "I'm going to spend at least an hour
or two a week with each of you until I really learn what your
business is, and then we will start making some general plans."
In the next six months he spent exactly half an hour with
me.

I should have just really, really been knocking on his

door every week to get going on it.
our fire

I was pretty busy and then

at home happened, and then he called me in his office

and said that he had decided that he should derive the solution
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and not have me telling him what the solution was. His
solution was to replace me.

Bingo.

He never had the slightest

understanding of what we did and the guy he put in charge
didn't either.
Lowood:

People just started leaving us.

That's the crucial difference, really, between SRI's
research institution and a university, where someone can
continue their research individually.

I suppose it doesn't

require a lot of support from the institution; you would have
protection against this sort of thing.
nothing like that, was there?

Within SRI there was

There are no guidelines in terms

of guaranteeing that.
Adams:

You bring the project in to them, which enhances their
reputation....

Engelbart:

Oh yes.

I had brought millions of dollars in.

Adams:

You got the sponsorship, and it's not your project in the
sense that they could remove the principal investigator from
it?

Engelbart:

Certainly, they feel like they are responsible to the
sponsors for things like that.

If they feel the person running

it is not competent enough, they consider it their job to
replace him, and generally that's right.
Adams:

Was it your option to pull the project away and find
another location for it?

Engelbart:

If I had gone and moved to some other place and if I
could have talked the sponsor into it, sure.

Adams:

Was there an environment that you could have gone to?

Engelbart:

No.

I looked around.

At that time the sponsor had
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turned very negative too and this made it bad.

Looking around

the Institute, there was just no one. I had some good friends
who were very concerned personally, but who didn't seem to know
what to do.

It was very different from the way it is today, in

people's perception about what interactive computer support is
and can do.

In those days a lot of people were getting

interested in it and their perceptions would look very
primitive today.

They looked very primitive to us at the time,

with the experience we had.

So if the SRI managers asked

different people about it, they would get very uniform answers
about, "Well, they're off on cloud 9 over there at ARC, it's so
complex and baroque, and yes, they pioneered some interesting
things in the 60's but they have just not been moving at all
fast and they are not up with what everyone else is thinking
these days."
Lowood:

Before we get to the technical problem of ARC, there's
one other question on the managerial side of SRI, which is
their patent and licensing policy.

That's another aspect of

income for SRI. We'll talk about the mouse in a few minutes,
but in terms of the mouse or any other device that was
patentable and could bring income in, was there a split between
you and SRI or did SRI get all of the income?

How did that

work?
Engelbart:

When I went to work there was a standard form you signed
that since they were giving you steady employment, etc. and
paying you to do research, that any products of that research
belong to them, or to the sponsor.

That was standard.
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Sometime, a year or so after I left, as a matter of fact,
after I was fired--I actually was fired--they upgraded that to
give the patent person a share.

It was graduated depending

upon how much income they got from it, so that I would have
gotten hundreds of thousands of dollars from the share.

As it

was, sometime four years ago they invited me and Ballard [Mrs.
Engelbart] over for lunch and talked to the president and the
patent attorney and some of my old friends, and they gave me a
check for $10,000.

I was just dumbfounded.

We got curious and

we checked with patent attorneys later and they said, "Well, if
they hadn't given that check to you, you could probably go back
and sue under all those conditions.

They just did a very neat

move. "
Adams:

Co-opting you.

Engelbart:

That's just business.

The funny thing about it is at the

time that they were splitting us off, the Tymshare people
buying it, we were telling the Tymshare vice president who was
doing the negotiating, "You ought to look at that mouse
patent.

You could probably pick it up for very little.

might very well be worth something."
worth even bothering about.

It

He didn't think it was

The fact is I probably could have

personally bought it from SRI for $5000 or something.

That was

long before they were getting any money for it.
Adams:

I don't want to get us out of your chronology, but you
mentioned a fire a couple of times.

Is that something we

should discuss, or was it personal, not a loss of records or
research materials?
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Engelbart:

Mostly personal belongings; not very many research notes.

Lowood:

Let's go back to the Framework and to the technical work
now at this point.

Could you go back to 1962 and your report,

"Augmenting the Human Intellect" and tell us what you think the
core elements of the Framework were at that time?
Engelbart:

OK.

Intuitively, I had a picture of all the things that

a computer could do for you, with very fast interaction, and
what the cathode ray tube display screen could do, and the fact
that on a display screen you could have whatever symbols you
want, all working rapidly.

The computer could keep track of

whatever movements you wanted it to keep track of that you were
making, and translate those into explicit things you wanted to
do; it involved the whole business about the interface, about
how rapidly you could probably learn to steer the computer to
do the things you wanted to and about new linguistic forms and
all of that.

The collaboration between people.

So I was

trying to make a Framework that somehow could make coherent
sense of how you would approach going after that and, if you
think there's a lot of value, how you could you picture it
being based upon some framework.
I remember the revelation to me when I was saying, "Let's
look at all the other things that probably are out there in the
form of tools,"

and pretty soon focusing on language;

realizing how much there was already that is added to our basic
capability, and that a lot of it we absorb culturally and a lot
of it is sort of trained explicitely in the schools.

It

amounts to an immense system that you essentially can say
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augments the basic human being.
bringing in more.

All I was talking about was

It was a real letdown, suddenly, to realize

we're just bringing in more in top of something that represents
such an immense amount of an already very ingenious invention.
I am really especially awed by language.
Lowood:

So because of the computer tools alongside all of these
cultural tools that existed already--is that why you chose the
word augment?

Engelbart:

Yes.

The fact that you're adding onto a finite base?

You're just augmenting the basic human capability;

there already is a fantastic system.

We have to augment the

basic human capability and the computer was just another
artifact.

So that really jolted me.

But then I began to

realize the unusual characteristics that the computer and
communications technology were offering, in just plain speed
and quantity.

I had done enough work on scaling effects to

realize that the whole qualitative nature of some phenomenon
can change if you start changing the scale of some part of it.
I began to realize in how many ways, and how directly, the
computer could interact with the different capabilities that
we've already got.
It began to dawn on me--really a clear picture for
me--that the accumulation of all those ways would make a big
impact.

And a very large thing that came out of that--probably

the thing that made the biggest difference in my perspective
from what other people were looking at--was the realization
that, to really go after the value that was there, you needed
to look at all the candidate changes in the existing human
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system and all the cultural things.

They weren't there because

that's the God-given way we should think, talk and do things;
they evolved co-evolutionary-wise with all of the rest of the
stuff going on.
So let's just re-examine it all.

It's all a candidate.

That got me to say, "Alright, what are some of the ways we can
start?

Here's the explicit structuring you can do and here's

the document model out there and the viewing and the moving
around.

Let's think about the ways to operate and explore

faster ways to control it, even though they seem very unusual.
But anything goes if you're looking for where the value's going
to come from."
So it turned out to be exploring how you get the value,
assuming that when you really learned, then you could tailor
things for the actual cost and pay-off mix that any given
application would require.

Costs might mean the costs of

learning; fine, you don't try to use the more exotic control
interfaces so that people don't have to pay so much to learn.
That sense of exploring and not worrying whether it seemed
unusual made a big difference.
Lowood:

Did you use the word automation at all or did you steer
away from the word?

Engelbart:

I considered it way back and it didn't seem at all right
to me.

Adams:

I wasn't trying to automate the way we do things now.

Did you have a model for the qualitative change in
decision-making, thinking or learning that your system would
cause?

Was that in the back of your head or did you believe
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that you would perceive that model once you got the tools
working?
Engelbart:

The model in my head about how you go after this was that
there would be no way that we, from our current framework,
could guess what was going to be the best way to do it.

The

best thing we could do would be to find a good evolutionary
strategy for the co-evolution that you have to do.
there all the time.

That was

I remember making this diagram in the back

of the report, a flow diagram of the different stages and the
idea of building in the bootstrapping.

It was something we

were starting; there would be generations of pursuit before it
probably would start to level off.

Just learning how to

harness, to integrate all this technology into our way of
thinking and working, would take a long, long time.

But some

paths that you would follow would get to the benefits and
effectiveness much sooner than others.
important to me.

The strategy was

These are things that made so much

difference.
I'd say, "I'm starting to work with documents, with the
support of expositional communication and thinking and
developing an argument that can be communicated, and with
integrating lots of other people's thoughts and
considerations."

That would be right at the heart of how you

learn from experience and integrate it.
And I had to consider all the different kind of
stake-holders.
Adams:

Was that the first leap into that sort of interactive
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community?

How would you articulate the first leap into a

new vision of how the thinking was evolving and how your tools
might be changing the way of thinking?

As you were going

through your little flow chart, when did you say, "Aha! I now
see where this is evolving.

I have now created the first

airbreathing creature?"
Engelbart:

That's a good question.

Lowood:

I have a question.
thing.

I was sort of thinking the same

I'll turn it a little bit around and maybe make it a

little bit easier to answer.

I was surprised that some of the

specific inventions that came out of the project, the things
that you described as very meta-level, as far as the project
goes, compared to your broad conception of Framework.

Yet some

of these very specific things, like the chord key set, I think
was '63 and the mouse was '65, actually came amazingly early in
the project.

How did you get from the Framework to the

specific products that came out so early in the project?

Why

did you, for example, go so quickly to the chord key set and to
the mouse?
Engelbart:

Well, I actually practically described them in the '62
paper.

I just knew that there were quite a few different

levels and that for one thing, if the machine could respond and
do the things, then you really needed to give consideration to
how you were going to control it.
simple things to start with.

These were just two fairly

I remember thinking consciously,

"If I could picture some of the dimensions of the system that
are likely to be new, then it would be important to find a way
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to get started along that dimension."

Because then evolution

is quite easy, with natural staging, rather than moving to do
something radical.

So anyway, that was just one step, such as

the structured files, to get started in thinking about putting
explicit structure into the computer-held representation,
trying to make a map of the structure of your concepts out
there.

There would be a lot to learn about it.

Let's just

start with this hierarchical thing with the links.

I figured,

as I was laying that out one Saturday that in two or three
years, we'll be moving on to other stuff.
more complex structures.

I was thinking of

Then I thought, "No, let's keep it

simple to start."
So the mouse and the keyset worked similarly, starting
the dimension of control.
Lowood:

I understand your logic as far as structured files and
such go; I can see how that maps directly from your framework,
and in fact you talk about structured information in a general
sense of the word.

But I don't quite see the path as clearly

on the pointing devices and the control over the computer, how
that was, at that early point of the project, already a high
priority.

How did you get to the point where the actual

control over the structure was a priority?
Engelbart:

It wasn't a very high priority.

Adams:

It was a mechanistic tool?

Engelbart:

Well, one thing was that we were still getting our money
from NASA and they wanted something that wasn't just melded
into the rest of it.

So I said, "Well, let's go after some
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screen-select devices, that's a good project."

Bill English

wanted a project, so we went after that.
Lowood:

Was that actually Bill English's project then?

Engelbart:

Yes, to organize that.
made the test set-up.
devices we could pick.

He and a couple of other people

Then I was saying, "Here's one of the
I want it to be in context, so that

you're making the selection in a context that we'd be thinking
and working with, where you assume that the keyboard is still
an important part of it. At the outset it's text.
steered us into the kinds of things to select.

So that

I wanted it so

that it wasn't just how fast you could find a spot and get
there--this includes accessing a device, pointing, the errors
you could make--not just doing it fast.
Adams:

There's also a visual sense.

If the computer

compartmentalizes things in a linear way--you're accessing with
a keyboard, text that follows and precedes--the mouse builds on
that and gives a visual, a different kind of thought process.
I don't know whether it's non linear, necessarily, but I see
information stacked on top in three dimensional ways rather
than linearly.

What would have been the next step, post mouse,

or what was the next step?Lowood:

Let's not go past the mouse just yet, because I still
want to explore a little more of what you were just saying
about the mouse.

You said that you had this sort of

initiative, perhaps from NASA and were considering a number of
different technologies at that point.

Did you have something

else in mind when the mouse and the chord set were designed in
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the laboratory or were they really created out of whole cloth?
Engelbart:

Oh yes.

With the mouse, we were trying to create

something different than the available cursor control like the
tracking ball and some kind of odd things that people had, and
the light pen.

These tablets that people have made now, the

tablet is sort of alive and you put a stylus on it and the
computer senses it and can control the cursor.

Well, the very

first of those was being developed at RAND Corporation and we
thought that they could probably loan us one.
"Well, we don't have than many."

But they said,

We said, "Alright."

For some reason the analogy was the periodic table in
chemistry.
approaches.

You have to be able to think of different kinds of
I carried little notebooks around for years.

just have piles of them.
all.

They're in boxes.

I

Sometime I ought to go and find them
They were carried in my front shirt

pocket and I would get thinking about things and so I'd have a
place to write them.

They'll make an interesting collection.

When I was thinking about that I said, "Aha, I remember a
couple of years ago thinking about all that at a conference."
So I dug back into my notepad.

Here were just a page or so of

a description of what was the mouse.

I remember sitting at

some graphics conference and just feeling at a wall because
everybody was talking and I'm not skillful at all in getting
them to listen to me.

So a lot of times out of frustration I'd

start talking to myself.

I remember thinking, "Oh, how would

you control a cursor in different ways?"

I remember how my

head went back to a device called a planimeter that engineering
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uses.

It's a little simple mechanical thing that has a bent

arm and the elbow of the arm has a little disc that rides on it
and this little disc is out here and you start out following
some closed path and when you are all done, you can read the
two discs and do something about it and calculate the actual
area that's included inside.

I saw that used when I was a

senior and I was fascinated.

One instructor took time enough

to tell about the characteristics of the little wheels.

If you

have a little wheel with a shaft and you push it along like
that it doesn't rotate and you push it along like that and it
does rotate, and if you say, "I want to go from here to here"
and you push it this far and it rotates and this far and it
essentially doesn't matter what path you follow between those
two spots.

It will roll the same no matter what.

It rolls

only as much as the component of its rolling direction.
[END OF TAPE ONE, SIDE B]

[BEGIN TAPE TWO, SIDE A]
Engelbart:

When I first read about those I said, "Oh, I already know
about that and that's how they do that.

Lowood:

was interested in that device when he was
designing his first differential analyzer at M.I.T. in the
1930s.

Engelbart:
Lowood:

Yes, it was mechanical.
There are pictures of him pushing it around the
countryside.

Engelbart:

It is fascinating.

Well, anyway, just thinking about those two wheels, soon
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the rest of it was very simple, so I went and got that and made
a sketch.

It worked right the first time.

added to the rest of the devices.

So it was just

We have a reprint here of

the paper it was written in and about the tests and
experiments.

The paper was really talking about the screen

selection testing.

You know, I can say, "This thing we built,

called the mouse--it just happened."

Once you had your hand on

any of them, they were all accurate, with a little bit of
skill, at picking something.
you left it.

It would sit there and be where

You didn't have to pick it up and you could put

buttons on it, which helped.
Lowood:

Was it simple to go from the mouse to the screen at that
time?

Engelbart:

Oh yeah.

The thing of taking an analog voltage and

converting it to digital has been a basic instrumentation
device from way, way back; that's all that it was.
Lowood:

And the software aspects of it were also fairly trivial
in your mind, as far as integrating it in your mind with the
rest of the system?

Engelbart:

Yes.

It was essentially no different from a tracking

ball; in fact, when you start looking at it, it is like a
tracking ball turned upside down.
were built.

That was the way most mouses

I didn't arrive at thinking about it that way, but

that would have been appropriate.
Lowood:

So the Apple mouse actually operates on a different
principle.

Engelbart:

Most of them put the ball in and then riding on the ball
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are the two little discs.

They just do that so that the discs

don't have to ride on the surface.

I was never quite sure why

they decided to do that.
Adams:

Was it to protect the discs themselves during the
tracking?

Engelbart:

Potentially.

Lowood:

I think it might be cheaper.

Adams:

Who came up with the term "mouse"?

Engelbart:

We're not sure.

No one can remember.

In the lab, the

very first one we built had the chord coming out the back.

It

wasn't long before we realized that it would get in the way,
and then we changed it to the front.

But when it was trailing

out the back like that, sitting there, just its funny little
shape.

[Demonstrates]

Adams:

Is this the first mouse?

Engelbart:

No.

Adams:

Was there ever any thought of doing a remote device that

I'm not sure where the first guy is right now.

didn't require linking with a cable, or was that beyond the
technology?
Engelbart:

Oh yes.

When the first guys talked about it I said, "You

know what I'd do?

I'd get a little chain and tie it on so

nobody would steal it."
Lowood:

There was in fact such a thing devised for the Apple.

Engelbart:

One guy that worked with this is the engineering vice
president for a company called Metaphor, that puts out a very
exotic workstation with very high power capabilities.

The

little mouse has a little infrared piece that's all by itself.
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Adams:

What generation is this one you are demonstrating?

Engelbart:

This is almost the direct copy of the shape and
everything of the very first one.

Adams:

It looks like a little telephone.

Engelbart:

There are wheels, inside.
size.

Adams:

You get used to a certain

This isn't bad.
Did you have an ergonomic tester designing where the

buttons should be--raised, how responsive, etc.?
Engelbart:

People have asked me, "How did you decide on three
buttons?"

Well, it was all we could put on.

That was all

there was room for.
Lowood:

Did you ever think of combining the handset and this?

Adams:

With another set of keys?

Engelbart:

Oh, lots of times.

With more keys; in fact we thought of

actually make a ten key set.

I had the design all worked out.

These things worked really very well and got us moving.

There

were lots of things to invest in and I kept really looking at
what was--the whole or part--making a better strategy for us to
move ahead. We had gotten to where investing in these
improvements got us diminishing returns relative to other areas
where I felt the payoff was.
Adams:

So a separate device seemed to be appropriate.

Engelbart:

This kind of decision on my part made for a certain
amount of friction in the lab, where people would just love to
go out and improve this, but it just didn't fit.

At some time

it might be a valuable thing to do, but I would try to make an
analogy to people, "I'm trying to get to Antarctica to explore
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it, and I know these islands look very interesting and you'd
like to stop.

But we'd never get there."

So anyway, it got

pretty hard on some of the guys.
Lowood:

I wanted to mention a few of the other aspects or
features of NLS and maybe just let you talk about them, in free
association terms or in terms of chronology or importance to
the project or whatever occurs to you.

And I guess one to

start with would be hypertext and the whole notion of that kind
of structured environment that you were trying to create.

When

did that actually begin to exist or take shape as a working
system?
Engelbart:

Right from the start.

Lowood:

Did you have, for example, the outlining, that kind of
text processing, that kind of structured outlining capability
in the system already in the mid-60s, or right from the start?
You obviously had to have software people around to write the
code for all of that, and surely they hadn't worked on
something like that before.

How did you go about creating the

alogrythms, getting the thing created?
Engelbart:

It was sort of like when the architect sits down with the
structural engineer and says, "Well, I want to do it like
this."

"Oh, you can't do it that way!"

mean you can't do it that way?"

"Well, what do you

So you go back and forth and

around and around.
I wanted a statement to be its own unit and the very
first times we implemented it they were sequential files, like
people use now.

Then you can have some special character
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sequences that aren't going to show on the printer, or
something.

Let's say this is the start of a new statement and

if you want the level of the statement in the hierarchy, for a
while we were actually putting the statement number there, 1A5
or 1A7.

It got hard to do some of these operations you wanted

to do.

When you wanted to move a whole branch, then you had to

run down and figure out where the bottom of the branch was and
move that and change all the numbers.
straightforward logic.

But it was all fairly

It didn't require anything like

inventing new mathmatics.
Lowood:

You would, in essence, take the framework--your
overarching framework--down a level and say, "This is what I
want to see on the screen."

Engelbart:

I could go down inside that and talk about how they would
think about determining it, or discuss the logic of what we
were trying to do, and I could say, "That's really slow" or
"There must be an easier way."

Lowood:

There's a book on the "Mythical Man Hour"; did you
experience as the project got larger that it was harder to get
from what you wanted it to do or that it took longer?

Engelbart:

Well, mostly, the difficulties in that were in
personalities.

I never was a professional programmer, but the

concept about what you are trying to do, lay out, and all of
that, somehow is quite easy to grasp.

When I work with

architects and builders I see that the architect may not know
how the builder has to go out building it in detail, or whether
it is structurally okay, but he depends on these other people
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to do it.

But pretty soon he gets these instincts, about, "I'm

pretty sure I can cantilever this much and I may have to put an
awfully big beam in there like that, but here's what I'll do to
get ready so if the guy has to put a big beam in I'll put the
facade."

Then he goes to the structural guy, "Quit

complaining, just tell me."

Sometimes you go to a structural

guy and he says, "You don't want to do it that way."
not?"

"It's going to be too expensive."

"Well why

"I didn't ask you to

make a design and then tell me how much it'll costs.

But I did

that all the time to people like that.
Lowood:

What was the pool of professional programmers at that
time?

Adams:

Yes, how did you contact people?

Engelbart:

Well, that's a pretty wild thing, for a while it was
hard, until '65 and '66 when we started getting some that were
really accomplished.

We had one very good detail guy who

wasn't terribly imaginative, but really worked well.
quite a bit of it in '65.
while was just a disaster.

He did

But somebody else we hired for a
Then we started to get guys fresh

out of school who really had lots of experience and were going
to graduate school and really wanted to learn about
everything--a few people like that.

So when you are recruiting

people, you can size them up a lot about what their expertise
is, and also, just talking to them, they can get other people
more excited.

It was hard until we started getting stuff on

the screen that was really unique.
I had written things in '65 or something about how if we
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used the same structure programming, how much a payoff there's
going to be.

It wasn't until we finally got to the point where

these guys started putting in the source code that they said,
"Ah!"

They got so excited.

What now is called structured

programming--that term hadn't yet been invented--was just a way
to work with the views.

So by the time we got to that point

and started bringing people in, there was an excitement and a
difference that could start attracting better people.

I'd

always built a lot on my instincts about the guys' competency
and not being a fake and just the way people talk--that affects
me a lot.
Adams:

Did you recruit people from the university directly?

Engelbart:

Oh, I don't know where they would show up from.

Adams:

Word got out?

Engelbart:

Yes, somehow.

People had friends and they would call.

People would show up.

We would always sort of find our own.

But anyway, by the '70s we had a really good crew.
was very high.

The quality

The thing about doing it, for me, is that there

were some personalities who, the instant I would say something,
would interpret it in a way that satisfied themselves that I
was really dumb and didn't understand.
a goddamned minute."

I'd stop and say, "Just

We'd find out that they didn't realize

what they were talking about.
around In their domain.

They just didn't want me fooling

It made it very hard.

hard to get some of the novel things.

It was very

There are things that I

gave up on year after year.
We could go back through my notebooks.

When you say,
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"How did you build a mouse?"

For everything we did do there

were dozens of things that I couldn't get people to do or find
resources to use.

To a large extent it was like if your crew

was getting cranky and they didn't really believe you that
there was an Antartica.

Well, the best thing you can do after

a while is stop and let them chase around, if you can take the
time to do it.

I had been waiting for years to add some things

that the old-timers in the group would joke about now, that I
never got built.

I'd keep trying to find time we could put it

in and build it and they would laugh about it as though it was
one of those crazy things.

They would be very valuable things

in my mind.
Adams:

Would they have started a new evolutionary branch?

Engelbart:

To some extent, right.

Lowood:

Can you remember some of the things?

Engelbart:

Oh yes.

I was going to show you.

In physics and

engineering, where you are talking about vectors, it can be a
force.

Or many things can be reduced to a vector.

direction and a magnitude.

It's a

So they have all kinds of

operations you can do on a vector; one thing is that if you
have two vectors, what's the dot product?

It's sort of like

this-- these two vectors, the dot product is
other.

to the

I would say, "Well, if this is what I want to do and I

have enough money, I can go there under the ideal situation and
say, "Alright, the best I can convince the mixture of people to
do might be something like this."

So I'd get that much.

would sort of feel what percentage am I getting.

A lot of

I
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times I would just settle for 30%.

Then sometimes it could get

up to 70 and 80%, and that was really great, and then back down
to 20%.

Oh boy!

It has been about minus 5% for the last 10

years.
Lowood:

Again, you're talking about a management problem, but now
you're talking about you as the manager rather than being
managed by someone else.

Engelbart:

It isn't simply just managing, it's that you're in the
midst of what other people are turned on about, what they want
to get out of their own work.

They work very, very hard and

intensely, so you realize that they need something out of it,
to do it their way.
need that."

On the other hand, you say, "Boy, I really

You can't constantly go to somebody and keep

wrenching him over to do it your way.
wearying.

Pretty soon, it's too

You wish he could perceive it the way you do or you

could replace him easily.

You could say, "Go and I'll get

somebody else", but it would take three months or so to find a
good replacement person, and at least a year before that person
would start to really understand it well.
Adams:

Yes, you want a competent technician who can do what you
ask and find a way to do it, but also someone who is a creative
thinker who can look around the problem and find a solution.

Engelbart:

Right.

And nowadays, when Hypertext is hot, there would

have been no trouble at all to get people to work on that.

But

in those days, their peers were using different criteria, had
different interests.
Lowood:

It might be good at this point, since you're talking
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about a perception of the product of ARC, to talk about the
1968

Computer Conference and the presentation you made

there.

Maybe you could just start and go over why that

happened and what happened.
Engelbart:

I was beginning to feel that we could show a lot of
dramatic things.

We'd have visitors come by but with

artificial intelligence, there are groups of people all over
the country working on it. What do you do to get people going
on augmentation kinds of things?

Maybe what we needed to do

was to show a lot of people at once.

I got the picture of what

we could potentially do. What equipment can do for you, how
you can put it together, has always been easy for me to
perceive conceptually.

I started out in engineering because I

was interested in a lot of that.

So I could picture how we

could put it on.
I also had this adventurous sense of, "Well, let's try
it, then."

It fairly often ended in disaster.

tried it out.

Anyway, I just

I found out that the conference was going to be

in San Francisco, so it was something we could do.

I made an

appeal to the people who were organizing the program.
fortunately quite a ways ahead.

It was

The conference would be in

December and I started out sometime in March, or maybe earlier,
which was a good thing because, boy, they were very hesitant
about this.

They sent people twice to a site visit.

One time

they were going to cancel it all because one of them had been
out at Langley, and somebody had proudly shown them a system
that could already do what we were talking about.

I said,
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"God, that's our system."

Since they had sponsored us, we kept

them a copy of it, and they every once in a while showed
people, (laughter)
So they finally bought it.
Lowood:

What organization was it?

Engelbart:

I guess it was AFIP, the American Federation of
Information Processing. It was at one of their semi-annual
major conferences.

They had their fall joint conference--

joint meant between their different sponsoring computer
societies.

One was in the fall and one was in the spring.

Okay, we could do it.
Actually, it really never would have flown if it weren't
for Bill English.
arrange things.

Somehow he's in his element just to go

Pretty soon, we had video channels from the

telephone company all arranged.

They'll come and put up the

roof and before you know it, there is a co-ax running down, and
they'll be up in the skylight with four dishes on a truck.
needed this video projector, and I knew they had one too.

We
I

think that year we rented it from some outfit in New York.
They had to fly it out and a man to run it.
installers were putting the other in.

The telephone

Pretty soon, by the

conference time, I went up there and everyone was swarming all
over.

They had to make some special equipment, and a guy did

it for us.

We soon got the cameras out and I was working on

how to script it and talking to everybody about how it ran.

We

knew we could get the video controls so we actually bought
them.

They weren't terribly expensive.

There were boxes that
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you run two videos in and you turn some knobs and you can fade
one in and out.

With another one you can have the video coming

in and you can have a horizontal line that divides them or a
vertical line or a corner, in switching.

It was pretty easy to

see we could make a control station that could run it.
Bill had worked a lot as a stage manager or production
manager for theatrical groups and he loved to do that, so he
just made a very natural guy to sit there.
in the back with all this gear.

He built a platform

The four different video

signals came in and he would mix them and project them.
Lowood:

Was that common, that sort of presentation?

Engelbart:

Absolutely not.

Lowood:

It was at least an hour or an hour and a half, and a lot
of equipment required.

No precedent we ever heard of.

What did they call it?

Adams:

Yes, what was the program description?

Engelbart:

I don't know.

It turns out that we didn't think about

giving out special publicity.

A lot of people said, "Oh God,

we would have liked to have seen it!"

I don't know how many

people were there, but somebody has commented that there are
more people who have claimed to have been there than were!
Adams:

Well, that's a sign of its success.

Engelbart:

I keep being surprised when I run across people who
really were there.

Adams:

How many people were at the conference?

Engelbart:

I don't know.

The auditorium was big enough that it

probably could have held 2,000 to 3,000 people.
remember how many filled it.

I just can't
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Adams:

You were too busy to count the heads.

Engelbart:

Boy.

And nervous as hell.

Gee.

So much swung on it and

we had all this special technology to get it working in the
first place.

We had agreed that we would have some trial

presentations captured on film, and that we would have that
film standing by.

But we just knew how the hell would we find

our place in that film if everything crashed halfway into it?
Every one we did was different.
Lowood:

This was expensive; how did you do that?

Engelbart:

That was a big part of the gamble.

I was pretty sure

that we were getting money from NASA and ARPA.

It was a time

when you are just sort of on a good friends basis and you
interact.

How much should I tell them?

I got far enough so

that they got the idea of what I was trying to do and they were
essentially telling me, "Maybe it's better that you don't tell
us."(laughs)

They could get in trouble if the thing crashed or

if somebody really complained about it. We had a lot of
research money going into it and I knew that if it really
crashed or if somebody really complained, there could be enough
trouble that it could blow the whole program; they would have
to cut me off and black ball us because we had misused
government research money.

I really wanted to protect the

sponsors, so I would say that they didn't know.
tacit agreement we had between us.

So that's the

As a matter of fact, I

think Bill English never did let me see how much it really
cost, (laughs) But I know it was on the order of $10-15,000,
which would be like $50,000 nowadays, or the equivalent.

A lot
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of money.
Lowood:

We know that a lot of people say they were there but
probably weren't there, and we know the kind of impact the
presentation is supposed to have had, looking retrospectively.
Did you have any feedback immediately about it?

How did you

think it had gone?
Engelbart:

Some people came rushing up onto the stage, one in
particular, Butler Lamsen, who is a superbly intelligent guy,
and at that time was at Berkeley, in '68.

I don't think Xerox

Park started until the '70s and he moved down to the Park.

But

anyway, he was just so excited and that was something pretty
great.

So I knew that there was a lot of enthusiastic

reception about it right there.

But basically I really was

hoping that it would get other people seriously started in
things like this too, but it just didn't.
Lowood:

Most people describing their reaction to it seem, I would
say, to have been very impressed by what they saw, but saw it
more as an example, than to be spurred in a completely
different direction.

Alan Kay, when he talked about it at the

History of Computer Workstations meeting--did you know that he
had been there?

He talked about how he had been there and how

it had been an inspiration, but he certainly went in a somewhat
different direction.
sense.

So it had kind of an odd effect, in a

It was a success, wasn't it, but it didn't really

validate your project the way that you wanted it?
Adams:

Or translate it into energy for your project.

Engelbart:

That's how I felt.

How much the sponsors over the next
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eight years kept supporting us because of the presentation, I
have no way of knowing.

But everyone else was still using

linear files for years and years.
beyond them.

The ideas of links were

I'm still very puzzled why there was sort of the

dark ages for ten years where it just wasn't a topic.

In the

seventies, Bill English was one of the first that went over to
the Park [Xerox Park].

More people did, and Peter Deutsch, who

was one of the very early Park people from Berkeley, worked for
us in the summers, doing programs.
Lowood:

Why was it that everything except the mouse was ignored?

[END OF TAPE TWO, SIDE A]

[BEGIN TAPE TWO, SIDE B]
Engelbart:

It culturally didn't fit.

Especially after the collapse

in the mid-seventies, I didn't ever really feel comfortable
going any place to visit people who were doing computer work.
It would be fun to hear what they were doing, but there was
absolutely no forum for talking about what we were doing.
There just wasn't any interest or reflection back about any
aspect of what we were doing.

A very strange effect.

There is

a lot of precedent for things like that happening in the past,
but when it does happen to you, it's a really interesting
thing.

Pretty soon you feel invisible.

Adams:

How did you cope with that, emotionally/professionally?

Engelbart:

I guess by becoming invisible.

I ended up sitting in a

corner here at TYMSHARE for years, still once in a while trying
to publish something, still thinking and working about where to
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go, and telling myself that it's pretty dumb, and that I should
probably try to do something else that is more conducive to a
proper career.

I'd go through all of it and come out, finally

I guess around 1981, just saying, "Well, I think with my
particular orientation about the value I think all this would
have to society, there is just no way I could give it up."
would blow my karma into small pieces.

It

So I just better live

longer.
As a matter of fact, I started going to the Nautilus gyms
and really worked at it. It was good therapy, anyway.
Lowood:

Do you get any encouragement from outlining the programs
that are now almost becoming as commonplace as wordprocessors?

Engelbart:

Sure.

Oh yeah.

Lowood:

Do you see an opportunity there that the parts are kind
of coming into place and maybe then the synthesis could be
built on to these different parts?

Engelbart:

It really is.
Yes.

It's like the sunshine is coming out.

Things like that channel 54 program--that just surprised

me immensely, the sort of staging they gave me.
surprising.

It was very

And last Friday night I got a real jolt.

I got a

call from someone who said, "I'm with the alumni from Oregon
State University " where I graduated.
Adams:

I thought, oh my gosh.

You thought it was a fund-raising call for the
university?

Engelbart:

I slipped by these last years without giving anything.
So I was hardly listening.

Then he was telling me about some

award that they'd been giving annually to the outstanding
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alumnus and I thought, "Well, does that mean they need money
for it, or do they want recommendations or something?"

Then in

the next breath he said, "And you have been selected for this
year's award."
Adams:

Did you ask him why?

Engelbart:

Yes, I said, "How in the world?"

So he told me that

someone had seen that piece that was written in the Examiner
about a year or so ago and sent that in, and somebody else who
happened to be on the committee, whom I had known back there,
thought that was interesting and started finding out more and
talked with Ballard.

Then they got in touch with you [Henry].

So all this sneaky stuff going around.

It just floored me.

Ballard sent them up a video copy of that channel 54 thing.
Lowood:

*

You know who you're hard on the heels of?
How do you like that?

Linus Pauling.

Engelbart:

Yes.

He's one of my real heroes.

Adams:

This is where Linus and Ava Helen went--the same
university.

Engelbart:

Now there's a real hero, boy.
stuff is kind of snowballing.

Lowood:

I just think of how this

A real thrill.

One last question, because it is exactly on this theme.
I think we'll have one more session where we'll finish up
getting you from SRI to TYMSHARE and then talk for a while
about present direction, and detach it a little bit from the
historical chronology.

But I wanted to ask you--you were just

talking about people migrating to Xerox Park and the
perceptions of your presentation and now this new sort of
historical awareness, that's coming up because some of the
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things that are hot at the moment fit with some parts of what
you were doing.

I wanted to ask you about your reaction to the

standard chronology--usually this is associated with the mouse,
but it has also been associated with windowing or document
preparation, or help (it could be any one of those
components).

Some people say it all started with Apple

Computer or with the Macintosh specifically.

Other people say,

"No, there is a whole historical development behind this.
goes back to Xerox Park."

It

Then a very few people at this point

realize there is even a pre-history before that at SRI and your
project.
From your point of view, are those historical links valid
in any sense?

Is there really a valid connection between the

kind of work that you were doing and the work that occured at
Xerox Park and eventually, two generations after that, a
computer like the Macintosh?

Is there really a connection or

is that just hype in a sense?
Engelbart:

I don't know.

I felt like they rejected so much.

There

are people--some of the contributors, like Charles Irvie.

Once

at an office automation conference four years ago, somebody
wanted an historical picture of the AUGMENT, STAR and LISA, and
they wanted to get that link.

Charles Irvie, when he left our

place, pretty soon was involved in STAR and the software.
Another guy that left, was making the STAR hardware.

That guy

went off to be a Macintosh developer, for Steve Jobs.

So they

enlisted both of those to try to discuss that situation; there
was Charles Irvie and Bob Melville.
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Lowood:

John Postel, is he also in this category?

Engelbart:

Yes.

Lowood:

So there are a lot of alumni.

Engelbart:

There were a lot of alums, fourteen or fifteen or more at
Xerox Park, and I'm not sure if any of them are left there
now.

They went off in different directions.

I think the best

way to assess that would be to talk to some of them.

Certainly

the thing of going off to icons and menus is a step backwards.
I looked through all that kind of thing in the 60s and rejected
it because the assessment I did was that it wouldn't go fast.
You couldn't work rapidly enough that way.

It would get in the

way until you learned what the menu has and could operate it.
Going with a keyset would give you so much more power.
Lowood:

Did you ever visit them or talk to them?

Engelbart:

I would go occasionally, but it would get very
uncomfortable for me.

The guys who had worked with me were so

excited by the level of technical support they were giving
everybody at Xerox, which I could never get.
had with support from the government sponsors.

It's a problem I
They would have

their own picture about how much you could afford to spend on
the programming end there^

That meant we had that much less to

spend on the computer support.

I could never really get them

to accept the proportion of our funds that would go to make the
computer support so every programmer could really have his
office.

It was the strangest bind.

Then at Xerox, everybody was on Alto and, oh boy, they
were excited about the technology, and the timesharing.

It was
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very exciting for them, they were so busy.

Most of them, I

think, felt that now that they could go and create the
technology there really wasn't any more need for SRI ARC to go
on, and in fact, one of them even told us that.
And yet, no one was going at the dimensions of real
application.
welcome.

Anyway, I just ended up really not feeling

People were so anxious to tell me all this other

stuff, which would get me all upset inside, because there
wasn't anything I could say.
Adams:

Xerox wouldn't buy the Idea of that other level of
research.

Engelbart:

There just didn't seem to be anybody who would.

Adams:

That's where practical applications were going; they
could have also been the locus of forward-looking research.

Engelbart:

That's something of a problem for me, anyway, that I am
not a very aggressive talker and I just often get absolutely
washed away by an excited, aggressive talker.
their voices and interrupt things.

They'll raise

I finally just don't go

visit them.
Lowood:

Have you had any interaction at all with

Albert

Cane??, because I suppose he would be somebody who looks at the
Park operation at its heyday--he would be the equivalent figure
to you in that operation, if anyone were guiding it, with any
vision.
Engelbart:

Well, it was only one part of the Park that he was in the
middle of.

Lowood:

Yes, just the Alto project; Flex and all that sort of
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thing.
Engelbart:

I think doing the engineering in Alto was someone else,
other people.

I think Alan's stuff was more of a small talk

thing and he wanted to build a Dynabook, and I was never very
clear on what a dynabook is. Anyway, I didn't know much about
what he was doing.

I just think it would have been somehow so

much better and more productive if somehow I could have formed
links and visited and talked with people there and at Stanford,
but I just couldn't find any overlap.

That was part of it.

was really too bad.
Lowood:

So the same was true then of Stanford.

[END OF INTERVIEW]

It
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SOHP Interview with Douglas Engelbart
Interview 4, April 1, 1987

Adams:

It's April 1, 1987; interviewing Douglas Engelbart,
tape one.

Lowood:

Were the major pieces of the MLS system already in
place by 1969, and if not, what were the major lines of
development in the early and mid-1970s?

Engelbart:

From '69 into '70 we were busy transferring it from the
SDS 940 to the TDB 1010X.

During that process we cleaned

things up and improved the programming language that we were
using.

That became L10.

One of the ways we re-wrote it was

an historic first: we used a network.

We had our 940 tied

to the ARC net and we still didn't yet have our own 10X
machine.

But there was one running on the ARPAnet connected

into the University of Utah.

We were writing our source

code and transporting it across and compiling it on the
10X.

We fixed our compiler so that it would output, running

on the 940.

The guys could sit there at the same

workstations and just go through working with NLS to write
their source code, get it transported, compiled, coded and
debugged at at the other end, moving back and forth like
that.

So that was the first real use of the network; we

used it to interlink facilities.
It stayed there and you could debug it in the 10X,
because that was our only machine.

We could start putting

our modules in and running them to get it to work.
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We weren't running the whole system.

Module by module

we could get the basic things working and debug them to
piece together the whole system.
of time.

This saved us a great deal

It worked out beautifully.

Even though there was

a 10X that the AI group had just gotten in and was only 30
feet away from our 940, it was much better for us because we
had this network connection to use, the one in Utah.

So

Larry Roberts, who was the principal guru of ARPA
networking, was very pleased with that as a testimony of how
things worked.
Lowood:

With ARPA net, what was the network information
center?

Engelbart:

Did it fit in with your development at all?

Oh absolutely.

That got launched the spring of 1967.

It's a very clear memory in my mind.

Before that particular

meeting, I had been interacting with my group some, telling
them about how the picture of augmentation I could see ahead
would move.

As we got our own NLS tools working, how were

we going to learn more about it and involve other people?

I

was trying to tell them that the only way I could picture it
was by developing a community of users that was distributed
around the world.
I had started thinking about how that could be promoted
and arranged.

The people out there probably wouldn't be

equipped with the kind of tools we had, but they could start
getting value from their use somehow, or from our using them
and handing them the products that we could gradually build
up.

More and more of them could potentially transport the
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actual tools into their environment and get it to evolve
like that.
it is."

I didn't think you could just merely say, "Here

It's too big a transitional step for someone just

to adopt a really radical, whole different set of working
tools.

It would be a step-by-step way of doing it.

It just

interested me anyway, the collaboration among distributed
people.
As a separate train of events, the ARPA office would
get together its principal investigators at least once a
year and sometimes more often.

They would all have a "show

and tell" session that would be quite fun.
of us, and then ten and then twelve.

There were eight

By '67 there were 13

or so.
We met in the spring of '67 at the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor with Bob Taylor, who was the director
of that IPT office, and Larry Roberts, who had come down
some months before from Cambridge to be his deputy.

Larry

came with the idea of networks; he had been experimenting
with them at Lincoln Labs.

They said they were going to

start a research project on networks.
and said, "That's all very nice."

So everybody listened

But then they got to a

point where they were saying, "We're going to connect all
you people together with a network."
different.

Now that was something

Everybody started sitting up in their seats

saying, "Well, damn, I'm doing this very important research
in artificial intelligence or in time sharing systems or
something.

I don't want to fool around and waste time
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getting all involved and getting my people involved with
networks."
Adams:

They weren't making the connection that if people got
involved in networks it could facilitate their own work.

Engelbart:

Not at that point.

They just got alarmed about it

colliding with their interests.
dialogue that went on.
share resources."
coming in.

It was a very interesting

They were being told, "Look, you can

All these new kinds of concepts were

It takes everybody a while to adjust.

Bob

Taylor happened to mention networks to me some months
before, I guess the summer before.

I was thinking about all

that and said, "Why would anyone want to do that?"

I

remember saying that, (laughs) About an hour later I was
thinking, "Gosh, what a funny reaction on my part."

Because

with a little reflection and a talk with him, I realized
what it could do and how it would fit into the community
goals I'd been thinking of.
So anyway, I was much more prepared when it happened.
I didn't realize they were actually going to start a
program, so I was as surprised as anyone else when they
announced it.

I can paraphrase some of the reactions among

the principal investigators.
says the ARPA office.

"You can share resources,"

So investigator A turns to B and

says, "What have you got that we could ever use?" And this
is very insulting to B, because of course his research is so
important to him.

Investigator B turns to A--they're all

quick-witted guys--and he says, "Well, don't you read my
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reports?"

This gets A because, of course he doesn't read

the other guy's reports! And he comes back very quickly,
"Do you send them to me?"

And this gets B thinking, because

he doesn't know where they go.
have a common problem.

Then they both realize they

They both turn to the ARPA office

and say, "You've got to set up a library of all our reports
and all the resources, so we have some place to turn to know
what's available."

This stops Bob Taylor and Larry cold,

because the two of them and the one secretary are already
way overworked; how where they going to do it?

So for a

while that flounders around and they slough off that topic
and talk about the different technical opportunities.
I sit there and think, "Damn, that's a marvelous
opportunity.

If I volunteered to form the library, there's

a community.

But if I go back home and tell my people that

I have committed us to that, it would be a problem.
worked things out by consensus."
more intriguing.
interested in it.

We

But it just got more and

Finally I volunteered, "Well, I'm
How about if I form an on-line library (I

don't know if they called it the information center at the
time) and run it for this community?"

It ended up that my

research was not that big a distraction.

It interested me

anyway and everybody was relieved I was doing it.
Then it slowly got the ARPA office interested in this
as something that was relevant to their own pursuit.

It was

three years before things were really operating, so in the
interim I did a lot of thinking and planning.

By the time
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things started in 1970, we had our Journal up, and the mail
system, which for me was a big part of how you support the
people in the system.
Lowood:

Can you talk about the MLS Journal system and how it
was tied in?

Engelbart:

The Journal system is part of the whole Augment, NLS
integrated environment.

Along with that was the first

really comprehensive mail system that I know about.
Journal feature is just one of the options.

The

The concept is

of making a permanent record, as though you'd published
something, which then is always available.

It's given a

publication identifier that means you can always retrieve
it.

The operations of the system and some of the software

that supports the operations and archiving and cataloging
and all of that, are built to support that.
This was essentially in place by 1970.

That's when the

very first Journal item was started, probably in August
1970.

As far as I know, it had a lot of the features that

are only now emerging in modern electronic mail systems.
Adams:

And this was the first of its kind?

Both the mail and

the Journal?
Engelbart:

The Journal was just an added capability.

As far as I

know, it was the first general purpose mail system like we
have now.

We just gave an identifier, and we didn't have to

worry about the process after that.

We only had one machine

at the time, but later it got extended with no hassles.

You

just gave the identifier and which machine the other person
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is on.

If he moves to a different machine, he tells the

service operators and they just change the catalog.
the identifier catalog to a distribution list.

I sent

You could

send it to groups: you just set up the group, named the
group and it was sent to all of those people.
Lowood:

Did this have to be developed in conjunction with the
developing ARPA net, so that all the conventions were
correct?

Engelbart:

We just built that, and you could use all of that in
our own environment.

People would have had to log in to us

in order to use it, because all of that was built on the
structured files we had.
graphics.

They could do mixed text and

You could transmit a whole document as part of

the mail; I could mail you a whole document as easily as I
could mail you a one-line message.

All that was handled

effortlessly and graphics could be embedded in it. I
remember writing, in those days, that a message should be
considered a document; you want them to be part of the
knowledge base that you are working with.

You could pick up

any part of what you are doing and wrap it up effortlessly
and send it to somebody. .
So there were lots of features in that mail system that
didn't show up for years in anyone else's system.

It wasn't

until almost '72 or '73 that the very first popular little
message systems started.

Branock and Numer[?] wrote it.

was all based upon sequential files and telegram-like
messages zooming around and getting in your mailbox.

You

It
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would deal with them interactively.

This was something that

everybody could implement on their machine; it didn't use
our complex files and all of that.

It disappointed me

immensely.
Well, I'll tell you the sequence of things.

Almost

everything that we built and designed through the late '60s
and early '70s for the network ended up not being able to be
used because we were assuming we were going to have a
community of 15 people at 15-17 sites all doing research.
That was our community.
whole community.

We were committed to support the

By '71, Bob Taylor had left and Larry

Roberts was the director of the office.
big thing.

The network was his

He was having the usual difficulty in keeping

people interested in the funding with something new.
Congress didn't know what all this was, and this had become
a pretty big budget by the time we had that network going in
all the sites.

He needed to get support from DOD.

His solution was to let more and more different DOD
sites get on the network.

We'd keep hearing about them even

after it was done and we were supposed to support them with
information.

As the number started to explode

there was no

way with our budget and the kinds of the things we doing, to
give the service we had been planning.

It pulled way down

to something much simpler.
There were periods before all of that happened where
ARPA would tell us, "Gee, you've got all of these neat
things leading to document development production; you could
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do that for everybody."

We had a lot of really neat plans

that ARPA was getting excited about.

But when it came to

budget time, this was outside the technology they could
justify easily.
were doing.

Not everybody was interested in what we

Besides, the AI people started hacking away at

doing their own documents.

Their lobby was very strong:

"Oh, we do it better anyway than the dumb stuff over at
ARC."
Adams:

It was very disappointing.

Was there any schedule for nodes set up in your
network?

Would that have been a solution, somewhat, to the

funding?
Engelbart:

It could have been, but everybody was subsidized by
ARPA by that time, so that wouldn't have mattered.

Things

like how the marketplace will get established on the
networks, still had to evolve.

It's there now in the

commercial systems; you pay so much to get your machine
connected and so much per packet or byte for the
communications through it, but that's as far as it goes.
Then different people tie in and say, "I'll charge you so
much for storage and so much to use my mainframe."

Then

that vendor has to pay the network costs as part of his cost
of operating, so the user just pays Compuserve and Compuserv
has to pay its network prices.

But there's a lot more

potential in the future for the marketplace--how you can set
up so you can do something for someone and know that he'll
pay you for your services.

There is a quick way to

negotiate it, to charge and bill him.

I wrote a paper out
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of frustration in the early 70's, called "Intellectual
Applications", something like that, where I was outlining
some of that.
But anyway, back to the Journal itself.

It was

designed as one of the options when you mail: you could mail
something either unrecorded or recorded.

As I began looking

at that and we were about ready to implement it, I realized
it is very hard to set up a policy about when you would
record it.

I wired it in that everything would be recorded;

no one had the option.
Adams:

Was that a consensus decision?

Engelbart:

No, it wasn't at that time.
trouble and dissension.

That caused a lot of

People felt outraged that they were

researchers and that they were going to have to do a service
business: to run a network information center.

I tried to

tell them, "Look, that's an immensely important exploratory
act. It's a tremendous opportunity."
over with them.

That just didn't go

Finally, some of the really good,

supporting people in my group were going around saying,
"Good day, it's better to give than to receive.

It's better

to give service."
They wanted to support me.
grumpy.
periods.

Some of them just got

There were a lot of problems through those
It was like the people who didn't want to fall off

the top of the world with Columbus, or who see a very
interesting island with Captain Cook and would all want stop
there instead of going on.

The business of exploratory
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pursuits has a lot more of that kind of problem than is
generally realized.

That could be an important thing

historically, to piece together.

Remember, all the time, if

you are venturing into new territory, there are more
hazards.

The conflicts among people were a constant drag on

my energy, perceptions of some of my people and some of the
administration in SRI who were obdurate and pig-headed and
wouldn't listen to anybody.

They wouldn't know how much I

already had given them and how much I was sweating because I
had only done about 20% of what could have been done with my
funding in that year.

I'd figure out that if I'd yield this

much, then we would get to do what I wanted, and if I don't,
then we'd have so much dissension that we wouldn't get much
done.
Lowood:

You mentioned this the other day too, that you had to
compromise various aspects of the Framework or what you
intended to build into MLS, because of this resistance that
you are describing, and some of these things didn't get
done.

Can you recall some of the things that didn't get

done that you would liked to have gotten done?
Engelbart:

Yes, sure.

In the Journal, in '69 when I laid out what

it was, I had made a deal with a young graduate student
named Dave Evans, who was from Australia.
working with me.

He had been

He would get ahold of something and he

would be excited about it; pretty soon he would get excited
about something else, and pretty soon he had too many things
on his plate.

So I told him, "If you can, settle down and
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just pick one thing.

Let's pick something you can do a

thesis on and get that off your back.

I want to do this

Journal, so why don't you do the detailed design for the
Journal?"

He kept going off on so many directions with that

too, that pretty soon what he wrote was a 500 page paper
that talked about all kinds of collections of information
and what the world needed, and had done no design.
But anyway, in the design, besides cataloging and
making use of our links to point to something, I wanted what
were called back-links.

If in the catalog on an item you

recorded all of the links in that item that pointed to prior
Journal items, any time you wanted to look at any older
Journal item you could ask, "What among a certain corpus of
documents is pointing at this passage?"

It would be very

important to move forward like that, to see what's pointing
at it.

The backlinks never got implemented.

The other

thing called SAT[?] switch--I'm not sure--that is something
I'm still just eager as hell to do; it wouldn't be that
expensive to add it.
Lowood:

What you were describing is like a citation index, in
that it refers in both direcions.

Engelbart:

Right.

This could be something dynamic.

As soon as

you put something in the Journal that was pointing it at, it
would "go".

With a little bit more work and conventions

about irregular Augment files, you could include files
people were working on, like graphs, that hadn't yet been
put in the Journal, if those people made them accessible to
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you.

It is also in the corpus that if they were pointing to

you, you could know about it too.
Adams:

Could this be retroactive, could it go back to earlier
entries?

Engelbart:

Yes, you can go back through the Journal.

This just

meant that you might have to tighten up the conventions, so
that the computer could find out everything that is in an
older file, that represents a link.

We had flexible

conventions so sometimes something that is parenthesized
could come out and look almost like a link, pointing to
garbage places.
There was another thing called sets, a way of analyzing
a whole bunch of recorded dialogue.

For instance, you could

get a handle on the set of all the passages relevant to a
given issue.

Two people interested in a set of issues that

were related could get information on where they intersect.
The professional service people could go into the files
and do a better job of maintaining things.

You can imagine

in the academic community the kind of payoff this would
have.

Both of those would be relatively easy to add.

It's

the kind of thing I'd want to add, involving higher
performance teams of support people who know how to carry
out that kind of stuff.

Those are examples.

There are lots

more.
Lowood:

There's been a lot of discussion about command syntax
in some kinds of environments that you and the Macintosh
used; the operation entity order.

That has become such an
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often-discussed point now.

When you brought it into the

system in the 60s, was that a thing that brought up a lot of
discussions and resistance, or were those kinds of decisions
pretty easy to get through?
Engelbart:

I don't remember them as being major discussions.
There would be disagreements, but people recognized you have
to do it one way or the other.

I remember it evolving in

small ways, but the whole thing about Verb/Noun started out
very early and was never seriously challenged.
Lowood:

So that was part of the foundation of the whole system.

Engelbart:

Yes.

The assumption was that people could experiment

with wholly different command and syntax if you gave them
the funding to do it.

But until we learned and got a

significantly valuable set of functions we could do (and the
methods of working with them), there wouldn't be much that
would teach anyone.

If you are going off in your own

direction to build a system that has a kind of functionality
you think is neat and the kind of interface you think is
great, how do you compare interfaces?

After we had this

independent front end so that you could make different sorts
of interfaces, I put a clamp on that too, until we got more
stability and experience in usage and some agreement on
functions.

I didn't want it to be some trivial thing.

I

wanted to seriously use and test it under meaningful usage.
We just never had the money.

In '74-'75, there was an

editor called T-co, one of the earlier ones that had lots of
control, like EMAX at MIT.

Here we were saying that we'd
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like to have our front end so they could even give somebody
an interface like that.

Even now, I'd love it if we could

fix it so people could actually build whatever interfaces
they like.

Then you'd really start learning something about

where they wore it down.

I have a good feeling that at some

point in the future, it'll be some kind of mix of some of
the conventions that we've found so valuable, with the
pull-down menus, the icons, and all that.
Lowood:

I'd like to hear about another change, again in the
early '70s.

You gave up the terminology of augmentation,

and began to use terms like high-performance knowledge
workers, knowledge workshops and all of that.

I guess you

probably borrowed the general phrase from Peter
Drucker's
evidence do?

. From your point of view, what did that
Was there a change in your thinking behind

that?
Engelbart:

Oh, no.

It was more finding terms that seemed better

suited to what I really meant.

Augmenting the intellect, as

somebody told me in the early '60s, sounds so precious.
try to talk about effectiveness.

I

Even in that '62 paper,

the first page of it was talking about being able to be a
lot more effective.
[END OF TAPE ONE, SIDE B]

[BEGIN TAPE TWO, SIDE A]
Lowood:

I'm more interested in ARPA's reaction to projects that
they're funding moving into service situations.
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Engelbart:

They didn't fund any of that.

Lowood:

Had your funding stopped?

Engelbart:

Oh, no.

But when we were negotiating that, Larry

Roberts was still the director, and he thought that was a
great idea.

We actually could serve people out there and

get moving.

He juggled funding to get us started.

It was

like a cash advance that we could not otherwise have.

The

people that succeeded him accused us of not being interested
in transferring our technology into the world.
Lowood:

This was under Licklider?

Engelbart:

Yes.

As a matter of fact, he got into this. He was

just convinced that: a) we were ferociously overcharging
everybody; b) he just didn't see that as a technology
transfer; and c) we had too many people out there supporting
and training.

This was an admission of the weakness of our

system, that we couldn't teach the people how to use it.
Lowood:

So at that point then, you had the organizational
problems you described; you had SRI with the accounting
problems, and, after Licklider was back on board, you also
had problems with your funders.

How did you go about

resolving that?
Engelbart:

We resolved that by dying.

It collapsed.

Lowood:

It collapsed before it was sold, or . . .?

Engelbart:

The actual sale took place about fourteen months after
the day I was called into the division manager's office and
told that I was being replaced.

They were going to turn ARC

into the kind of organization "it ought to be."
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Lowood:

The research direction or the service direction?

Engelbart:

Oh, research.

I said, "How can you beat the system to

get your funding, your goals?"

My people just didn't even

understand what he was talking about and started leaving in
droves.
Adams:

Who took on the direction of the project at that point?

Engelbart:

Burt Raphael.

Adams:

Was he an insider?

Engelbart:

Yes, he'd been head of the AI Lab.

Adams:

Did he have his own agenda or was he given directions:
"This is what you do"?

Engelbart:

He just would not believe me for a minute about the
whole system concept, why we were doing it.

There was

something he wrote once about NLS being glacial,
non-changing, that we hadn't done anything new since the
sixties.

Here we had all these things we were talking

about, plus the architecture which was so innovative and all
of that.

And he would just not listen to that.

I'd say,

"We've gotten these composite files," and he didn't believe
in that.

You could do the same thing with MSG and a

mind[?]-oriented text editor, he felt.

He had totally

different concepts of the way things ought to run, what we
were building.

It was absolutely devastating.

Adams:

How many people stayed on, and in what key positions?

Engelbart:

Most of the people in key positions left.

There were

quite a few people though, who felt really committed to it.
As long as there was a chance of keeping all that alive,
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they really wanted to work on it.
It was in November, this hit me on the head.

That was

two months after our house had burnt down, in 1976.
Engelbart:

In '77, I was hanging on to try to see if there was
some way to save all of it. At home, we were trying to dig
out from under that fire that was so totally devastating.

Lowood:

What was your position at SRI?

Engelbart:

Well, that's what I asked them the day that they
collared me.

I said, "Well, what am I supposed to do?"

They said, "You're innovative, start inventing some
things."

I said, "But this is the whole vector."

One time

I said during that terrible interview, "I'm really proud of
what we built here and everything."

The look both the

division head and the vice-president he reported to, gave me
told me that they were totally convinced that I was deluded
about that, that I'd gone off on some really bad, barren
approach.

We stalled, we weren't doing anything creative

anymore, that in fact I'd been cheating and doing all kinds
of bad things.

It was just astounding, the kind of feeling

that suddenly you get when you realize that people aren't
going to believe you and they stop listening to you.

The

next year was loaded with that kind of feeling.
Finally, about March '77, within NLS, which had
commercial rights in spite of it all being developed by the
government, they realized that they probably had something
of some value, that they could sell and let somebody else
take it over.

That really interested them, so they started
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doing that.

They distrusted me so much that if somebody

came who was interested in buying it, they wouldn't let me
talk to that person alone.
Adams:

Between the new director and the sale, what happened in
the project?

Engelbart

Did it produce anything?

No, development dissipated very rapidly.

About a year

later there were fifteen of our people at Xerox Park.

There

had been a few who had left before that.
Adams:

But you stayed there to try to manage the resources?

Engelbart

Well, yeah.

If I'd thought I could go someplace like a

university or Xerox or someplace and resume the kind of
significant work that I felt I'd been doing, I would have
jumped at it.

But boy, there was no place.

Everybody

seemed to reflect the same kind of thing, "Oh no, that's way
too complex.

There were some interesting things that you

did in the sixties, but . . . ." It was so negative.
Nobody was interested in talking about the idea of
Augmentation.

At Xerox I didn't feel welcome.

The personal

feelings between most of the guys who had left to go over
there were fine, but they were all so excited about the fact
that they were getting each an Altus on their desk, and get
powerful response.

They thought that was more fun and

faster than what we were doing.
got all this technology now.

One guy said, "Well, we've

We don't see any need for an

ARC anymore, because we can do it all so much better with
the technology that we've got here."
Lowood:

You were talking about the impact of the new
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processors.

Was there any contact between the people around

you and yourself with the microcomputer revolution?

I'm

thinking of the people like Homebrew Computer Group and Jim
Warren[?], Ricoh, Sencina[?], maybe even somebody like Ted
Nelson[?].

Did all of the ideas that were coming up in the

mid-70s about people's computing have any impact on you?
Engelbart:

Well, some of it did, but it would have so far to go.
If you look at what could it do for lots of individuals, you
could realize that even if they're the small capacity
machines that they had in those days, that you could employ
parts of our system into them and it would have been
useful.

But the whole vector I was on was saying, "How are

you going to learn about how much value you can get for
serious knowledge work and for community support
functions?"

There's just no way those microcomputers in

those days could do it. We could learn so much in the
environment we were in.

That's what I was trying to do,

learn how you get value.

I wasn't trying to get it out to

everybody.
Lowood:

Was there any personal interaction that was surfacing?

Engelbart:

Yeah.

We got aquainted with Bob Albrecht, who had two

or three little companies going all the time he was
publishing books.

There was a Portola Institute on Santa

Cruz Avenue in Menlo Park.

Albrecht was part of that before

he split off to do his own thing.

I'm trying to remember

the name of the guy that knocked himself out for years
keeping Portola Institute alive.

But anyway, Stuart
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Graham[?] was part of Portola.

It was a genesis of very-

interesting things, like the Briar patch stores came out of
that.

My kids even went over and sat in on Albrecht's

evening classes.
Lowood:

At the People's Computing Company?

Engelbart:

Someplace like that.
Portola I guess.

He was still doing that at

Then he was doing work with big desk top

calculators and other things that HP got into.

I remember

having this class come over to my lab sometimes, and he got
them playing on our system.
Lowood:

The reason I asked that question was your comment about
the Altus.

I was wondering whether part of the reason for

some of the skepticism about your project was rooted in the
feeling that there were new technologies coming along that
were going to be replacing the whole foundation of
timesharing, networking and all of that, that everyone would
just have their own microcomputer.
Engelbart:

Well, I think the reason we got cut was not that.

But

one of the reasons was that there was an element of
contention in our lab. A lot of those guys kept wanting me
to put the system into a mini.

I kept saying, "I know you

can, but that's a totally different trip from where I'm
going."

If we cram ourselves in those little spaces, we'd

have to give up a whole bunch of what we're trying to
learn.

A lot of those guys never did see that, and don't to

this day.

It was like something in Howard Rheingold's[?]

book towards the end of the chapter about our lab: "It's too
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bad that Engelbart kept hanging on to that old technology."
It totally missed the point of what I was trying to hang on
to.

Still, you just could not have an integrated

environment like we have, in those days.

Nowadays the PCs

are big enough (In the last five years or so they've been
big enough) so we could build all this in their environment
too.
Adams:

I don't want to get us out of the chronology, but is
that now something that is interesting to you?

Engelbart:

Oh, sure.

Absolutely.

We started making the plans

about '76 for transporting into a different environment.

We

wanted to keep modular[?] so we could, as time went on,
transport more and more of it.

Around '73, we actually took

a microprocessor and built the box for it.

The very first

four-bit Intel microprocessor was built into what we called
a line processor.
world.

That too was a big innovation in the

You put that between the modem and a very dumb

terminal and it would give you all its windowing and
everything in the dumb terminal.

The mouse and keyset

support both plugged into this line processor.

You could

also plug your printer into it, and stuff could come down a
line and it would separate what goes to the printer from
your display.
Lowood:

This was the 4004?

Engelbart:

Yes.

This is the decision I made about how we were

going to start supporting people out there.

Well, one of

those I wanted to support was that we could display NLS."
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We made these things and gave them to our customers, ARPA
and that was really interesting.

When some of our customers

and our users' customers started using display NLS, the
traffic back and forth became much different.

It revealed a

bug, a flaw, in the design of the protocols that they built
into the earlier ARPAnet.

You send out something very long

to the guy at the other end and this long packet, they wait,
the little mode that you're talking to here waits until it
hears back from that mode that it has delivered it before it
lets another packet get in here.

We were sending stuff like

that and waiting like that, our stuff backed up like crazy!
Our people looked at our timesharing systems and said,
"There's nothing wrong with it.

It's the network."

This

created a terrible crisis for weeks.
Adams:

How did you resolve it?

Engelbart

They had to change the protocol.

Adams:

It accepted what was sent as it flowed through rather
than wait for it to complete?

Engelbart;

I can't remember the details.

I made the committment

of saying, "We're going to make ourselves live like the
people have to live out there.

So we're going to move to

that same kind of display for our own work."

My people

said, "Give up our beautiful video with the graphics?"
"Yup."

That was a hard decision, but it was on principle.

So we lost our graphics and a lot of the stuff, that we
never quite could get back in again.
Lowood:

Well, first just one clarification.

ARC doesn't exist
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today except for the part that was sold to Tymshare.

Did

any continue at SRI?
Engelbart:

The only thing we left there was Network Information
Center.

That had grown pretty big and had specialized.

Lowood:

The sale to Tymshare happened in late '77?

Engelbart:

I think January 1st, '78 was the official transfer of
ownership.

Lowood:

Could you describe what kind of company Tymshare was;
what it was like to move there and what changes it meant for
you?

Engelbart:

Another thing of historical note was that in July of
'77, SRI terminated me, fired me, instead of waiting like
they did with the rest of the crew.

They singled out Jim

Norton[?] and me and fired us, saying that we were in
conflict of interest because we were trying to see if we
could find backers that would buy us or get venture capital
to buy it ourselves.
and we couldn't.

But that didn't get very far at all,

There were some terrible scenes with the

remaining people deciding that the whole system wouldn't be
of use to anybody without the whole crew.

They got together

and decided that if we sell it, here's how we would divide
it all into equal shares.

They were really dictating a

whole bunch of terms that would change the nature of the
group immensely.
Anyway, the transition to Tymshare was a relief,
because everything didn't died; we could continue.

The

interaction was mostly then with this guy Lasoracozy[?] who
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was one of the four group vice-presidents in the excecutive
staff at Tymshare.
side.

He was in charge of the technology

He was pretty flamboyant, but later he created a hell

of a lot more problems for us than he resolved.

It was

exciting to go on and change.
They needed all the people to come to make it run like
a business.

Their idea was that this is a very cheap, low

cost way for them to get into office automation.

They

formed a new thing they called the Office Automation
division, and that was us.

I wasn't specifically invited to

come along at all, but I didn't have any place to go.

I

said I'd been too burned with trying to be boss and manager
and I never wanted to be that anymore.
asked me.

It turned out no one

What I began to realize later is that they

wouldn't have considered me for a second, because I came
over with all of this trouble with the SRI management.
didn't realize that for quite a while.

I

All the rest of my

stay in Tymshare was clouded and people who successfully
managed a group like that would go to great lengths to keep
me from talking to customers.

This became clear.

Lowood:

How big a company was Tymshare then?

Engelbart:

Oh, two hundred and fifty million a year or something
like that.

Lowood:

So the Augment group was certainly not half the
company.

Engelbart:

Oh, it was just a tiny little thing over in the corner.

Adams:

How many of your staff were in your old group? What
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was the total staff?
Engelbart:

Twenty came, out of the fourty-six we had before.

Adams:

Now, you were out of the project but you negotiated
with Tymshare nevertheless?

Engelbart:

I thought I would be a fairly important figure in all
of that negotiation, but as it turned out, no, in fact the
Tymshare guy would always turn to the other people to ask
questions.

It was just wierd.

development guys had left.

Most of the top level

The guy who was current manager

of development had been several levels down and had not been
a terribly critical part in design decisions.

But if there

was anything about the technical nature of it, they would
turn and ask this guy, not me.
Lowood:

Were you brought in as a research scientist or
something like that, or did you develop that role for
yourself?

Engelbart:

I was given the name 'Senior Scientist' then, which I
still have.

Adams:

Were you under contract that specified your duties?

Engelbart:

No, I was just brought in as an employee, and for a
while I guess my salary was part of the salary billed in the
office automation division.
were not giving me any role.

After a while I realized they
I thought I could help a lot

with the technical planning but the guys who were in charge
of the technical planning didn't want to talk to me.
I did help do some things, like trying to get a
productivity program going, almost all for development
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people.

Because he wanted to do that, he just asked me to

help him.

I ended up organizing all of the development

centers and getting some things moved in that could have
been very productive, but pretty soon I began to realize the
reasons why that was selective productivity.

It was just to

look good; the actual increase in productivity didn't matter
a damn bit to the guy.

It was just all what it looked like,

that he had a program like that going.

It turned out that

form was very appealing to a lot of people and the president
of the company thought that was a neat idea.

So for a while

that was all very good, but then we'd get into some things
that required funds for the company to do something about
it.

Oh, he'd promise them, but that never materialized.

It

was a real lesson for me.
Lowood:

You were continuing to get some company papers and so
forth . . . ?

Engelbart:

Yeah, but that was hard too, because I just felt,
"Who's listening?"

Just so terrible.

Friends of mine would

encourage me to come out and say, "Look, I'm running this
session here, you give a talk, huh?"
paper.

Then I'd write a

But if it weren't for that, I probably would have

just sat in a hole all the time, because you can hardly
imagine what it's like, feeling that nobody wants to listen,
that you've already been dealt within their minds as not
being of consequence.
Lowood:

It's really amazing.

What happened to Augment during this time?
evolve in any way?

Did it
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Engelbart:

Yes, it was totally evolved with some interesting
things that were added.
ideas in and trying.

I kept digging away at it, bringing

Somehow, I never died.

At one time I made a really serious assessment of
whether I should launch off into a new career path, because
this one was so unproductive as far as income went.

I've

had about two raises in the last ten years, and still my
salary is less than what some of the other guys have been
earning.

One guy was in charge of four or five development

programmers, and he was earning more than I was.
Adams:

How long did this situation continue?

Engelbart:

It's still the situation.

It's the strange situation

Mcdonnell-Douglas is in spite of all the interest now that's
gone clear up to corporate vice-presidents and the people
that report to the chairman of the board.

They were all

talking about a whole bunch of these things, and that got
excitement reverbarating across them and into DEC, but I'm
just hanging on by a thread.

The last time different people

got fired, there was no place for me to be tied to anymore
in this information systems group, so some guy up in the
marketing staff took me on as long as it doesn't cost him
money - if I get my money from the aerospace side.

He's not

about to give me my review, and the aerospace side is
falling all around us.

They are crossing their fingers and

saying, "Out of all this excitement in the world about what
we did, there's still a chance our work can be reharnessed
as a prototype."
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Adams:

If you can keep working on it . . . .

Engelbart:

You can save it.

It still works; month after month

that's been more clear to me.

It still looks like there's a

chance we'll make it.
Lowood:

Augment is still marketed as a service, isn't it?

Engelbart:

That's totally dead-end if they can't get money to
really transport it into other systems; it can only run on
this machine that Digital Equipment doesn't make any longer.
It would probably cost five or ten million dollars to
do a good job of transporting it.

It's a big system.

There

was a thrilling chance; a major customer for the last six
years has been an Air Force communication command that was
looking for some way to automate their organization.

These

are command headquarters people on an air base in Illinois
about twenty miles from St. Louis.

The idea has been around

for a long time and they have a lot of organizational
support.
We had some very novel things, like a signature
capability: actually using your very secret password to
process a signing document.
frictionf?] techniques.

That process uses modern

It takes your secret password and

checks the older file inside.

Then a public key can check

it to see if that is your signature?
the signature.

It approves if it is

But if the file had been changed one bit, it

would come back and say, "Doesn't check.

It's either not

your signature or the file has been changed.
also the Journal function.

Then there is
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Every government organization has to keep records in
the archives.

It's a huge job; tons of paper have to be

moved and kept.

They'd just gotten an okay formally that

this mode, with the Journal and signature could be used as
an exploratory system to send magnetic tapes instead of the
paper.
Adams:

Is that still being developed as a possibility?

Engelbart:

The Air Force said, "Alright.

We like this design and

with organizational support, we want to implement it
widely."
out.

So they were going to get a request for a proposal

Over a year ago we were still building it, and it

looked like it was going to be wired just from the Augment
base system.

But the McDonnell-Douglas people, who were

trying to assess whether or not to keep Augment, went out to
check on that.

They were so totally wishy-washy about

whether McDonnell-Douglas was going to support me behind
Augment, that the General in the meeting just stomped out.
He said, "I'll be damned if I'm going to any risk pulling
our RFP[?] based on something that doesn't have that much
corporate support behind it."

And no kidding, that RFP[?]

came out a couple of months ago, totally rewritten.
[END OF TAPE TWO, SIDE A]

[BEGIN TAPE TWO, SIDE B]
Engelbart:

It has been like that year after year after year.

Lowood:

What is the system called in this period?
it's not being called Augment anymore.

I'm sure

What was being
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tossed around?
Engelbart:

You mean within McDonnell-Douglas?

Lowood:

I mean within these negotiations with the Air Force.

Engelbart:

Oh, the Air Force buys it as Augment, but in the Air
Force, when they write releases and flyers, it's their
Office Information System that they've developed.

They

don't even mention Augment.
Adams:

Interesting.

Engelbart:

We've got two guys, Norton and Don Young.

Don Young

was a top master-sergeant or whatever it is Air Force that
was involved in their first planning.

Before he retired

from the Air Force a while ago, he had been our chief guy.
Lowood:

That was the path A. Another path I wonder about is if
there's some capacity for an internal development of this
system as a support for McDonnell-Douglas itself.

Engelbart:

Well, one of the problems now is the fact that it's an
integrated system.

If they're already using IBM hardware

for their computer-aided design, or Hewlett-Packard, or DEC,
and then you bring up something that's so totally different
- even though it was built to go in there and integrate
it's very hard.
community sense.

I did sell a pilot program for use in the
They've got all kinds of standing

committees and important people involved, the corporate
vice-president for engineering has engineering
vice-presidents.
to keep track of.
interaction.

They all have projects in a matrix he has
It's still a very old-fashioned

There'd be lots of places that are potentials
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within the corporation.

But I kept saying to them that

you'd have to invest in this at the corporate level as a
strategic thing; you can't go and see whether those guys
want to buy it now, because how do they know?

So finally

that got sold to the gigantic sum of two hundred thousand a
year, which may seem a lot, but on the network it was just
peanuts.
Adams:

What kind of connections would the pilot have?

Engelbart:

Well, that was finally launched about a year and a week
ago.

This was to connect people who were interested in AI

technology as applicable to internal things, like AI support
for machine automation.
a good idea.
crazy.

From our experience, it seemed like

We trained a bunch of them, working like

I would have been able to staff it if they hadn't

made a final cut.

The ASD thing cut our last, real

experienced field people.

I just got the funds in time to

take them on, and now they're being threatened with being
cut off.
Adams:

Are you the only support person then, for that existing
system?

Englabart:

No.

I think it was really a failure.

people and got all excited about it.

We trained

They'd go back to do

the work but it wasn't like around a university or ARPA,
where almost everybody has access to the system.

It's very

hard for them to get on line and do much interacting.

They

get excited about it, and their manager keeps putting more
pressure on them to get their projects done.

He says,
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"Look, we're not in the business of collaborating.
now got this project going."

We've

The biggest impact seemed to

be at that level.
Adams:

What seems to keep coming up is the difficulty in this
environment of researchers to do collaborative work, to see
that sharing resources doesn't take substantial time away
from your own research task, but rather augments just a
basic problem.

Engelbart:

Well, the only way it's going to start working is in
some situation where you can sell the support for this as an
exploratory thing and not try to make the people pay for it
out of their own pockets.

You've got to be able to get into

their managers, their organization and make arrangements.
There are situations where people are desparate to
collaborate.
There was a tremendously exciting conference two weeks
ago in Dallas, called "Infamatics[?] International Access"
but it's Third World countries who desperately are
interested in the telecommunications potential for them to
get access to a lot of information they need for all sorts
of things, especially health information.

They found out

about what Augment can do; it's so much more than
conferences and bulletin boards and those other sort of
things.

They had ideas of building a community of interest

that's active in participating in building, developing and
collaborating on a lot of these issues.

That seemed to turn

enough people on that they were hoping to write a proposal
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to do a pilot project.

We have to get some philanthropic

support back in our world in order to get the energies and
capabilities for some exciting matching and adapting.

Who

can they approach that's going to understand their whole
meaning?
Yesterday I was in a really interesting meeting with
people laying out the plans for a world center, in the
city.

You guys remember enough history to know that the

United Nations was essentially born in San Francisco.

I

happened to be sitting on Treasure Island as a "countrified
swabby" [sailor] that springtime.

This world center is

trying to design its different segments by enlisting
committees from people around the community who have
expertise.

It just happened that I got approached about a

communications facility they wanted, and they had the
picture of dishes pointing to satellites and providing that
kind of intercommunications.

So I start telling them about

this kind of networking.
Yesterday I was in a meeting with the four of the
volunteers in this committee.
high.

The potential there is really

I went to Singapore two years ago, to give a week's

lectures there.

I demonstrated by connecting Dwayne[?]

Stone in Washington, D.C.

It took me a couple of days to

get the PC working for their network, but I could actually
demonstrate the new projector.

People can watch my screen,

and when I called up Dwayne[?] Stone, his voice came out
loudly.

Pretty soon the screen cleared and there was his
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screen, with me talking and showing people what was on it.
"What time is it there, Dwayne?" I asked.
hours difference.
impact.

There's twelve

The demonstration had a very high

They decided they want to be the software brain

trust of the southeast Pacific region, and they have to
import people - it's extremely expensive.

So talking to

them about that kind of collaborative work was very
exciting.
I was in Norway and Sweden, small countries that still
have to communicate with the world and tie-in to other
systems.
coalesce?

But you see that huge potential.

How does it

It's frustrating.

Lowood:

There was a proposal that you did for Stanford

Engelbart:

Oh yes.

Lowood:

Could you talk about that a little bit?

....

It was probably in the late 70s.
I think it

would be interesting to know why that didn't get off the
ground.
Engelbart:

It turned out that there was no money behind it at
Stanford.

They put out a request for information that was

just a way to stimulate interest.
proposal.

It wasn't a request for a

It was a request for information.

people got excited.

But a lot of

Xerox made them a pitch, and they just

didn't have any dollars behind it.
Lowood:

What information were they seeking?

Engelbart:

Well, just information about what could your product or
service do to support their needs, and they have nicely
developed needs for how many people around there are
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preparing documents all the time, lecture notes, research
papers; how much communications they need, how much it could
save.

It was very well thought out.

It was just exactly

the kind of community thing that we'd been designing for a
very long time.
Lowood:

But it was a false lead.

Engelbart:

Yeah.

I'm trying to remember the name of the guy in

the computer service area that put out the request.

He's

still interested in a lot of these things so we started
getting together informally.
have gotten started.

I was thinking of what could

One day I said, "Well, the thing I

dream of is a center; I'd call it the Center for High
Performing Scholarship."
pieces."

And he wrote some memos and "think

But it really names it.

He tried to raise

interest among at least one, but hopefully more, really
senior faculty so that it could gain momentum.

We'd get

different people in, and they'd listen for a while, and then
they'd start saying, "Oh boy, then this is what we could do
. . . .," and I realized that the perceptions of everybody
about what I was talking about were so different, that if we
did get together in some syndicated way and creat it, it
just wouldn't be what I'd been waiting to do.
Lowood:

There's another related professional activity, which I
guess fits in with this.

There was a National Academy of

Sciences committee that you were on that would look into
research libraries?

How was that tied in?

What was going

on in libraries at the time that you got involved?
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Engelbart:

Well, it could have turned into something exciting.
I'm always an optimist.

The only way I could go on all of

those years was by hoping.

I wasn't going to forget that.

It's like a quarterback getting sacked every play, play
after play, after play.

It's the way I feel sometimes.

offensive line to watch me, and you kept hoping.

No

How I

could keep getting up and doing it over again is just some
crazy mania.
Adams:

But you do.

Engelbart:

Yeah.
Sciences.

The committee originated inside the Academy of
It was already started, so they went out to

recruit people.

Their objective was to try to make a study

of the state of research libraries, and the potential for
computer support to improve their effectiveness.

They would

write a report on what was needed or could be done.

They

also wanted to appeal to people interested in funding or
promoting things from the library side.

For the first year

we visited exciting reseach libraries - the Library of
Congress, Harvard, MIT, Bell Labs, Berkeley and Stanford.
It was the predecessor of Socrates, Ballots, RLG.
Another idea was the generic file management of data.
Lowood:

SPIRES.

Engelbart:

SPIRES.

Berkeley had some interesting guides.

It was

in the late 60s.
Lowood:

Oh, that early - Ballots wasn't even up yet.

Engelbart:

That's right.

Lowood:

Ballots was really one of the earliest, as far as I

None of those were up yet.
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know, of the academic libraries that automated.

So this

committee could have actually played some sort of seminal
role.
Engelbart:

Yeah, someplace I have the report that committee
published, and that report did not have the sort of minority
report attached to it that I wanted to produce.
I just gave up because I'd begun to realize the kind of
politics involved.

From the several years I'd already spent

working on the network information center concepts and
ideas, I just knew that networks were going to evolve and
make a huge impact upon the economics.

You don't have to

think about putting a time-sharing mainframe into every
library.

Some of them were the maintenace of data bases.

It would change the nature of the service potentials and the
economics immensely.
The committee wouldn't put anything about networks in
the report.

"Networks are just a gimmick that ARPA is

playing with on the side," they said.

He just wouldn't have

any discussion on that issue.
Lowood:

Well, you were vindicated on that one, because it went
very early into the network.

Engelbart:

Oh, sure.

Adams:

Who was on the committee?

Engelbart:

I'll need to find the report.

Lowood:

We can cite the report in the transcript.

Engelbart:

Anyway, I enjoyed the visits to those sites a great
deal and the subsequent contact.

The very first paper I
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ever gave, in 1959, was to the Record Documentation

Adams:

Institute.

It seemed like that's where I'd find the most

relevance.

I tried looking at other communities.

Did any of the research libraries you visited set up,
subsequently, a program that you would have approved of?

Engelbart:

I don't know.

Adams:

Did you get involved in any actual arrangements?

Engelbart:

No.

I was still too radical.

When a university tries

to get the money, the people who review it ask their
friends' opinions.

If it's a wild idea, they're not going

to risk their own reputation investing money on something
that's crazy.
Lowood:

Did you have much contact with the computer science or
electrical engineering people at Stanford at all?

Engelbart:

Off and on.

Lowood:

Where there any relationships that you developed?

Engelbart:

Well, I got to be friends with George Forsythe, and he
just loved one of my game simulations.

I was invited to an

early Applied Mathematics and Computers Society dinner
meeting in 1958.

It was a hilarious thing, because there

were some people who had been drinking and especially one
guy was boisterous.
loaded.

I hadn't realized that he was pretty

He did one of my simulation things on debugging.

I

had him get inside the concept of the computer, and I said,
"You look around.

You have to figure out whether you can

correct it or you have to replace the elements."
George and his wife Sandra were both there.

George, in
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one of his programming classes, would stop partway through
and as an exercise have them write a computer program that
would simulate the people that simulated the computer, to
see if they would come up with the right sequence.

Once he

mailed me an actual printout.
Lowood:

Yes, we have that in your papers.

Engelbart:

Then I remember going in one time to talk to a
colloquia in computer science.

I was talking about

interactions, about Augmenting and what we were building.
George said, "Well Doug, I'm really puzzled.

I can't

imagine making use of any faster turnaround than twenty
minutes when I'm programming."

He was just very friendly

about it, but he just couldn't grasp it.
Lowood:

But his area was numerical analysis wasn't it?

Engelbart:

Even after I told all about that - and by then I had
slides and movies to show interactions - he just couldn't
see the value of it, or the potential way in which computers
were going to get cheaper and support what we were doing.
But his reactio was typical.

I exhausted myself, year after

year, carrying movies and other demonstrations around the
country.
Lowood:

Was there ever any question of getting involved with
Stanford anymore?

Engelbart:

One time I asked him about that, and he said, "Well,
I'll tell you what, come over for a meeting.

I'll get

so-and-so and so-and-so and so-and-so together and we'll
judge whether or not some program like this could get
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going."

I didn't even follow up because I knew so-and-so

and so-and-so and so-and-so and their interests.

There'd be

different kinds of special interest, informal seminars, and
I'd go sit in on them from time to time.
way I could get anybody's attention.

But there was no

The AI people, I'd try

to talk to them about structured files and knowledge
content, and they'd look at me stonily and defy me to prove
that that was verifiable.

There was no overlap.

would be friendly enough, but it was obvious.

People

They were

friendly, as though they were saying, "Well, you are a nice
guy and we want to be polite, but there isn't any relevance
between what you're doing and what we think is important."
Lowood:

This may be completely irrelevant, but what about with
someone like Donald Knuth and his text formatting, you know,
TEX, and those capabilities?

Engelbart:

That emerged after we were down here.
thinking about that at the time.
aligned with ours at all.

I remember

His perception just wasn't

One time there was a professional

conference in Portland on text processing, the very first.
I thought, "Oh boy, finally."

I went to that and, I'll be

damned, nobody even recognized anything we'd done.

I later

went up to the organizers of the conference, and
congratulated them.

They looked at me like, "Who is this

old fart trying to talk to us?"

It was really wierd.

This was in '79, maybe even '80.
for me.

It was so depressing

They were excitedly talking about things we'd done

fifteen years before or had improvements on it, and
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published.

We all knew about it.

Finally Andy van

who happened to be there, stood up.
science at Brown now.

,

He's head of computer

He published books on graphics, and

he'd done a sort of a hypertext thing with Ted Nelson and
I.

He got up just at the end of one of those sessions, and

said, "Listen, how can you guys talk about yourselves being
professionals if you don't read our history?
there [me], he's done all that stuff."

That guy over

That's all there was

at that.
I can get so morbid about all of that.

I learned a

long time ago that I shouldn't.
Lowood:

The reason I'm asking these kinds of questions is that
I'm trying to map out some of the context.

Engelbart:

I appreciate that.

As far as anything productive,

there have been a small number of people around the country
who would talk to me.

If it ever came to their putting out

any of their own personal resources to do something about
it, I don't know; it wasn't tested.

There were very few

people until the last three years who would even talk
technically about the substantive parts of what we'd been
doing.

It's just amazing.

The whole development of

personal computers, which had a marvellous impact on giving
people the idea that computers could help . . . .

They were

so stuck on the idea that you're going to be able to have
everything on your desk in a few years that you're ever
going to need, that they didn't want to fool around with any
of this.
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Lowood:

That's the whole liberating part of it.

I suppose that

the lesson there is that when people are liberated in one
dimension, they tend to close up the other.
Engelbart:

Well, it takes time to explore what that liberation
provides you, and I understand that. What I have learned is
that I don't need to take it personally.
while for the evolution of all that.

It takes quite a

I've found lots of

cases in my own past where I just was blind to something.
Something about my experience got in the way until I got to
the point of accepting it.
[END OF INTERVIEW]

